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ABSTRACT 
In Paper I, packing of colloidal particles is simulated in three-dimensions. Colloidal particles in each 
cluster are condensed from space towards their center. Clusters are then moved toward the center of 
agglomerates. The particle rearrangement process during or after condensation is simulated by moving 
each particle into a more stable position. Particle clusters rearranged during packing have higher packing 
density and average coordination number than particle clusters rearranged after packing. The effect of 
particle rearrangement on the packing density in a cluster is comparable to the effect of cluster 
rearrangement in the cluster agglomeration. 
In Paper U, agglomeration of colloidal particles in a suspension is simulated using the concepts of 
interparticle potential fields. Colloid particles move during agglomeration in the direction which decreases 
the potential energies between particles. Simulated conditions are based on experimental results and on 
agglomeration theory. The effects of the various types of potential curves between colloidal particles were 
checked. It was found that short- and long-range fields contribute to the agglomeration process under 
typical default conditions. Strong short range attractive energy without a repulsive energy barrier makes 
small strong clusters with hard contacts between particles but weak short-range force with a large repulsive 
energy barrier makes big agglomerates with soft contacts between particles. 
In Paper EH, settling of colloidal particles was studied with a three-dimensional computer simulation 
technique. Special attention was paid to the metastable state, rearrangement, and network stress build-up 
during or after colloidal particle settling. The settling density through the whole process was checked and 
compared with experimental results. There is a big difference in packing density between particles settled 
with and without rearrangement. Internal sediment stresses and fracture energies of the settled colloidal 
powders were calculated. Stress condensation in a simulated powder compact by internal sediment stresses 
shows good approximation to the network compression stage of powder settling experiments. In a vertical 
distribution of fracture energy several minima are observed along the height of the particle compact which 
may cause laminar cracks in subsequent drying processes. Abrupt changes in the fracture energy become 
smoother with particle rearrangement. Angular fracture energy becomes more isotropic with 
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rearrangement. Low density regions were observed in the settled powder compact near the comer of a tilted 
box and this is mainly due to the bridging of particles. 
1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Particle size and uniformity are important in ceramic processing because they can affect packing and 
sintering behavior of powder compacts.'' Fine and monosized powder are generally preferred for high 
packing and sintering density at low sintering temperature. Particles land over other particles and rearrange 
to stable packing positions during the packing process. Interparticle friction prevents particle 
rearrangement and causes lower packing density of powder compacts. The packing density will decrease as 
the surface becomes more rough and as the shape becomes more fibrous. Fine ceramic powders form 
agglomerates due to their attractiveness and need to be ground to reduce agglomerate size. Agglomerates 
can be classified as either hard or soft depending upon the strength of interparticle bonding in a cluster.*' 
Soft groups have weak interparticle forces and are generally desirable because they can rearrange easily 
during packing and can be redistributed uniformly for a given forming pressure. Hard agglomerations 
cause a decrease in the compaction and sintering densities. 
Furnas^' hypothesized that exact size ratios are the most important factor to achieve high packing 
density. After that, most experimental research has been concentrated on trying to find good agreement 
between experimental and theoretical packing densities. Since Mason''' studied particle packing by a 
computer simulation technique, such methods have been extensively used. Y. Kim Han'' applied the 
concepts of rearrangement to 2-dimensional packing under central confining forces. She found a decrease 
in packing density due to the introduction of disorder in crystal-like particle packing near both particle 
sizes in a binary packing. A density increase was shown in the central region between the end regions due 
to space filling by small particles. 
The energy acting on the colloidal particles is a summation of all the interatomic energies acting 
between all of the atoms of the materials and any intervening medium. This summation is not a simple 
pairwise addition but that can be used as a first approximation.^' Hamaker derived equations for van der 
Waals attractive energies on the basis of additivity of these energies between pairs of atoms or 
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molecules.^" In the case of the attraction between two particles of radius, a, at a distance between panicle 
surfaces, H, (distance between the centers = 2 a + H = R) the energy of attraction, V(attractive), is 
V(attractive) = -A/6(2aV(R--4a-) + 2a-/R-+ ln((RW)/R-)) 
where Hamaker's constant, A depends on the properties of the particles and of the dispersion medium. 
Electrostatic energy is due to the repulsive interaction of the electrical double layers between particles 
if they are of the same chemical nature and have surface fields of the same sign and magnitude. The 
electrostatic repulsive energies fall off as an exponential function of distance and have a range of the 
thickness of the electrical double layer k"'. 
l/K = (Ee°RT/F-ZCiZi-)"^ 
where e is the relative permittivity of the medium, e° the permittivity of the vacuum, R the gas constant, T 
the absolute temperature, F the Faraday constant, Cj and Zj are the concentration and the charge of the ions 
of type i in the dispersion medium. 
For small surface potentials((|)o), small extension of double layer(Ka) and small values of H/ ct, the repulsive 
energy is 
V(repulsive) = 2rtEe''a(()o"exp(-KH) 
The DLVO theory®' assumes that the net energy between particles in a polar liquid is given by the 
algebraic sum of the electrical double-layer repulsion and the dispersion attraction. At small and at large 
separations the attractive energy dominates and at intermediate separations the exponential repulsion 
becomes important. 
J 
Surfactant adsorption can affect surface interactions.*'"""" If the dielectric constant of the surfactant is 
intermediate between that of the particle and that of the solvent, the attractive energy will be weakened. 
The effect of adsorbing polymer solubility is to coat particles with a polymer layer and give rise to steric 
stabilization. The steric interaction energy in the interpenetrational domain(S < H < 25) is as follows." 
V(steric) = -na kT/Q(|)\l/2-x)(25-H) 
where a is the particle radius, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, Q the partial molecular volume 
of the solvent, <j) the volume fraction of chains in the adsorbed layer, x the adsorbent-solvent interaction 
parameter, 5 the steric layer thickness and H the distance between particle surfaces 
In addition to the interparticle forces there is a linear frictional drag force opposite to the direction of 
movement when a spherical particle (radius = r) is in an unbounded parallel stream with a uniform relative 
velocity vas follows. ' "' 
F(d) = -67t^rv 
Two colloidal particles either approach each other or separate in the absence of Brownian motion, 
depending whether the interparticle force is attractive or repulsive, respectively. When a force, F, is acting 
on the colloidal particles they will move with a velocity v. 
F = kTD"'v 
where D is the diffusion tensor for relative motion between the particles.'"' 
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It is reported by J. S. Reed that the kinetic energy of colloidal particles due to Brownian motion is order of 
10 kT. Several values under 10 kT at different temperatures were used in this work. It is assumed that 
a particle in a concentrated suspension has a gravitational potential energy, a Brownian energy, an 
attractive and a repulsive surface energy. A particle's total energy at a height z is then as follows.'^' 
V(z) = l/2mv" + {V} -zApg 
where m is a particle mass, {V} the potential energy arising from interactions with all other particles, v the 
velocity of particles; Ap the difference in density between particles and liquid and g the acceleration due to 
gravity. 
Rate of agglomeration depends on the interparticle energies.'^' The repulsive energy acts as a barrier to the 
agglomeration process. The contribution of Brownian motion is important for small interparticle energy 
barriers. 
Settling process can be divided into induction period, constant density period, and variable density 
period depending on the behavior of settling particles.'^' In dilute suspensions particles agglomerate toward 
the formation of discrete clusters which settle more or less independently.'^' The clusters form networks 
and the network settles or even consolidates depending upon its strength. This process depends upon 
particle size, particle shape, the strength of aggregation and upon the previous history of the suspension. 
Sedimentation involves irreversible consolidation of the network under its own weight. The driving force is 
the compression stress arising from the accumulated weight of the particles. Stress can be transmitted 
directly throughout the network strucmre. The particulate network has a static strength characterized by 
compressive and shear yield stress.'^' If the binding forces are weak, the structure can rearrange as a result 
of thermal diffusion during sedimentation. Flocculation makes a soft bonded particle network structure at 
first and then particles break bonds and rearrange with time as the structure becomes more condensed. 
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Ordered structure can grow at the top due to more free space and the bottom of a settled sediment due to 
higher stresses in very concentrated dispersions of monodisperse spherical particles.'^' 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of three separate papers. The first paper, "Computer Simulation of 
Three Dimensional Particle Packing," the second paper, "Computer Simulation of Agglomeration in 
Colloidal Powder Processing" and the third paper, "Computer Simulation of Microstructure and Strength 
of Settled Colloidal Powders" are in preparation for publication by the Journal of American Ceramic 
Society. 
The first paper was presented at the MRS 1997 Spring Meeting, the second paper will be presented at 
the American Ceramic Society 1997 Spring Meeting, and the third part will be presented at the Ceramic 
Processing 97 Symposium. 
Following the last paper is a general conclusions chapter. Computer programs used for this research 
"Computer Simulation of Colloidal Powder Processing" are as follows and listed in the Appendix. 
Paper I. Computer Simulation of Three Dimensional Particle Packing 
Program Name: 3d4.F90 
Paper 2. Computer Simulation of Agglomeration in Colloidal Powder Processing 
Program Name: 3d7.F90 
Paper 3. Computer Simulation of Microstructure and Strength of Settled Colloidal Powders 
Program Name: 3d5.F90 
All the source codes are listed even though these source codes have same or similar subroutines in each 
program. These codes can be compiled by LF90 Fortran compiler version 2.01 and will work with other 
Fortran 90 compilers after some adjustment. 
References cited in the General Introduction are listed after the appendix. 
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1. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE PACKING 
A paper, a portion of which was submitted for pubh'cation by the Journal ofAmerican Ceramic Society^ 
Jong-Cheol FCim and David M. Martin 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010 
1. Introduction 
Three-dimensional packing of spherical particles is simulated using Lahey FORTRAN 90 as a 
programming language running on a personal computer. A spherical particle model is used because of 
geometrical simplicity. Particles are packed into randomly selected points in space. The packing process 
has two different levels: one is particle packing to make a cluster and the other is cluster packing to make 
an agglomerate. This packing concept can be extended to more than two levels in order to represent multi­
level powder agglomerates. Particles in each cluster are condensed from space towards a specified center. 
Clusters are then moved toward the center of the agglomerates. The particle rearrangement process is 
simulated by movLig each particle into a more stable position. The ratio of the condensation rate to the 
rearrangement rate controls the compacmess of the cluster. Two types of the rearrangement are studied: 
rearrangement during packing and rearrangement after packing. This is also applied to cluster 
rearrangement under the simplifying assumption that the clusters are spheres having a radius equal to the 
mean interparticle distance. A soft and hard cluster (aggregate) model is constructed by controlling the 
intercluster distance and the cluster aggregate size. All packing processes are graphically visualized as a 
whole or as a cross-section. Particle clusters constructed with rearrangement which occurs during packing 
have higher packing density and average coordination number than particle clusters rearranged after 
A portion of this paper was presented at the MRS 1997 Spring Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Mar. 31-Apr. 
4, 1997 
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packing. The effect of particle rearrangement during packing is comparable to the effect of cluster 
rearrangement during cluster agglomeration. The packing of soft agglomerates is well represented using 
mean interparticle distance as an effective radius. The packing of hard agglomerates is represented by 
condensing soft agglomerates. 
2. Literature Review 
Packing Stability and Particle Size 
It is well known that particle size and uniformity can affect packing and sintering behavior of powder 
compacts." That is why fine and monosized powders are preferred for high packing and sintering density at 
low sintering temperatures. A newly added panicle in an ideal monosized sphere packing is expected to 
rearrange under a directional force like gravity or a central confining force. This process can be divided 
into three separate steps: touching another particle, rolling to touch two particles, and rolling into a valley 
between three existing particles as shown in Fig. IIn this case, a panicle must have at least three 
neighbors, that is, three contacts in the direction of the particle motion to ensure stability. The packing 
density increases with the stability of the particles. It is reported by L. Oger et al.^' that the minimum 
number of average contacts for a stable random particle packing is 4.75 and that this corresponds to a 
packing density of 0.35 approximately. Lower packing densities are possible with ordered packing of 
spheres in a continuous network. 
For particles below approximately lOOum there is a big contribution of interparticle friction and 
particle bridging to the packing density. The Interparticle friction can be caused by the surface roughness 
and the sphericity of the particle. The packing density will decrease as the surface becomes more rough and 
as the shape becomes more fibrous. This contribution is due to an increase in surface area and a decrease in 
a particle weight as shown in Fig.2 where the fractional packing density for glass spheres is plotted as a 
fiinction of the particle mean diameter.'*' 
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1) one particle contact, 2) two particle contacts, 3) three particle contacts 
Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of a particle movement toward a stable packing position under the 
gravitational force"' 
packing density 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
40 100 200 400 600 
particie diameter, micron 
Fig. 2 Schematic plot of the fractional packing density for glass spheres versus the particle diameter.'" 
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Agglomerates 
The specific bonding energy of a particle compact becomes larger as the specific surface area 
increases(e.g. proportional to the square root of particle radius). Interparticle forces depend on many 
factors like particle size, the amount and the kind of wetting liquid adsorbed and so on. Fine ceramic 
powders form agglomerates and it is necessary to grind the powders with agglomerates in order to reduce 
agglomerate size. Agglomerates can be classified as either hard or soft^' depending upon the interparticle 
forces in a cluster. Hard agglomerates have strong bonds between particles mainly because of partial 
reactions. Soft agglomerated powders are held together by van der Waals forces and can be broken apart 
easily.*' Soft groups pack with a lower bulk density than hard ones. However, the density of the soft 
agglomerates after sintering is higher because the soft agglomerate bonds break easily and can be packed 
uniformly for a given packing pressure. Particle agglomerates are separated by low density regions'* which 
lead to porosity. Agglomeration causes a decrease in the packing density and many problems in mixing, 
compaction and sintering. 
Model Experiments 
Furnas^' found that exact size ratios are the most important factor to achieve high packing density 
through his pioneering work. Westman and Hugill" packed particles with different sizes and showed how 
the density varied as a function of the number of sizes having very large diameter ratios. Scott'' packed 
steel balls of equal size by two different modes, loose random packing and dense random packing. The 
balls are gently shaken down into the vessel in the dense packing and the balls are gently rolled down into 
the vessel in loose packing. Loose packing had a density of 60% and dense one 64%. Bemal and Mason"" 
studied the difference in the coordination number between the loose packing and in the dense packing. The 
largest coordination number frequencies found in the loose packing are 5 and 6. In the case of the dense 
packing those numbers are 6 and 7. McGeary'" packed big particles first and far smaller particles later to 
fill the voids made by the big particles. He obtained 95.1% packing density in a quaternary system. Most 
research has been concentrated on trying to find good agreement between experimental and theoretical 
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packing densities. Experimental studies which mechanically pack particles have used only a few discrete 
sizes rather than size distributions.'"' In order to obtain packing properties close to these experimental 
results similar radius ratios should be used. However, these densities are over 60 percent and are far above 
the bulk densities found in the processing of real ceramic powders. 
Computational Approaches 
Since Mason"' studied particle packing by a computer simulation technique, computer simulation 
methods have been extensively used. Mason assumed a central confining force and found a limiting density 
around 64 %. Tory et al.''" simulated the settling of spheres. I. L. Davis and R. G. Carter'^' introduced a 
new type of Monte Carlo algorithm to simulate 3-dimensional random particle packing which compares 
well with the experimental results reported by McGeary"'. 
Recently, C. Hogue and D. Newland'^' introduced new concepts of the contact model in order to 
simulate moving particles. They made this algorithm work with non-spherical particles also. Y. Kim Han'" 
applied the concepts of rearrangement to 2-dimensional packing under central confining forces. She found 
that changes in packing densities with different particle ratios can be divided into several zones as shown in 
Fig.3. These separate zones show the contribution by the disorder in particle packing structure near both 
end axes. The central region between the end regions shows a density increase caused by the space filling 
of small particles. 
3. Modeling 
A three-dimensional packing algorithm has been developed with special attention paid to the 
metastable state. The packing algorithm is designed to include both stable and metastable states where 
particles are packing and moving over one another simultaneously. This model also includes hard and soft 
agglomerate simulation for ceramic powder packing because understanding hard and soft agglomerates is 
essential to ceramic powder packing and microstructure development. 
II 
S 1.18 
1.10 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 
Large Particle Fraction 
0.80 1.00 
Fig. 3 2-dimensional binary packing density at radius ratio 3.3 (Adapted from Y. Kim Han's work'^ ) 
Fig. 4 shows a general flow chan of the total packing algorithm. The total process can be divided into 
a sequential particle packing stage and a cluster packing stage. The total algorithm can also be envisioned 
as five discrete segments which occurs in one or both of the two stages. The first segment is a particle 
condensing process in the first stage or cluster condensing process in the second stage. The others are a 
rearrangement unit for both particle and cluster, a clipping unit for monitoring packing and rearrangement, 
a radial distribution function for volume change and a cluster radius determination for cluster 
rearrangement. These five segments can be combined to simulate specific situations for both particle 
packing and cluster condensing stages. 
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Particle Condensation 
The number of clusters and particles in each cluster are given first. The particle sizes are assigned to 
each particle by a given random uniform probability. In each cluster, one particle is generated as a seed. An 
arbitrary point in space, far from all of the particles when compared with the particle radius is selected in 3-
d space. A new particle is attached to the existing particle cluster by moving it along the vector from the 
distant position to the surface of the existing cluster. This process is represented by vector algebra as shown 
Particle 
Packing 
Stage 
Seed Generation 
Each Cluster n s 1 
Add New Particle 
n s n 1 
Select 
Landing Place 
i 
Clipping 
Radial Distribution 
Function 
= Total No. w 
Particie ^ •No 
Rearrangement After 
Condensation 
Rearrangement 
During 
Condensation 
Cluster Condensing 
Stage 
Cluster Radius 
Determination 
Cluster Condensing 
= Total No. o 
ondensatio 
Rearrangement After 
Condensation 
I Rearrangement During 
j Condensation 
End 
Fig. 4 Flow chart of total packing algorithm 
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in Fig. 5. The first particle in the cluster touched as the new particle is moved towards the center along this 
vector is chosen as the new neighbor particle. This particle landing process assumes central interparticle 
forces. This is a good approximation for fine ceramic powders where particle to particle forces are far 
greater than gravity. 
space vector 
radius sum of new 
and existing particles 
existing particle 
new position 
normal distance cluster center 
Fig. 5. Vector representation of particle condensing 
Table 1 shows that computation time taken with number of particles packed without rearrangement is 
order n cubed. Packing of 1000 particles can be done in reasonable time. In the literature there are two 
main particle packing algorithms. The first method'"' '''' '^' is to find the most stable position on the cluster 
surface. This method requires keeping track of the outer sites available. The biggest problem with this 
method is that a lot of computation time is needed to keep track of all possible sites, especially in 3-
dimensions. The other method'" is to generate particle coordinates in a box and to incrementally increase 
the radius of each particle until there is no overlap between particles. This method is simple in the early 
stage, but this algorithm needs a lot more computation steps as it becomes more dense. These packing 
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simulations usually do not report the computation time in detail. Burk and Apte'"' reported that their 3-
dimensional simulation was impossible on a desktop computer. Hare'*' also limited the particle number to 
500 because of computer execution time. Our method was also programmed on the desktop computer, and 
is very simple and efficient compared with other methods, and probably is a better representation of reality. 
Table 1. Relation of computation time taken with the number of particles 
No. of particle Time taken approx. 
10 2 sec. 
100 13 sec. 
300 2 min. 5 sec. 
500 7 min. 15 sec. 
1000 31 min. 
Rearrangement 
The rearrangement concept was used in computer simulation of the spheres settling into a randomly 
packed bed''" and condensing into randomly packed cluster.'^ There is a good similarity between a sphere 
settling into a randomly packed bed and into a randomly packed cluster. Moreover, simultaneous packing 
and rearrangement concepts have been incorporated because even after landing on the surface of existing 
particles, all particles can be rearranged into more stable positions. In cluster packing, after existing 
clusters touch, they can be rearranged in the same way as particles. Two rearrangement modes are used. 
The first is particle motion during packing and the other is motion after packing. The relative ratio of 
moving rate over particle packing rate is used to represent the degree of rearrangement from the newest 
particle to the seed particle in reverse order. 
The rearrangement process starts from checking the coordination number(CN) of each particle. If its 
CN is 3, the particle is fixed and if its CN is 2, the particle can rotate in a circle around the axis defined by 
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two neighboring particles. If its CN is 1, the particle rotates over its neighboring particle in an arbitrary 
direction. Fig. 6 shows the schematic rearrangement process with different coordination numbers. 
CN = 1 
move over 
sphere 
CN = 2 
move around 
a circle 
move over 
sphere 
» IfCN = 3. Fixed 
Fig. 6 Rearrangement process with different coordination numbers 
Radial Distribution Function 
An integration method is used to measure the cluster volume. A random center is selected near the 
cluster center. The integration process is as follows: 
1) Set a center near the x-, y-, z-coordinates of the first particle. 
2) Check the interparticle distance from the center of integration to the center of the particle. Each particle 
is integrated from the center to the distance which includes all particle volume. 
3) Divide the integration distance into 3 intervals. 
First interval: before contact 
volume of each particle = 0.0 
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Second interval: after contact but prior to the departure from the particle 
volume of each particle obtained by integration in Fig. 7 
Third interval: after the departure from the particle 
volume of each particle = 4.0/3.0 x Pi x particle radius' 
4) Integration equation for the second interval 
If a particle contains an integration center, volume is 4.0/3.0 x Pi x integration radius(I)^ until 1 is 
less than r. 
r = distance from integration center to the particle surface containing an 
integration center 
If a particle does not contains an integration center or r is greater than I, volume is calculated by 
following integration equations. 
B1 =C-(D-R(K,J)) 
VOLI = (-81^/3.0 + B|-x R(K,J)) x Pi 
B2 = I - C 
V0L2 = (-82^/3.0 + B2- x I) x Pi 
Total Volume = VOLI +V0L2 
B1: Integration Distance for VOL 1 
B2: Integration Distance for VOL2 
K: No. of Cluster. J: No. of Particle, R: Radius of Particle 
C: Distance fi-om Common Plane to Integration Center 
D: Distance from Integration Center to Particle Center 
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Cluster Packing and Radius Determination 
The cluster packing process is quite similar to the process of particle packing except for the fact that 
clusters are generated simultaneously in space and have non-spherical shapes. The clusters are condensed 
to a center and the ratio of condensing rate to rearrangement rate can be controlled as well. There are two 
cluster rearrangement modes just as in particle rearrangement. In order to simplify the cluster 
rearrangement 
Fig. 7 Schematic representation of integration of particle volume 
it is convenient to assign a cluster radius so that a cluster can be treated as a particle. What is the size or 
radius of the cluster? Three different approaches were tried. An "effective" radius is defined from volume 
conservation of particles as follows; 
4/3 X Pi X (ER)^ = S 4/3 Pi r(i)^ from number 0 to N 
intergration 
center 
particle 
center 
VOL 2 V0L1 
ER : Effective Radius of Cluster 
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r(i): Radius of Each Particle i 
N : Total Particle Number 
The effective radius(ER) is calculated by ER = x r(i). 
The second method is to calculate moment radius as follows. 
Moment = (Particle Volume) x (Distance from Particle Center to Cluster Center) 
Average Moment Radius = Sum of Moments / Total Volume 
These radii were tested in order to measure the density of the particle cluster but these radii are not so big 
enough to cover more dian 50 % of the volume of the cluster. If a sphere made with a ER or moment radius 
is assigned as the cluster sphere, more than 50 % of the particle volume is outside of this cluster sphere. 
These ER and moment radius are not appropriate to represent the radius of particle cluster because these 
cluster spheres cause overlapping. 
As an alternative to both radii the Mean Interparticle Distance (MID) concept was introduced. Mean 
interparticle distance is calculated by following formula. 
From particle i 
no 
Sum of Interparticle Distance = S I Distance from Particle i to j I 
j"! 
Average Interparticle Distance = Sum of Interparticle Distance/CNo-1) 
Total particles 
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Total Sum of Interparticle Distance = S Sum of Inteqjarticie Distance 
Average per particle = Total Sum of Interparticle Distance / No 
MID = Average per particle = Total Sum of Interparticle Distance / No 
Fig. 8 illustrates several particle clusters drawn with the radius of the MID. The sphere drawn with the 
radius of the MID usually covers 80 to 90% of the total cluster volume regardless of the rearrangement 
process. This means that MID changes in proportion to the size of the cluster. This MID can be used as a 
cluster radius in the following cluster rearrangement. There is not much overlapping problem because only 
10 to 20% of the total volume is out of the cluster sphere drawn with a radius of MID. 
Clipping for 2-Dimensionai Representation 
Particles are packed in an imaginary box. Its capacity is set to 10 x 10 x 10 (screen size =10x8 
approximately) temporarily and can be easily expanded for large scale packing, x, y and z coordinates 
range from 0 to 10. 2-dimensional clipping is used in order to visualize the whole packing process and the 
cross-section of the particle cluster on the computer screen. The z-plane is selected as the clipping plane 
and the z-axis is divided into 100 intervals. Four points in a plane at a height Z; are assigned as follows. 
pl(0,0,Zj), p2(0,10,Zi), p3(10,10,Zi), p4(10,0,Zi) 
Normal distances from plane to particle centers are calculated. Fig. 9 shows the vector representation of the 
clipping process. This normal distance is compared with a radius of each particle. If the normal distance is 
smaller than the particle radius, this particle intersects the plane. If the normal distance is greater than the 
radius, this particle does not intersect the plane. For the particles intersecting the clipping plane, the 
Intercepted Particle Radius(IPR) is calculated by following equation. 
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IPR = SQRT(Radius" - Normal Distance") 
The projected center is calculated by vector algebra. Two vectors are made on this plane at first and normal 
vectors are obtained by cross product of these two vectors. The unit normal vector is the normal vector 
a) 10 particles b) 100 particles 
c) 1000 particles 
Fig. 8 Particle clusters drawn with a radius of mean interparticle distance 
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n 
Dist(Q.S) 
Dist(Q>S)= 
I n*(Q-P)l 
I n l  
S 
Fig. 9 Vector representation of clipping process 
divided by its magnitude. The projected particle center is the distance multiplied by the unit vector plus the 
particle center. Particles are drawn on screen based on these projected centers and the IPR. 
Particle Packing in One Cluster 
Particles with equal sizes were packed at different rearranging to packing rate for two different 
rearrangement modes. Fig. 10 shows a typical cumulative volume at different rearrangement numbers and 
modes(a) rearrangement during packing, b) after packing and c) comparison). The cumulative volume of a 
rearranged cluster increases more rapidly for both modes. Rearrangement during packing is more effective 
in moving particles into more stable positions than is rearrangement after packing. This packing efficiency 
can be checked visually by clipping a cross-section of each cluster. The distribution of coordination 
numbers of particles at different rearrangement numbers and modes is shown in Fig. 11. The coordination 
4. Discussion 
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number distributions of all the particles correspond to the above results because packing with higher 
density should have higher coordination numbers. Rearrangement after packing affects particles near the 
cluster surface to a much greater extent than interior particles. Particles near the center of clusters 
rearranged during packing are densely packed and have a high coordination number as shown in Table 2. 
While the average coordination number is high the scatter in coordination number is also high; this may be 
a source of sintering defects. 
No. of Particles = 100, Radius = 0.15, One Particle Vol. = 0.0141 
Cumulative Volume = Sum of the Integration Eleven times 
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Fig. 10 Cumulative volume at different rearrangement numbers and modes 
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Fig. 11. The distribution of the coordination numbers of particles at different rearrangement modes 
Table 2. Average coordination numbers(CN) and standard deviations(STD) of rearranged interior 
particles* 
Rearrangement No During Condensation After Condensation 
Average CN 4.8 7.4 5.0 
STDofCN 1.1 1.7 1.0 
*The interior 50 particles of the 100 total particles in Fig. 11. 
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Cluster Packing 
Clusters are packed and rearranged in a similar way. Agglomerates can be generally divided into soft 
and hard depending on the intercluster strength. A schematic representation of soft and hard clusters is 
shown in Fig. 12. The general physical properties of the soft and hard clusters are summarized in Table 3. 
Clusters in a soft agglomerate do not form strong bonds with each other but clusters in hard agglomerates 
are more tightly bonded and may act as one agglomerate. These differences in cluster hardness are 
responsible for the higher green density but lower sintering density for hard clusters. The effects of particle 
and cluster rearrangement during condensation are compared in Fig. 13. Cluster rearrangement effects are 
comparable to particle rearrangement effects. Both clusters and particles in clusters must be rearranged to 
achieve a high packing density. Fig. 14 shows incremental volume increase with rearrangement time due to 
the rearrangement after condensation. Compared with the rearrangement during condensation in Fig. 13, 
rearrangement after condensation does not contribute much to increasing packing density of clusters. Fig. 
15 shows how the incremental volume of individual clusters combine to create a total cluster. 
The transition from soft to hard cluster is simulated simply by changing intercluster distance. Soft 
cluster and hard cluster are is shown in Fig. 16, (a). Fig. 16, (b) shows that incremental and cumulative 
volume change before and after soft-hard cluster transition. This shows that soft clusters having more weak 
bonding condense to hard clusters which have strong intercluster bonding. Formation of soft and hard 
clusters depend on interparticle energy. The agglomeration process for cluster formation is simulated in the 
191 paper 2 of this dissertation . Soft agglomerates form at weak attractive energy with strong repulsive 
energy barrier as shown in Fig. 17 a) and hard agglomerates form with strong attractive energy with no 
repulsive energy barrier as shown in Fig. 17 b). The hardness of the agglomerates formed depends strongly 
on the interaction energy between particles. 
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hard 
Fig. 12 Schematic representation of soft and hard clusters 
Table 3. Summary of general physical properties of the soft and hard clusters 
Green Sintering Intercluster Pore Size 
Density Density Distance After Sintering 
Soft low high long small 
Hard high low short big 
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No. of Panicles = 10, Radius = 0.15, No. of Clusters =30 
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Fi°. 13 Particle rearrangement during condensation 
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Fig. 14 Incremental volume change with rearrangement time by rearrangement after condensation 
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Fig. 15 Incremental volume of individual and total clusters 
Binary Packing Density 
The binary packing volume in 3-dimensions is measured by integration from the center of the cluster 
to the MID. There are several important variables in binary packing: radius ratio, relative number of 
particles and extent of rearrangement. It is anticipated that 3-dimensional packing has different critical radii 
compared to 2-dimensional particle packing. In order to enter a 3-D tetrahedral site the particle size must 
be smaller than the triangular entrance on the surface of the tetrahedron. The effect of 3-dimensional 
extension makes 3-dimensional packing density lower than 2-dimensional density even for perfect packing 
arrangement. There are also many different positions which would make particles overlap. This makes 3-
dimensional particle packing a more defective stnicUire. Fig. 18 shows one typical result of binary packing 
in 3-dimension. The change of packing volume in 2-dimensional packing simulation'^ is shown in Fig. 3. 
The packing effect in 3-dimensional packing simulation in the case of no rearrangement is similar to that 
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HARD SOFT 
a) Graphical representation of Soft - Hard cluster transition 
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Fig. 16 Changes before and after " Soft - Hard " cluster transition. 
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a) under weak attractive energy with strong repulsive energy barrier 
* Numbers in side the above figure show the numbers of neighbors with different colors. 
b) under strong attractive energy without repulsive energy barrier 
Fig. 17 Particle agglomeration under repulsive and attractive energy, respectively. 
with 2-dimensional pacicing. It is pointed out by Y. Kim Han'^ that the higher packing volume or lower 
packing density results from the destruction of the ordered packing and the consequent non-homogeneity 
in particle packing. This result is also shown in the above 3-dimensional packing but this effect disappears 
as the particles are rearranged. This difference in rearrangement between 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional 
packing is due to the fact that rearranging particles block the entrance to pores in 2-dimensions. In 3-
dimensional packing there is no way to completely block the entries to a pore for particles which are small 
enough. 
Fig. 19 shows general particle packing experimental results which are similar to 3-dimensional 
packing with rearrangement. This increase in packing density is only possible if smaller particles enter into 
the pore volume made by larger particles. 
Y. Kim Han's result in Fig. 3 is contradictory to general experimental results in Fig. 19 because there 
is a difference in particle rearrangement. The new 3-dimensional packing simulation introduced here can 
simulate both cases through the extent of particle rearrangement. 
5. Conclusion 
1) A particle packing algorithm which includes metastable and stable states has been introduced. This 
packing algorithm simulates particle rearrangement during and after packing. Rearrangement during 
packing is far more efficient than the rearrangement after packing. This difference in the efficiency of 
rearrangement is confirmed by checking the coordination number of the packed particles. 
2) Multi-level packing concepts have been introduced to simulate the agglomeration of fine ceramic 
powders. An agglomerate was used as a particle in the next generation particle packing. This approach is a 
very useful aid to understanding the microstructure of powder compacts which have a hierarchical 
structure. The packing density of real powder compacts is controlled by both interparticle and intraparticle 
pores. It is found that interparticle and intraparticle contributions to the total porosity are comparable. 
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No. of particle = 100, Radius Ratio = 4.5 (Large/Smaller radius) 
No. of rearrangement = 0,10,100 times. No. of measured intervals = 11 
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3) Hard clusters show higher packing density and lower sintering density than the soft agglomerates. Hard 
and soft cluster transition models explain the difference in the characteristics of both clusters. Soft 
agglomerates form at weak attractive energy with strong repulsive energy barriers and hard agglomerates 
form with strong attractive and small repulsive energy barrier. The hardness of the agglomerates formed 
strongly depends on the interaction energy between particles. 
4) The concepts of rearrangement have been introduced in 3-dimensional packing. Rearranging particles 
can not completely block other, sufficiently small, particles from entering pore volume in 3-dimensional 
packing unlike 2-dimensional packing. 
5) It is found that there is a region of instability when large particles are added to small particles. The 
instability region is consistent with Y. Kim Han's results where higher packing volume or lower packing 
density results from the destruction of the ordered packing and the consequent non-homogeneity in particle 
packing. 
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2. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AGGLOMERATION IN COLLOIDAL POWDER 
PROCESSING 
A paper to be submitted to the the Journal of American Ceramic Society 
Jong-Cheol Kim and David M. Martin 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 50010 
I. Introduction 
Agglomeration of colloidal particles due to interparticle potential fields in a suspension is simulated 
in addition to the geometric modeling of packing" and settling"' of ceramic powders. Particles are 
agglomerated or dispersed if the potential energy between particles are attractive(negative) or 
repulsive(positive), respectively. Particles move in the direction which decreases the summation of all the 
potential energies between particles. The effect of the various types of potential curves were checked. It 
was found that there is a competition between shon- and long-range field under typical default conditions. 
Strong short range attractive energy without a repulsive energy barrier makes small strong clusters but a 
weak short-range force with a large repulsive energy barrier leads to big agglomerates with a large distance 
between particles. 
The effect of the agglomeration process on the potential energy between agglomerates was simulated. 
As particles are agglomerated the importance of a strong short range repulsive energy gradually decreases 
in comparison to the larger range attractive energy. This change of potential energy curve induces a 
different type of agglomeration behavior in the next level of agglomeration. This agglomeration process 
simulation has been done in a small box scale, small no. of particles and in a short time. Agglomeration in 
different conditions and on different scales can be simulated easily. 
'a ponion of this paper will be presented at the American Ceramic Society 1997 Spring Meeting. 
Cincinnati, OH, May. 4-May. 7, 1997 
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2. Literature Review 
Surface Energies 
The total energy acting on the colloidal particles is a summation of all the interatomic energies acting 
on all of the atoms of the colloidal particle and intervening medium between them. A simple pairwise 
addition can be used as a first approximation for the calculation of the total energy.^' When all the 
interatomic energies are summed, the atoms at the surfaces or interfaces between particles are the main 
contributions. 
Hamaker derived the van der Waals attractive energy equation on the basis of additivity of these 
energies between pairs of atoms or molecules.^'"^' In the simple case of the attraction between two particles 
of same radius, a, at a distance between two surfaces, H, (distance between the centers R = 2 a + H) 
Hamaker's equation is as follows. 
V(attractive) = -Ay6(2aV(R--4a-) + + ln((R--4a-)/R-)) 
where Hamaker's constant, A depends on the properties of the particles and of the dispersion medium. 
At very small Wa following equations are good approximations. 
V(attractive) = - A(a+(3H/4))/12H 
or 
V(attractive) = - Aa/12H 
where attractive force is F(attractive) = A(7/12H". 
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The effective Hamaker constant was calculated as a nonretarded value of 4.9 kT^. 
Electrostatic repulsive energy causes a repulsion between particles if they are of the same chemical 
nature and have surface field of the same sign and magnitude. This repulsion energy is due to the 
interaction of surface potential in the double layers and fall off as an exponential function of distance. The 
electrostatic repulsive energy has a range on the thickness of the electrical double layer which is calculated 
by following equation. 
l/K = (eE''RT/F^SCiZi-)"^ 
where e is the relative dielectric constant of the medium, e° the dielectric constant of the vacuum, R is the 
gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, F the Faraday constant, Cj and Zj are the concentration and the 
charge of the ions of type i in the dispersion medium. 
The electrostatic repulsive energy is calculated by following equations:^' 
in the case of small surface potentials((|)o) and small Ka(extension of double layer), 
V(repulsive) = 27iee°a(|)o"exp(-KH)/(l+H/2a) 
in the case of large Ka and symmetrical electrolytes (only +z and -z) 
V(repulsive) = 327teE°a(RTy/zF)' ln[l+exp(-KH)], 
where y = tanh(zF(j)o/4RT) 
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and in the case of small surface potentfals((j)o), small tca(extension of double layer) and small values of 
W2a 
V(repulsive) = 2uee°a(j)o'exp(-KH) 
The DLVO theory^' assumes that the net energy between particles in a polar liquid is the algebraic 
sum of the electrical double-layer repulsion and the van der Waals attraction. The combination of van der 
Waals attractive energy and electrostatic repulsive potential energy leads to multi-valued interactions as a 
function of distance. The attractive energy dominates both at small and large separations and the 
exponential repulsion energy becomes important at intermediate separations where the repulsive energy 
barrier may resist the close contact of particles. If the particles collide with sufficient kinetic energy or are 
forced to overcome the energy barrier, the attractive energy will pull them into atomic or molecular level 
contact and they will adhere strongly each other to form hard agglomerates. The range and the intensity of 
the double-layer repulsion can be easily controlled by changing the ionic strength of the solution. Fig. I 
shows two simple schematic representations of weak and strong interparticle repulsive energies between 
two particles. 
Interparticle energy can also be affected by surfactant adsorption of particle surfaces.^'"^' ®'"^ The 
attractive energy depends on the dielectric constants of the particle, the surfactant and the medium. 
Surfactant is usually used to reduce the attractive energy to prevent particle agglomeration process. The 
attractive energy will be weakened if the dielectric constant of the surfactant is intermediate between that 
of the particle and that of the solvent. The effect of the presence of polymers is to coat particles with a 
polymer layer and give rise to steric stabilization of the coated particles. The steric interaction energy was 
calculated as follows under the assumption of a constant radial density of the coated layer.'*''* 
V(steric) = -7ta kT/V3(t)-(I/2-x)(25+2a-D) 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of weak and strong interparticle repulsive energies between two particles 
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in the mterpenetrational domain 
5 < (D - 2a) < 25 
wliere a is the particle radius, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, V is the partial 
molecular volume of the solvent, ((> is the volume fraction of chains in the adsorbed layer, x is the 
adsorbent-solvent interaction parameter, 5 is the steric layer thickness and D is the distance between 
particle centers 
Particle-Medium Interaction 
A spherical particle with radius a in an unbounded fluid stream with an uniform relative velocity v 
causes a linear frictional drag force opposite to the direction of movement/'"*' 
F(d) = -67rna v (1 +3/8 Re) 
where (i is the viscosity of the medium and Re is the Reynolds number. 
Ceramic particles in a suspension move in a rate under lOmm/sec for most colloidal powder forming 
processes. Reynolds number is generally less than 0.01 in aqueous solutions with colloidal particles at 
room temperature. In this case above equation approaches Strokes's law. 
F(d) = 
When spherical particles move in an unbounded flow field with a constant velocity they can rotate at the 
same time with an angular velocity in which the axis of rotation is normal to the direction of motion. The 
equation for the rotational resistance follows:" 
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M,= - STTna^Q) 
where co is the angular velocity. 
The force normal to the direction of motion called hydrodynamic lift and is proportional to the cross-
product of angular and linear velocities: 
Fji = - n a Pa 0) X V 
where pn is the density of the medium. 
G. C. Ansell and E. Dickinson" reported that inter-agglomerate hydrodynamic effects were neglected 
because hydrodynamic effects do not have any significant effect on structural properties in their research. 
Brownian Motion Contribution 
When colloidal particles are suspended in a liquid they will either approach one another or separate in 
the absence of Brownian motion depending on the interparticle force. When there is a force F acting on the 
spheres they will move with a velocity v. 
F = kT D V 
where D is the diffusion tensor for relative motion between the particles. 
It is reported by J. S. Reed that the kinetic energy of colloidal particles due to Brownian motion is 
order of 10 kT.'"'"'^* Different values under 10 kT were studied in this work. The diffusion of spherical 
particles solved by using the convective-diffusion equation is as follows under the boundary conditions 
n(ao) = no and the no-penetration boundary condition."" 
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where n is the concentration of particles at radius or the collision sphere's surface, rig is the concentration 
of particles at infinite distance and Vj„, is the colloidal interaction energy. 
Rate of Agglomeration 
It will be assumed that a particle in a concentrated suspension will have a gravitational potential 
energy, a Brownian energy, an attractive and a repulsive surface energy. A particle's total energy''' is 
V(x) = l/2mv' + {V} -xApg 
where {V} is the potential energy of interaction arising from interactions with all other particles; Ap is the 
difference in density between particles and liquid, g the gravitational acceleration and x the height. 
Rate of coarsening by agglomeration depends on the interparticle energies.^'The contribution of Brownian 
motion is important in the absence of large interparticle repulsive energy. The maximum repulsive energy 
acts as a barrier to the coagulation process. The stability of the suspension is important for most practical 
purposes. The rate of agglomeration as a bimolecular reaction is as follows."" 
-dn/c/t = kf 
where n is the number of particles per unit volume, t the time, and kr the rate constant. 
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3. Modeling 
Agglomerate Theory 
C. H Schilling and I. A. Aksay's'^' experimental results were used for comparison. In order to 
estimate the sizes of the agglomerates, pore data from this experimental study were used for a reference as 
follows. The size of pore is defined as the diameter of the circle shown in Fig. 2. The average radius of 
particle is 0.2n and the first generation pore observed is around 0.062|i. The pore size reported by C. H 
Schilling and I. A. Aksay'''' is O.ln, which is a little different from this pore size. 
The sizes of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation particles were estimated using the ratio 0.062/0.1. The 
calculated pore sizes of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation particles are shown in Table 1. If the sizes of the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th generation agglomerates are assumed as 2.0ti, 20.0(1 and 40(i, respectively, the number of 
the first generation particles in the 2nd and higher generation was calculated as follows. 
1) First generation 
-initial volume concentration 3.9% 
-particle radius = 0.2(x 
-box size = 5 x 5 x 5|i 
-particle volume = 0.0335|i ^ 
-no. of panicle in a box = 145 
2) Second generation 
-particle radius = l.On 
-box size = 25 x 25 x 25 n 
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Table 1. Pore size made by different generation agglomerates 
Generation (N) Particle Size (micron) Pore size (micron) site 
t/l o
 
0.06188 
2nd (2.0) 0.3094 
3rd (20.0-32.0) 3.094-4.950 mainly 
4th (160.0-320.0) 24.75-49.50 on the surface 
* ( ) implies computed. 
0.062 
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the pore size made by three particles. 
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-particle volume = 4.19n' 
-no. of 2nd generation particles in a box = 242 
-no. of 1st generation particles in a 2nd generation particles = 75* 
* packing density : 60 % assumed 
-volume concentration of 2nd generation particles = 6.5% 
3) Third generation 
-particle radius = 10.On (lower bound for convenience) 
-box size = 250 x 250 x 250|i 
-particle volume = 4189(i ^ 
-no. of 3rd generation particles in a box = 404 
-no. of 2nd generation particles in a 3rd generation particles = 600* 
* packing density: 60 % assumed 
-volume concentration of the 3rd generation particles = 10.8% 
4) Fourth generation 
-particle radius = 80.0n (lower bound for convenience) 
-box size = 500 x 500 x 500^ 
-particle volume = 2.1 x 10® n ^ 
-no. of 4th generation particles in a box = 11 
-no. of 3rd generation particles in a 4th generation particles = 307* 
* packing density : 60 % assumed 
-volume concentration of the 3rd generation particles = 18.1% 
Table 2 shows the numbers of the first generation particles in a cluster of higher generation based on the 
above calculation. 
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Table 2. Typical numbers of basic particles in various level of agglomerates 
Generation(N) P. size(micron) No. ofN-lGen. No. of Basic Particles 
I 0.4 - 1 
2 2.0 75 75 
3 20 600 45000 
4 160 307 13824000 
Agglomeration Procedure 
Fig. 3 shows the agglomeration algorithm. 
Energies and Movements of Particles 
Interparticle energy which a particle (i = no. of particle) receives from other particles (j = no. of 
particles except i) is assumed as a sum of the energy between two panicles. It is also assumed that there are 
three major contributions to the interparticle energy, van der Waals attractive, electrostatic repulsive energy 
and random energy due to Brownian motion. 
At very small H(interparticle distance)/a(particle radius) and for small surface potentials((j)o) it can be 
assumed here V(attractive energy) = Aa/I2H and that V(repulsive energy) = 27tee°a(j)o'exp(-KH); where A 
is Hamaker's constant, k is the double layer thickness, e and e° are the relative dielectric constants of the 
solution and the vacuum, respectively and (|)o is the electrical surface potential at the surface. For 
simplification, the following equations are used. 
Energy equations between particle i and j are calculated using default parameter values as follows. 
A = 2.0 X 10""° J = 4.9 kT (at room temperature 21 °C) 
e° = (3671)"' X I0"'= 8.854 X lO''" F/m 
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e = 80.l E° (water) 
a = 0.2nm as a default value 
(j)o= 10 mV (arbitrary) 
I/K = (eE°RT/F^2CiZi-)"^ 
R = 8.314J/mole "K 
New Coordinates 
n = n + 1 
No 
No 
Yes 
Agglomeration 
Stage 
Radial Interparticle 
Energies Calculation 
Yes 
No 
Time = T No 
Yes 
End 
Overiappin 
r= Total N 
of Particli 
Time = 0 
No. of Particle n = O 
Check 
Overlapping r-No-
Particle Cc^rdlnation 
No. Checking 
Grouping for Cluster 
Size Determination 
Seed 
Generation 
Stage 
Particle Movement to 
More Stable Position 
Determination 
of 
Agglomerate 
Size Stage 
Fig. 3 Flow chart of total agglomeration algorithm 
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F = 96500 coul/equiv. 
c, = 0.3 mol 
Zj= lequivymole (monovalent ion) 
Attractive energy = Aa/12H = 2.0 X 10''° J X 0.2nm /I2H(in (im) 
= 3.33X I0'-J/H(innm) 
Repulsive energy = 27tee°a(t)o"exp(-KH) 
where 1/k = (eE°RT/F*ZCjZi*)"^ 
= (80.1 X 8.854 X lO"'- F/m X 8.314 J/mole °K X 294 "K / 96500 
coul/equiv." X 0.3 mol m"^ X lequiv./moIe")"^ 
= (6.2 X 10'" m')"^ by the relation of Farad = Coul" / Joule 
= 2.49 X 10'" m = 249.0 X 10"'° m 
Repulsive energy = 27tEe°a(j)o'exp(-KH) = 27t X 80.1 X 8.854 X 10''" F/m 
X 0.2nm X 10 mV" X exp(-H/2.49 X 10'' m) 
= 0.89 X 10'" J X exp(-H(in nm)/2.49 X 10'" ^m) 
Brownian energy = l/2mv- = 1.2 X ArF = 1.2 x 1.38 X 10 J/°K X 294 °K 
= 4.87 X 10'" J 
Total energy = Attractive energy + Repulsive energy + Brownian energy 
= 3.33 X lO'^/H + 0.89 X 10'" X exp(-H/2.49 X 10"*) + 
4.87X 10""j(in Mm) 
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Typical potential energies of a colloidal particle in a suspension are shown in Fig.4. 
Particles move a distance proportional to the energy change each iteration. The energy change is 
designed to be calculated both in absolute and relative scales. In relative scale, difference between the 
maximum and the minimum energies is calculated and the total energy of a particle is divided by this 
difference every iteration. This relative total energy reduces simulation time significantly because there is a 
big difference in absolute value of total energy at different conditions and a fixed unit step in absolute 
energy scale may be too big in one case and too small in other cases. All the results following were done in 
relative scale energy calculation and the particle radius is used as a unit step. The unit step is important to 
the smoothness of the particle movement and to the computation time. If the unit step is too big, the 
movements of the particles becomes too rough and unrealistic. If too small, the movements of the particles 
takes too long time to reach an equilibrium position in a reasonable time. This unit step is controlled by 
observing the agglomeration process on computer screen. 
New Position = Old Position + Unit Step X Total Energy Decrease (Relative Scale) 
Fig. 5 shows the horizontal projection of the agglomerated particles after 100 (a) and 1000 number of 
iterations (b). 
Particles are generated in a box as described in above section. Box size is 5 X 5 X 5 micron and 
number of particles is 145. The size of box in Fig. 5 is about 5X4 microns and the radii of the particles are 
0.2 micron. Particles are agglomerated by the potential curve shown above. Particles in color are in contact 
with other particles. Different number of neighbors are filled with different colors, respectively. 
Sizes of agglomerates are checked by counting the no. of particles neighboring within a certain 
distance which can be controlled : 5 percent of the particle radius is used as a default value here. 
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lEPULSIUE ENERGY 
OOMBLE LAYER THICKNESS 
TTRftCTIUE ENERGY 
Fig. 4 Typical potential curve of a colloidal particle in a suspension 
4. Discussion 
Effects of the Relative Magnitude of the Attractive and Repulsive Energy 
Effects of the relative magnitude of the attractive and the repulsive energy were studied for the 
following conditions. 
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a) 100 
b)1000 
Fig. 5 Projected view of the agglomerated particles after 100(a) and 1000(b) no. of iterations. 
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Default parameters 
A = 2.0 X 10'^" J = 4.9 kT (at room temperature 21°C) 
e° = (36ii)'' X 10"'= 8.854 X 10''* F/m 
e = 80.1 e° (water) 
a = 0.2|im 
(j)o= 10 mV or 1 mV 
R = 8.314J/mole 
F = 96500 coul/equiv. 
Zi= lequivVmole as a monovalem ion 
I/K: = (eE°RT/F-ZCiZ,-)"^ 
Cj = 0.3 mol m'^ or 3.0 mol m"^ 
Fig. 6 shows the schematic view of the repulsive energy and the attractive energy curves. Double layer 
thickness determines the range of the potential energy around a particle. The total interaction energy 
includes the Brownian contribution. Fig. 7 shows two typical potential curves depending on the relative 
magnitude of the attractive and repulsive energies. Because of the difference in surface potential between 
these curves, one shows strong energy barrier toward the agglomeration and the other shows no energy 
barrier. Particle packing at both conditions are shown in Fig. 8 for the same number of particle movements. 
Soft agglomerates" form at weak attractive energy with strong repulsive energy barrier as shown in 
Fig. 8 a). Otherwise, hard agglomerates form with strong attractive energy and no repulsive energy barrier. 
The soft agglomerates form a bigger size than the hard agglomerates. The hardness of the agglomerates 
formed strongly depends on the interaction energy between particles. 
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repulsive energy curve 
Idouble layer thickness 
sum 
^ attractive energy curve 
Fig. 6 Schematic view of the repulsive and the attractive energy curves. 
— lOmV 
—1mV 
Distance in micron 
Fig. 7 Two typical potential curves having strong attractive and repulsive energies, respectively. 
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a) under weak attractive energy with strong repulsive energy barrier 
* Numbers in side the above figure show the numbers of neighbors with different colors. 
b) under strong attractive energy without repulsive energy barrier 
Fig. 8 Soft and hard agglomerate formation for same number of particle movements. 
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Similar changes in the potential curves can be caused by a change in a concentration of each ion type 
in the solution phase. Total energy barrier decreases as the concentration increases. This decrease in the 
energy barrier causes more agglomeration as shown in Fig. 9 (at the same number of particle movements). 
Particle agglomeration for this condition is shown in Fig. 10. 
— .3 
—0.3 
Distance in micron 
Fig. 9 Potential curves depending on the concentration of each ion type in the solution phase 
Effects of the Relative Magnitude of the Brownian Motion Compared to Attractive and 
Repulsive Energy 
Effects of the relative magnitude of the Brownian motion compared to the attractive and the repulsive 
energy have been studied. Fig. 11 shows the potential curves with a strong energy barrier, with no barrier, 
and different Brownian contributions and temperatures. These Brownian contribution increases are as 
shown in Fig. 11 b) and d). 
at three different Brownian contributions : (1.2kT,21 "C), (3.2kT,61°C) and (1.4kT,-19°C) 
A = 4.9 kT 
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Fig. 10 Particle packing at higher concentration of each ion type in the solution phase 
s = 80.1 e" (water) 
a = 0.2nni 
(j)o= 10 mV (arbitrary) 
Cj = 0.3 mol m'^ 
Particle agglomeration states at default condition(1.2kT.21°C) is shown in Fig. 8, b) under strong 
attractive energy field. Fig. 12 shows those agglomeration states at different Brownian contributions. 
Compared to the reference state in Fig. 8, b). Fig. 12 a) shows less agglomerated state but Fig. 12 b) shows 
more agglomerate state. This increase in agglomeration at lower Brownian contributions is due to the 
decrease in the Brownian energy contribution. 
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a) at 1.2 kT and 21 °C under strong repulsive energy barrier 
b) at 3.2 kT and SI'C under sffong repulsive energy barrier 
Fig. 11 Effects of the relative magnitude of the Brownian energy on the attractive and the repulsive energy 
curves 
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c) at 1.2 kT and 21 "C under strong attractive energy 
d) at 3.2 kT and 61''C under strong attractive energy 
Fig. 11 (continued) 
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a)3.21cTand61°C 
b) 1.4 kTand-19°C 
Fig. 12 Effect of the relative magnitude of the Brownian energy on the agglomeration of particles. 
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Eflects of Agglomeration in the Presence of the Strong Repulsive Energy Barrier 
The effective attractive and the repulsive potentials of agglomerates were studied at following 
conditions. First case is for the presence of the strong repulsive energy barrier on the portals. As the size of 
the agglomerate increases the double layer thickness and the energy barrier decreases in importance as 
shown in Fig. 13. This relative decrease in energy barrier contributes to the agglomeration of the clusters. 
Defauk parameters 
A = 2.0 X 10'"° J = 4.9 kT (at room temperature 2I°C) 
8 = 80.1 z° (water) 
a = 0.2nm 
(j)o= 10 mV (arbitrary) 
Zi= lequivimole as a monovalent ion 
l/K = (EE''RT/F-ZCiZi-)"^ 
Cj = 0.3 mol m'^ 
Fig. 14 a) shows the agglomeration state for a strong repulsive energy barrier and the following 
figures show changes in the agglomeration state as the sizes of the agglomerates grow from a radius of 0.5 
a. As shown in Fig. 13 the repulsive energy barrier decreases and the agglomeration of the clusters begins 
in Fig. 14. As the size increases to 8 times of the reference state the agglomeration process becomes slower 
again. This trend to the decrease in the agglomeration speed becomes clear in the case of d) particle radius 
= 100 a. 
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a) particle radius = a 
* 
b) particle radius = 4 a 
Fig. 13 Effects of the agglomeration on the magnitude of the potential energy in the presence of a strong 
repulsive energy barrier. 
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c) particle radius = 8 a 
Fig. 13 (continued) 
Even though each panicle has strong repulsive energy barrier clusters are formed by long range attractive 
energies in conditions having these default parameters. These clusters begin to agglomerate once they are 
formed due to the change in the potential energy curve. 
Effects of Agglomeration without the Presence of the Strong Repulsive Energy Barrier 
When there is no strong repulsive energy barrier there is no big change in the potential curve for 
agglomeration as shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the agglomeration states for different sizes of the 
agglomerates. There are no big differences among them because there are no big changes in potential 
energy curves. 
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a) particle radius = 0.5 a 
b) particle radius = 4 a 
Fig. 14 Effects of the sizes of the agglomerates on the agglomeration process in the presence of the strong 
repulsive energy barrier. 
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c) particle radius = 8 a 
( ) 
d) particle radius = 100 a 
Fig. 14 (continued) 
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a) radius = a 
b) radius = 4 a 
• 
I 
t 
c) radius = 8 a 
Fig. 15 Effects of the agglomeration toward the magnitude of the attractive and the repulsive energy in the 
presence of the strong attractive energy 
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a) radius = 0.5 a 
b) radius = 4 a 
Fig. 16 Effects of the sizes of the agglomerates on the agglomeration process in the presence of the strong 
attractive energy 
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c) radius = 8 cr 
d) radius = 100 a 
Fig. 16 (continued) 
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Size of Agglomerates 
Sizes of the agglomerates change with the potential energy between particles and with the time they 
are allowed to rearrange. Sizes of agglomerates are checked by counting the no. of particles for 
agglomerates in a reasonable time interval. Defauh parameters follow: 
No. of particles in a box = 145 
No. of iterations = 100 
A = 2.0 X 10'^° J = 4.9 kT (at room temperature 21 °C) 
e = 80.1 e° (water) 
a = 0.2iim 
Cj = 0.3 mol m'^ 
Surface potential (t)o is 10 mV as a default value. At lOmV no particles touch even though they 
agglomerate. In order to study the effects of the potential energy curves on the sizes of the agglomerates 
based on the number of particles in a cluster surface potential (i»o of a particle is changed from 8mV to 
O.lmV. Fig. 17 shows the effect of the surface potential on the agglomeration process. Among all the 
surface potentials the growth is fastest at 4m V. Even though attractive energy is most strong at the lowest 
surface potential 0.1 mV the agglomeration process is not fastest. Under strong potential attractive energy 
particles have tendency to form a large number of small nuclei. However, under weak attractive or 
repulsive potential energy particles also form small nuclei because there are very weak long range fields 
between particles. There are conditions between these both ends where there is enough long range and 
short range attractive energy field to encourage cluster growth. Fig. 18 shows the effect of the steps taken 
for agglomeration under the default conditions mentioned above. As shown below there is no continuous 
growth of the agglomerate size. This convergence to certain limit can be explained that under some 
specified conditions there may exist the local equilibrium among the attractive, repulsive and Brownian 
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energy changing the growth rate of clusters. This agglomeration process simulation has been done in a 
small box with a small number of particles and in a short time. The program is designed to expand the box 
size, number of particles and number of steps freely. Agglomeration in a different conditions and different 
scales can be simulated easily. 
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--^--O.OOOIV j 
0.001V i 
- - 0.002V I 
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0.008V i 
4 6 8 10 
No. of Particles in a Cluster 
12 
Fig. 17 Effects of the surface potentials on the sizes of agglomerates. 
No. of Particles in a Cluster 
Fig. 18 Effect of the steps taken for agglomeration under the strong attractive potential energy 
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5. Conclusion 
1) Agglomeration of colloidal particles in a suspension is mainly controlled by interparticle potential 
energy. Strong attractive interparticle energy without a repulsive energy barrier makes clusters harder and 
weak attractive interparticle energy with repulsive energy barrier makes clusters softer. 
2) The energy of Brownian motion contributes to the agglomeration even though this contribution is not so 
great around room temperature. 
3) Cluster agglomeration causes a decrease in importance of the repulsive energy barrier in the potential 
energy curve. This change in the potential curve induces a maximum in particle agglomeration rate. This 
does not happen when there is no repulsive energy barrier. 
4) The size of the agglomerates depends on the relative magnitude of the interparticle energy and time 
allowed to move. Under the simulation conditions used here there seems to be a local equilibrium cluster 
size distribution. This agglomeration process simulation has been done in a small box scale, small no. of 
particles and in a short time. This agglomeration simulation program is designed to expand the box size, 
no. of particles and no. of steps freely. Agglomeration in different conditions and on different scales can be 
simulated easily. 
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3. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE AND STRENGTH OF SETTLED 
COLLOIDAL POWDERS 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of American Ceramic Society^ 
Jong-Cheol Kim and David M. Martin 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010 
1. Introduction 
Colloidal particles in a suspension are subject to three main forces: a gravitational force, a Brownian 
force and a surface force. Powders and their agglomerates settle due to gravity leaving a sediment on the 
bottom of a container. The settling process can affect the microstructure of settled colloidal powder 
compacts. A dense and uniform powder compact microstructure has been an important research goal due to 
the high resultant sintering density and low sintering temperatures of such compacts. The sediment 
networks can be classified as either elastic or inelastic depending upon the compressibility of the cluster 
network. Closely packed agglomerates having more than 6 bonds between clusters show strong resistance 
against compressive stress. Loosely agglomerated powders holding together by less than 6 neighbors can 
be deformed easily. Loose groups have a lower bulk density than closely packed ones. The rate of density 
increase of loose agglomerate networks is higher because bonds can shift easily and can be packed more 
under subsequent pressure. 
Most of the research on particle settling has been concentrated on continuum approaches where it is 
difficult to check the effects of an individual particle's properties. In this work, particle settling has been 
smdied by computer simulation using particle condensation and metastable rearrangement concepts. " 
Two types of the rearrangement are studied ; rearrangement during settling and delayed rearrangement 
'a portion of this paper will be presented at the Ceramic Processing 1997, Santa Barbara, CA. 
Sep. 7- 10, 1997 
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after settling. This three-dimensional settling algorithm also includes the calculation of internal sediment 
stress and sediment strength of the settled compacts. 
The volume distribution through the settling process is checked and compared with the experimental 
findings. There is a big difference in packing volume between particle settling with and without 
rearrangement. The slope of the packing volume with height shows 4 discrete regions. The first is a 
supernatant region and the second is bed's surface which has a steep volume distribution slope. The third is 
a relative uniform layer of settled particles and the fourth is the interface region influenced by the bottom's 
geometry. Condensation due to internal sediment stresses calculated fi-om the view point of individual 
particles is a good approximation to the experimental data for network compression of powder compacts. 
There is a radial anisotropy of the sediment strength which disappears with rearrangement. Particle 
bridging was found in the powder compacts settled in a tilted box. 
2. Literature Review 
Colloidal Suspension 
The agglomeration and sedimentation of particles in liquid media and the microstructural 
characteristics of the resulting sediments are studied frequently because of their great importance in 
ceramic processing.^' There are mainly three forces acting upon a sedimenting particle in a concentrated 
suspension, a gravitational force, a Brownian force and a surface force.^' Total force acting upon a particle 
at height z is 
F(z) = 0/5z (l/2mv" + {U})-vApg 
where m is a particle mass and v is the Brownian velocity; {U} is the potential energy arising from particle 
interactions with all other particles, v is the volume of particles; Ap is the difference in density between 
particles and liquid and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
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The van der Waals attractive energy acting on colloidal particles is a summation of all the interatomic 
energies between all of the atoms of the materials and any intervening medium. This summation is not a 
simple pairwise addition but that can be used as a first approximation. Electrostatic energy causes a 
repulsion between particles if they are of the same chemical namre and have surface field of the same sign 
and magnitude. This repulsion energy is due to the interaction of surface potential in the double layers. The 
electrostatic repulsive energies fall off rapidly as an exponential function of distance and have a short range 
of the order of the electrical double layer thickness."' 
The DLVO theory assumes that the net energy between particles in a polar liquid like water is given 
by the algebraic sum of the electrical double layer repulsion and the van der Waals attraction. Generally, 
the attractive energy dominates at small and at large separations and the exponential electrostatic repulsion 
becomes important at intermediate separations. Surfactant adsorption also can affect other energies 
between surfaces. If the dielectric constant of the surfactant is between that of the particle and that of the 
solvent, the attractive energy will be weakened. The effects of the presence of polymers on surface 
energies are varied depending on the properties of the surfactant and the liquid. 
Settling Rate 
Settling rates can be determined by plotting the height of the interfacial plane between the 
concentrated suspension and the supernatant as a function of time.^' There are three general types of plots 
depending on the volume density as shown in Fig. 1. In the case of very dilute suspensions the settling 
shows steady decrease in the height of the interface between the slurry and the supernatant similar to a) in 
Fig. 1 where the settling rate is Qo in this case. The Richardson and Zaki equation for the group settling rate 
for uniform, spherical particles can be written as follows and works well for hard colloidal panicles.^'"®' 
Q = Vs.e^« 
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VsA = Strokes settling velocity, cm/hr. 
e = void fraction 
A. S. Michaels and J. C. Bolger modified this settling equation for flocculated kaolin suspensions as 
follows/' 
Qo ~8(Pa " Pw)'1a ! 1X (I - <tlA ) 
where g is the gravity constant, the density of particle, p^ the density of water, d^ the average diameter 
of the particle, Hw the viscosity of water and the (j)^ particle volume concentration. 
The above equation can be rewritten as 
Qo ~g(PK " PwjdA*'' Cak 1 8h\v X (1 - Cak 'I'k ) 
where is the density of kaolin, <i)Kthe kaolin volume concentration and C^k = "Iia ^ 'I'k 
by using the following relation 
Ps" Pw ~ "I^ aCPa " Pw) '1'k(Pk " Pw) 
where ps is the density of the suspension. 
In the case of the intermediate concentrations higher than dilute suspensions the settling rate shows a 
steady increase initially reaching a maximum value of Q, at time t, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). During the early 
stage of the settling period there is a constant density which equal to the density of the initial suspension as 
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Zo 
Time *2 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of three general types of settling plots where Z is the height of the 
interfacial plane between the concentrated suspension and the supernatant and Zq is the initial height, 
(higher volume density a) > b) > c)) 
supernatant 
constant 
density 
zone 
variable 
density 
zone 
time density 
a) b) 
a) Height of interface Z vs. time 
b) Height of interface Z vs. density profiles at time 
Fig. 2 Control volume and time-height-density relationships'' 
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shown in Fig. 2.^' F. M. Tiller and Z. Khatib classified the settling process into induction period, constant 
density period and variable density period depending on the behavior of settling particles.^ At high 
concentration particles form agglomerates and these agglomerates form networks. The agglomerate 
networks extend to the walls and bottom of the container. These networks have mechanical strength and 
their total volume is supported by underlying material and by shear forces at the walls. The total support 
force by the underlying material and by the shear stress at the wall has been calculated as follows.^' 
Total force = under support (7t/4 ) + wall support (it DAZXy) 
Net weight = Tt/4 D" AZg (p^ - Pw) <t>A 
where AZ is the length of constant density zone, Cy the compressive strength of the network and Xy the 
yield stress. 
Structure of Agglomerated Suspensions 
In dilute suspensions agglomeration leads to discrete clusters which sediment more or less 
independently."' '*' The clusters form networks above a critical value of particle concentration. This critical 
concentration depends upon particle size, particle shape, the strength of agglomeration and upon the 
previous history of the suspension. The network settles or even consolidates depending upon its strength. 
This gelation was observed at a volume fraction of -0.05 when spherical particles were under rapid 
perikinetic coagulation.^' Agglomeration under flow can make microstructure more compact due to 
particle rearrangement." Sedimentation involves irreversible consolidation of the network under its own 
weight. The driving force is the compression stress arising from the accumulated weight of the particles. 
Stress can be transmitted directly throughout the network structure above the gel point. The particulate 
network has a static strength which can be characterized by compressive and shear yield stresses." The 
static stress at the bottom column in Fig. 3 is as follows(without consideration of wall support). 
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P = Apg Ho<|)o 
where Ap is the density difference between the particle and the water, Ho the initial height and (j)o the mean 
volume fraction of solids in the column. 
In order for consolidation to occur P (= Apg Ho<i)o) should be greater than the compressive yield stress. 
If the binding forces are weak (kT< -V„i„ <IOkT), the structure can rearrange as a result of thermal 
diffusion during sedimentation. There are two types of sedimentation behavior, "creeping sedimentation" 
and "delayed sedimentation" in reversibly flocculated systems.'*' Settling as a function of centrifligal 
acceleration is steady in creeping sedimentation. It is believed that this creeping sedimentation is controlled 
by the bridging between particles during flocculation. There is an induction period in delayed 
sedimentation. Flocculation initially gives a space-filling network. Then bonds break and reform with time 
the structure becomes more condensed. Crystallization can occur in very concentrated dispersions of 
d (diameter) 
A 
supernatant 
suspension 
Z- axis Ho 
H 
Fig. 3 Coordinate system for a sedimenting suspension 
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monodisperse spherical particles.""'"'" The growth of ordered structure can occur at the top and the bottom 
of a settled sediment. A theoretical model of crystallization has been developed.^' 
3. Modeling 
Settling Procedure 
Fig. 4 shows a general flow chart of the total settling algorithm. The total process can be divided into 
a particle settling stage and a network compression stage. The total algorithm can also be envisioned as five 
discrete segments which occur in one or both of the two stages. The first segment is a particle generation 
process in the first stage. The others are a rearrangement unit for both particle, a clipping unit for 
monitoring settling and rearrangement, a vertical distribution function for volume change and a network 
stress determination for particle rearrangement. These five segments can be combined to simulate specific 
situations for both particle settling and network condensing stages. 
Particle Settling 
The number of particles is given at first and all the coordinates of the particles are assigned by a 
random uniform probability in an imaginary box big compared with the particle radius in 3-d space. The 
particle sizes are also assigned to each particle by a given random uniform probability. Each particle 
checks overlapping with other particles and if it overlaps with another particle, the coordinates are selected 
again until there is no overlap with other particles. All the new particles are moved towards the bottom of 
the box each unit step. This process is represented in Fig. 5. A particle in the box has no neighbor particle 
at first. In order to minimize overlapping with existing particles during settling the unit normal distance 
from settling particles should be far less than the radius of a particle. This particle settling process is caused 
mainly by gravity. This is a good approximation for ceramic powder agglomerates if the agglomerate is a 
big agglomerate having far bigger gravitational force compared with other interparticle forces."' It is 
assumed that basic particles are first generation particles which agglomerate into 2nd generation particles. 
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Fig. 4 Flow chart of total settling algorithm 
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2nd generation particles agglomerate to 3rd generation particles an so on. An example of typical numbers 
of basic particles in various level of agglomerates will be discussed in following section. There is a big 
difference in agglomerate size and in the number of the basic particle depending on the level of 
agglomerates. These differences make a huge difference in settling rate. Unit vector is proportional to the 
settling rate which is same for all particles here because particles are all equal. It is rather a good idea to 
consider the major generation of agglomerates in following sedimentation modeling because there is huge 
difference in the settling rate between particles of different generation.'*' There is an agglomeration during 
settling but the agglomeration rate is much lower for agglomerates than for basic particles. 
Fig. 5. Vector representation of particle settling 
The simulation scale parallels the computation time taken in settling as the number of particles 
increases at a fixed particle volume concentration. Settling procedure is designed to finish in reasonable 
time. There are several trends in formulating the settling algorithm. The most common algorithm is the 
continuum approach in which particles are treated like liquid. The method used here treats individual 
particles rather than the average properties. This approach is to settle all the particles on a stepwise basis 
and to keep track of a particle's coordinates until it hits another particle or the bottom or the wall surface, 
unit 
vector 
o particle 
bottom 
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Rearrangement during Settling 
There is a good similarity between a sphere settling into a randomly packed bed and into a randomly 
packed cluster." If a particle hits another particle during settling, it can rearrange into more stable 
positions. The relative ratio of settling rate over particle packing rate is also used here. The rearrangement 
process starts from checking the coordination number(CN) of each particle. The difference in the method 
of rearrangement from the agglomeration process in space is that the particle checks other particles having 
only lower positions during settling. Another difference is that the direction of movement is always 
downward. If its CN is 3, the particle is fixed and if its CN is 2, the particle can rotate around circles made 
by two neighboring particles. If it's CN is 1, the particle rotates over its neighboring particle in an arbitrary 
downward direction. Fig. 6 shows the schematic rearrangement process during the settling process with 
different coordination numbers. 
CN = 1 CN = 2 
move around 
a drcle 
move over 
sphere 
move over 
sphere 
* IfCN = 3, Fixed 
** O : allowed, X : not allowed (filled circles are moving particles) 
Fig. 6 Rearrangement process during settling with different coordination numbers 
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Delayed Rearrangement 
Particles can be also rearranged into lower, more stable positions after settling. The rearrangement 
process also starts from checking the coordination number(CN) of each particle. If its CN is less than 3, the 
particle continues to move into a more stable position. Fig. 7 shows the schematic rearrangement process 
after settling. 
* If CN = 3 or > 3, Fixed, Filled circles are moving particles. 
Fig. 7 Delayed rearrangement process after settling with different coordination numbers 
Vertical Distribution Function 
An integration method is used to measure the sedimentation volume. The integration process is as 
follows; 
1) Check the vertical distance from the bottom of the box to each particle. 
2) Divide the integration distance into 3 intervals. 
First interval: before contact 
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Volume of each particle = 0.0 
Second interval: after contact but prior to the departure from the particle 
Volume of each particle obtained by integration in Fig. 8 
Third interval: after the departure from the particle 
Volume of each particle = 4.0/3.0 x Pi x radius^ 
3) Integration equation for the second interval 
Volume is calculated by following integration equations. 
I = C - (D - R) 
VOL = (-I'/3.0 + I- x  R) X  Pi 
I: Integration Distance for VOL 
C: Distance from Integration Plane to the Bottom Plane 
D: Distance from the Bottom to the Particle Center 
enter 
3rd interval 
2nd 
interval 
1st 
interval 
Bottom 
Fig. 8 Schematic representation of integration of particle volume during sedimentation 
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Internal Sediment Stress Determination After Settling 
The settled clusters are condensed on the bottom of the box. Stresses are generated toward the bottom 
due to the gravity of the clusters. These stresses induce a different type of rearrangement or structural 
collapse after settling. It is convenient to calculate the stresses on a cluster in a network so that a stress 
concentration of a cluster can be treated individually. Two methods were tried in the calculation of 
sediment stresses. One is the calculation of stress based on the particle strain. The other is the calculation of 
stress based on the particle stress. Fig. 9 shows stresses transmitted to a particle from particles above and to 
particles below in both cases. All the forces are added from particles at the top to particles at the bottom. 
Particles at the top only generate stress by their own weight. Particles touching them receive stresses from 
the top particles and then self weight; etc. The force from a particle above to a particle or particles is 
resolved by the angle of contacts in the case of strain method. In the calculation by stress method the total 
force from a particle is a sum of the resolved force or forces from above particles. All the stresses are 
added to each particles in both cases. These stresses induce subsequent particle movement toward the 
bottom as shown in Fig. 10, a). The amount of the subsequent particle squeezing depends on the 
compressibility of the particle. These internal sediment stresses may induce subsequent structure collapse 
as shown in Fig. 10, b). 
Calculation of Sediment Strength 
Sediment strength is important to subsequent processing. The plane on which strength is to be 
estimated is defmed horizontally or radially as shown in Fig. 11. The sediment's strength is then estimated 
by following formula. 
Bonding Energy .x Sum of No. of Neighbors in Plane 
Sediment Strength = 
Area of Plane x 2 
Bonding energy is the interparticle potential energy between two particles. This bonding energy can be 
quite different depending on experiment conditions and will be fixed as 100 kT for convenience. 
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PO 
W = force from particle above (PO) to below (P1 ,P2) 
si = W cos(al) 
s2 = W cos(a2) 
al : angle between vectors W and si 
a2 : angle between vectors W and s2 
a) strain method 
P2 
force from particle above (PO) to below (PI and P2) 
W = s 1 cos(a 1) + s2 cos(a2) 
b) stress method 
Fig. 9 Stresses around a particle from above particles to particles below 
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a) Cluster squeezing 
b) Structural collapse 
Fig. 10 Schematic illustration of cluster squeezing under high stresses 
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vertical 
change particle compacts 
center of 
radial change radial change 
Fig. 11. Plane to be measured horizontally or radially in particle compacts 
4 Discussion 
Network Formation 
For comparison with experimental results the sedimentation study done by C. H. Schilling and I. A. 
Aksay'"* was used. In order to decide the number of the agglomerate generation and sizes of the 
agglomerates the pore data in this sedimentation study are used as follows.^' The size of pore is defined as 
the diameter of a circle shown in Fig. 12. The first generation pore observed is around 0.062n and the 
average radius of particle is 0.2|i. The pore data reported by C. H. Schilling and 1. A. Aksay"" is 0. In, 
which is a little different from this pore size. The sizes of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation particles can be 
assumed using estimates which are the products of the reported data and the ratio 0.062/0.1. The calculated 
sizes of the 2nd. 3rd and 4th generation particles are shown in Table 1. 
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The number of the primary particles in the 2nci generation particles can be calculated when the first 
generation particle packs to 60 % of volume density, which is the density of loose packing.'" At the same 
time the sizes of the 3rd and 4th generation particles are asstmied as 20.0 and 160.0 for the simplification 
of the modeling process, respectively. Table 2 shows the number of the primary particles in the next 
generations. 
Settling is strongly related to gravity. The fourth generation is reported to be found in the upper 
surface layer. A major contribution to the settling process are the third generation particles. The third 
generation particles are used for settling simulation. A unit settling box and the related information are as 
follows: 
Particle radius = lO.On 
Box size = 250 x 250 x 250fi (I compartment) 
Particle volume = 4188n •" 
No. of 3rd generation particles in a box = 404(exactly, 404.1043) 
Volume concentration of the 3rd generation particles = 10.8% 
Fig. 12 Schematic figure of the pore made by three particles 
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Table I. Pore size made by different generation agglomerates 
Generation (N) Size (micron) Pore size (micron) site 
1st 0.4 0.06188 
2nd (2.0) 0.3094 
3rd (20.0-32.0) 3.094-4.950 mainly 
4th (160.0-320.0) 24.75-49.50 on the surface 
Table 2. Typical numbers of basic particles in various level of agglomerates 
Generation(N) P. size(micron) No. ofN-1 Gen. No. of Basic Particles 
1 0.4 - 1 
2 2.0 75 75 
3 20 600 45000 
4 160 307 13824000 
In order to check the effect of the scale of the simulation, one and ten compartments were tested. The 
unit box is designed to have a side length of 10.0 for visualization of the settling process and the radii of 
particles are 10.0|i/25 accordingly. The settling distance for each iteration and the total number of 
movements are controlled. Default values of the unit settling distance and repetition number are 0.1 and 
100 in the case of one compartment, and 0.1 and 1000 in the case of ten compartments. 
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Rearrangement Eniect 
Particles are allowed to rearrange 5 times at 5 degrees at per step at all following conditions because 
rearrangement more than 5 times at a unit of 5 degrees does not show much change in volume 
concentration. Simple packing without rearrangement shows only 20 % of supernatant region along the 
height of the box as shown in Fig. 13 where 5 percent of the height is the bottom of the box. Packing with 
rearrangement process shows about 60 % of supernatant region along the height of the box. This packing 
volume with rearrangement is in quite good agreement with the experimental results. 
In the case of 10 compartments in Fig. 14 similar settling behavior has been observed. There seem to 
be mainly four regions in the vertical direction. The first is the volume concentration of particles in 
suspension over 30 % height, which is zero in the simulation because it is assumed that all agglomerates 
maintain their shape, density and etc, (eg. "aged" third generation agglomerates) during settling. The 
second region is surface side of the settled particles showing steep increase in volume concentration. This 
surface side has many vacant sites available for additional particles. The third is the region of the constant 
S? 30 
c 
'before settling 
- - - after settling 
•"""•rearranged during 
settling 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Height(percent) 
Fig. 13 Vertical volume distribution of 404 particles in a suspension and sediments rearranged and not 
rearranged during settling in a compartment 
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volume where particles are well packed. The last is the interfacial regions between the particles packed and 
the bottom. Packing density at the interface is quite a bit higher than inside due to the nature of the 2-
dimensional packing. These settling results can be compared with experimental results in Fig. 15."" The 
volume concentration change shown in Fig. 13 and 14 can be explained as the settling of attached-particle 
network in Fig. 15. These curves of attached-particle network depend on the rearrangement process. 
Volume concentration curves change into more condensed form with rearrangement as shown in Fig. 13 
and 14. The sediment is rapidly formed by settling and compaction of attached-particle networks, resulting 
in a packing density gradient with elavation.'"' 
Delayed Condensation 
Delayed condensation shows big contributions to packing without rearrangement but has little effect 
on rearrangement during packing as shown in Fig. 16. This is because the rearranged particles are 
usually in contact with more than three particles, therefore they can not induce more compaction. Particle 
networks formed without rearrangement during settling usually have one or two neighbors. They can 
therefore be rearranged and induce more compact packing. Fig. 16 c) shows some similarity with the 
volume concentration curve after settling and compaction of attached-particle networks. Fig. 16 c) can also 
be used to explain particle compaction process shown in Fig. 15 
Internal Sediment Stress Determination 
Internal sediment stresses are determined on the individual particles by 'strain' and 'stress' methods 
as shown in Fig. 17. The 'stress' method uses force resolution, while the 'strain' method equates virtual 
deflections. Stress is based on relative units where the weight of a particle is set as 1. Internal sediment 
stresses show wide distribution from 1 to around 9 by the strain method and from 1 to over 100 by the 
stress method. Particles settled without rearrangement show lower stresses from 1 to around 6 across the 
wider thickness of the settled bed compared with the particles settled with rearrangement which show 
higher stresses from I to around 9 in the case of calculation by the strain method as shown in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 16 Delayed condensation showing different contributions to the packing with, without rearrangement 
b) and delayed rearrangement after settling without rearrangement 
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Fig. 16 (continued) 
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Stress(reiative base, 1=weight of one particle) 
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Stress(relative base, 1=weight of one particle) 
a) No rearrangement during settling (above by the strain method, below by the stress method) 
Fig. 17 Schematic representation of the internal sediment stress distribution calculated by strain method 
and by stress method 
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Fig. 17 (continued) 
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Fig. 17 (continued) 
These trends are the same for the stress method. 
These differences in stress distribution can be useful to understand the concepts of the yield strength 
and the compressibility of the particle bed. Particles settled without rearrangement can be compressed more 
easily at the same stresses. This particle bed has lower yield strength. Particles settled with rearrangement 
can not be compressed easily. This particle bed has higher yield strength compared with the particles 
settled without rearrangement. 
Particles settled with rearrangement have higher stresses compared with particles settled without 
rearrangement and are more likely to be deformed and fractured by the powder compact's self-weight. The 
magnitude of stresses are different depending on the hardness of the particle where perfect rigid particles 
receives stresses calculated by the stress method which are far higher than the stresses calculated by the 
strain method(which is a good presumption for perfectly soft particles). Fig. 18 shows the results of 
condensation by internal sediment stresses at a certain level of compressibility. Motion directions are 
determined by the sum of the force vectors on each particle. The distances to move are determined at each 
step by multiplying 'step" in Fig. 18 with the force resolved in the direction of motion. 
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Fig. 18 Volume condensation of the well-rearranged and the unrearranged particles by internal sediment 
stresses calculated by both the stress and the strain method at different degree of condensation 
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Fig. 18 (continued) 
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Gradual condensation by stress occurs at each step as shown in Fig. 18. These volume changes by the 
condensation by internal sediment stresses are similar to the volume changes by particle network 
compression in Fig. 15 where particles are compressed by their own weights. This similarity shows that 
particle compression simulated by internal sediment stress may be a good approximation. Fig. 18 shows 
that stress condensation is strongly dependent on the stress and 'step' size which is related to the actual 
compressibility of the particle. 
Volume concentration changes more when the stresses are calculated by the stress method because of 
the higher stresses compared to the stresses calculated by the strain method. The volume density changes 
by stress condensation in both rearranged and unrearranged particles are similar. This means that particles 
squeezed through narrow gaps are rare for well rearranged particles. 
Calculation of Sediment Strength 
Orientation of the planes used to estimate sediment strengths are shown in Fig. 19. Fracture energies 
with and without rearrangement are shown in Fig. 20 and 21 at different heights. There is a factor of three 
ratio of fracture energy with and without rearrangement because particle compacts with rearrangement 
have more bonds between particles than particle compacts without rearrangement. There are minima in 
fracture energy at certain depths which may cause laminar cracks in subsequent drying processes. These 
abrupt changes become smoother with rearrangement. A similar trend is observed in the case of twice as 
many particles as shown in Fig. 21. The radially anisotropic distribution of fracture energy is shown in Fig. 
22 and 23. The fracture energy clearly shows a maximum in the vertical direction when it is measured at 
the bottom of the box as shown in Fig. 22. There is a local maximum at the horizontal bottom plane which 
is caused by high packing density on the flat bottom plane. This variation with direction is mainly due to 
the nature of particle settling which makes it difficult for particles to make close-packed planes except at 
the bottom plane. There is also little angular difference of the fracture energy with and without 
rearrangement far from the bottom, and rearrangement greatly increases compact strength. 
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Fig. 19 Projection of settled particles with vertical and horizontal planes for fracture energy calculation in a 
box (box size = 10 and scan radius 2.5 as defaults) 
Rearranged particles show higher and more isotropic fracture energy than unrearranged particles as 
shown in Fig. 22. This is mainly because particles form more bonds with neighboring particles. Generally 
speaking, the number of bonds between particles increases and changes with rearrangement from a 
distribution with a maximum strength in a plane perpendicular to the settling direction to an isoffopic 
distribution. 
These trends are confirmed in the case of 3 times as many particles as shown in Fig. 23 where radial 
fracture energies are measured at different heights. Fracture energy at the bottom of the box shows a local 
maximum in the horizontal plane. 
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Fig. 20 Vertical change in fracture energy of rearranged and unrearranged particles 
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Fig. 21 Vertical change in fracture energy of rearranged particles in the case of twice as many particles 
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Fig. 22 Radial change in fracture energy of rearranged and unrearranged particles measured at the bottom 
of the settled bed (radius = 2.5) 
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Fig.23 Radial change in fracture energy of rearranged particles at different measuring heights in the case of 
3 times as many particles (radius = 2.5) 
Particles were settled in a box with a different shape in order to see how angular dependence depends 
on settling direction and box geometry. Radial planes for estimating sediment strengths in a tilted box are 
shown in Fig. 24. The shape of this box changes with relative sizes of span x an y. These radial anisotropic 
distributions of fracture energy are measured at three different locations as shown in Fig. 24. These fracture 
energies at location B and C clearly show maxima in the settling direction in the case of unrearranged 
particles as shown in Fig. 25 a). The maxima shift towards the normal to the box sides with rearrangement 
as shown in Fig. 25 b). A minimum at location C appears in the settling direction in both rearranged and 
unrearranged cases; this is mainly due to the low density region at the comer of the box as shown in Fig. 
24. There are several cylindrically shaped low density regions in addition to the one at the comer in the 
particle compact as shown in Fig. 24. The changes in maxima from the settling direction and the 
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Fig. 24 Projection of settled particles with vertical and horizontal planes for fracture energy calculation in a 
tilted box 
disappearance of the bottom effects are caused by the change in particle packing structure. The settling of 
particles in a tilted box causes bridge formation and resultant low density regions in the particle compact. 
The same measurements were done in the case of lower ratio of span y to span x; the results are similar as 
shown in Fig. 25 except that fracture energy at location A is bigger. This is because there is less bridging 
between particles during settling due to the wider available space. 
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UNIT = ERGS/CM*2 
a) unrearranged at location A, B and C with radius 2.5 (span x = 2.5, span y = 2.5) 
ERGS/CM''2 
90 
.991 ( 
00^6 
324--
i^9- - -26^^ 
270 
•ATB 
b) rearranged at location A, B and C with radius 2.0 (span x = 2.0, span y = 2.0) 
Fig. 25 Radial change in fracture energy of rearranged and unrearranged particles measured at the different 
locations in different box shapes 
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UNIT = ERGS/CM^2 
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c) rearranged at location A, B and C with radius 2.0 (span x = 2.0, span y = 0.2) 
Fig. 25 (continued) 
5. Conclusion 
1) A new three-dimensional settling algorithm has been developed which incorporates metastable states, 
delayed rearrangement, and internal sediment stress build-up concepts. 
2) Particle settling with full rearrangement decreases packing volume by about 50% and triples the strength 
compared to packing without rearrangement. 
3) The vertical volume distribution of the settled particles shows 4 discrete regions in the slope of the 
packing volume with height in agreement with experimental results. The first is one in the supemate and 
the second is the surface of the settled bed which has a steep volume distribution slope. The third region is 
relative uniform inside the settled layer and the fourth is the high density interface region influenced by the 
bottom's geometry. 
I l l  
4) Internal sediment stresses were calculated by two methods. One was accumulating resolved panicle-
particle forces from the view point of an individual particle. The other was accumulating the stresses whose 
sum is the force from the other particles. Stress condensation by internal sediment stresses shows good 
approximation to the network compression stage of the powder compacts. This stress concept can help us 
to understand the yield strength and the compressibility of particle beds. 
5) Several minima in fracture energy are observed along the height of the particle compact which may 
cause lamina cracks in subsequent drying processes. These abrupt changes decrease in magnitude become 
smoother with rearrangement. There is a radial anisotropy of fracture energy. It is found that particles have 
difficulty to making close-packed planes in the horizontal direction except for bottom plane. Fracture 
energy becomes more isotropic with rearrangement. 
6) The changes in orientation of fracture energy maxima in a tilted box can be explained by the change in 
particle network structure. Particles settled in a tilted box exhibit bridging and low density regions in the 
panicle compact due to geometrical constraints caused by the comer: these defects are regularly arranged 
with respect to the comer. They are probably unavoidable if the radius of an acute corner is comparable to 
panicle radius. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
This research has been intended to study ceramic processing using computer simulation techniques. 
Many new approaches have been tried to simulate several aspects of colloidal powder processing and to 
interpret experimental findings with the simulated results in this area. These approaches and their results 
have provided much information in colloidal powder processing impossible otherwise and can be applied 
in the other areas such as crystal growth, thin-film coating and so on. Following is a brief summary of this 
research. 
A newly developed particle packing algorithm shows particle rearrangement during packing process 
is far more efficient than the rearrangement after packing. This difference in the efficiency of 
rearrangement agrees with the average coordination number of the packed particles. Multi-level packing 
concepts have been incorporated in order to simulate the agglomeration of fme ceramic powders. This 
approach is helpful in understanding the microstructure of powder compacts which have a hierarchical 
structure. Rearranging particles in 3-dimensional packing can not completely block other particles from 
entering pore volume unlike 2-dimensional packing. It is found that there is a region of instability when 
large particles are added to small particles. The instability region is consistent with Y. Kim Han's 2-D 
results where higher packing volume results fi'om the destruction of the ordered packing. 
Agglomeration of colloidal particles in a suspension is simulated using interparticle potential energy 
fimction. When the magnitudes of the attractive and the repulsive potentials are comparable, it is found that 
multivalued equilibria can exist. It is also found that strong attractive interparticle energy without a 
significant repulsive energy barrier makes clusters harder and weak attractive interparticle energy with 
repulsive energy barrier makes clusters softer. The energy of Brownian motion contributes to the 
agglomeration as well even though this contribution is not so great around room temperature in these 
simulation conditions. Agglomeration of clusters causes a decrease in importance of the repulsive energy 
barrier in the potential energy curve. The size of the agglomerates depends on the relative magnitude of the 
interparticle energy and time allowed to move. This agglomeration process simulation has been done on a 
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small scale, e.g.; small number of particles and a short time. Under the simulation conditions used here 
there seems to be a local equilibrium in cluster size. This agglomeration simulation program is designed to 
expand the box size, number of particles and number of steps freely. 
A new three-dimensional settling algorithm incorporates metastable states, delayed rearrangement, 
and internal sediment stress build-up concepts. Particle settling with full rearrangement decreases packing 
volume by about 50% and triples the strength compared to packing without rearrangement. Four discrete 
regions have been found on the slope of the packing volume over height in agreement with experimental 
results. The fu^t one is in the suspension and the second is in a surface side of the settled bed having steep 
volume distribution slope. The third region shows the relative uniform inside of the settled particles and the 
fourth is the interface region with the bottom. Internal sediment stresses have been calculated because 
internal stress concept can help us to understand the yield strength and the compressibility of particle beds. 
Stress condensation by internal sediment stresses shows good approximation to experimentally observed 
network compression of powder compacts. Several minima in fracture energy are observed along the 
height of the particle compact which may cause lamina cracks in subsequent drying processes. These 
abrupt changes become smoother with rearrangement. There is a radial anisotropy of fracture energy. It is 
found that particles have difficulty in making close-packed planes in the horizontal direction. Fracture 
energy becomes more isotropic with rearrangement. The changes in maxima from the settling direction in a 
tilted box can be explained by the change in particle network strucoire. The settling of particles in a tilted 
box causes bridging and low density regions in the particle compact near the comer. 
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APPENDIX 
Computer Program for 
RESEARCH TITLE : COMPUTER SIMULATION OF COLLOIDAL POWDER PROCESSING 
PAPERI. COMPUTER SIMULA TION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE PACKING 
PROGRAM NAME: 3D4.F90 
PAPER2. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AGGLOMERATION IN COLLOIDAL POWDER 
PROCESSING 
PROGRAM NAME: 3D7.F90 
PAPERS. COMPUTER SIMULA TION OF MICROSTRUCTURE AND STRENGTH OF SETTLED 
COLLOIDAL POWDERS 
PROGRAM NAME:3DS.F90 
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I'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
RESEARCH TITLE : COMPUTER SIMULATION OF COLLOIDAL POWDER PROCESSING 
PART 1. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE PACiCING 
PROGRAM NAME: 3D4.F90 
!! WRITTEN BY KIM, JONG-CHEOL 
!! GRADUATE STUDENT, MSE, IOWA STATE UNIV. 
!! ADVISED BY DR. DAVID M. MARTIN 
!! PROFESSOR, MSE, IOWA STATE UNIV. 
!! This program is used for the part 1 but this program is also used to 
!! obtain research results other than results shown in part 1. 
!! Therefore some parts may be modified for other purposes. 
!! THIS PROGRAM IS SHAREWARE. 
!! THIS CAN BE USED FREE FOR NON-COMMERCIAL RESEARCH PURPOSE. 
!! ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED FOR KIM, JONG-CHEOL AND DR. DAVID M. MARTIN 
!! 
!! if you have any question, let us know. 
i; 
!! email address 
!! Kim, Jong-Cheol: kimjc@iastate.edu 
!! David M. Martin : dmartin@iastate.edu 
It 
!! physical address 
!! Kim,Jong-Cheol 
!! David M. Martin 
!! 3277 Computational Material Science Lab. Gilman Hall 
!! Ames, Iowa 50010, USA 
M 
i i i i i i i t i t i i i i t i i i i i i i i i i n i t i i i i n i i i i n i t t n H i i i i i i i t t i t M i i i i i i i M M i i i i  
!! PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
!! PART 1. PARTICLE PACKING 
!! PART 2. MOVING - REARRANGEMENTPART 
!! PART 3. RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
!! PART 4. CLIPPING PART 
!! PART 5. CLUSTER FORMATION 
!! PART 6. CLUSTER MOVING 
!! PART 7. CLUSTER SOFT - HARD TRANSITION 
[I 
i n t i t i H M i i i i i t i i i i t i t t i i i i t i u M i i i i i i i i i i i M i i i i n i i i i i H i i i i i i t i i n i n i  
PROGRAM P3D4 
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n r t f i f i t t t t f t t f t K f t r t n i f t t M f t i r i t t t i i t i i M M i M M f i i m M M M M M M i M ! ;  
IMPORTANT VARIABLES 
NO ; NO OF PARTICLE IN EACH CLUSTER 
NOC : NO OF CLUSTER 
XARRAY : X COORDINATE ; YARRAY : Y COORDINATE 
ZARRAY : Z COORDINATE ; RARRAY : RADIUS 
TPAI,TPHI: SPACE ANGLE OF THETA AND PHI EACH 
SCX,SCY : SCREEN SIZE FOR SCREEN COLOR 
CTR,CC,CN : OVERLAPPING IF > 0.0 WITH PARTICLE(CC,CN) 
SIZ1,S1Z2 : PARTICLE SIZE OF NO.l AND N0.2 
PROP : SIZ2,SIZ1/(SIZ1+SIZ2) 
NBR2, NBRl: PARTICLE FOR LANDING 
CTRN : COORDINATION NO. 
NREP,REP,MV :N0 OF REPETITOPN PACKING AND INTEGRATION, 10»*EXPONENT CASE 
RN1 : NO. OF MOVING PER PACKING 
RN2 : NO. OF UNIT MOVING AFTER PACKING 
RN3 : NO. OF UNIT MOVING IN ONE UNIT MOVING AFTER PACKING 
RUI : NO. OF UNIT MOVING DURING CONDENSING 
RU2 : NO. OF UNIT MOVING AFTER CONDENSING 
RU3 : UNIT OF CLUSTER MOVING 
CON : LIST OF NEIGHBOR 
NRAD : CLUSTER RADIUS 
XA,YA,ZA ; CENTER OF CLUSTERS 
CPX,CPY,CPZ : CENTER OF CLUSTERS 
ER : EFFECTIVE RADIUS 
OPTV,OPTR : RDF OPTION , MOMENT RADIUS OPTION 
NINT,NSTP : PROPORTION CHANGE : NO. OF INTERVAL AND STEP 
BOX : PACKING BOX SIZE 
K2,DAN : NO OF MOVEMENT AND STEP IN CLUSTER FORMATION 
M : SOFT-HARD TRANSITION OPTION 
M2, STEP : NO OF STEP,AMOUNT OF MOVEMENT 
CLOV : NO OF NEIGHBOR 
CJK,OT: INTERCLUSTER DISTANCES 
STP : PARAMETER TO CHECK WETHER THE PARTICLE IS INSIDE THE BOX 
COUNT : COORDINATE COUNT TO PRINT 
FIL ; CLUSTER COLOR FILLING (1.0 = FILL AND FULL SIZE, DEFAULT ) 
OPTION : CLUSTER FORMATION OPTION 
CM,M3,MD : DRAWING OPTIONS 
DUMMY VARIABLES: K,N,NR,L,JJ,JI,I.J,CJL 
EXAMPLE DATA FILE = 'V4" 
NO. OF CLUSTERS, NO. OF PARTICLES, ( 215 ) 
9 9 
PACKING BOX SIZE, ( F10.4 ) 
10.0000 
SIZE OF NO.l, SIZE 0FN0.2, PROPORTION OF NO. 1, ( 3F10.4 ) 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
1ST MODE RUN, 2ND MODE, RUN, ( 315 ) 
1 1 1 1  
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IINTERVAL, STEP(O.O-I.O), ( 15, F10.4 ) 
! 0 0.0000 
!REP. FOR STD CHECK AND INTEGRATION, ENTER NO.,RELAXATION lO^'N FROM N,( 315 ) 
! 0 0 0 
!RDF OPTION , MOMENT RADIUS OPTION , CLUSTER FORM 0PTI0N(3), ( 315 ) 
! 0 0 3 
[CLUSTER RELAXATION, (315 ) 
• 1 1 1  
ICLUSTER DANCING TIME, ( I5,F10.4 ) 
! 10 0.1000 
ISOFT - HARD TRANSITION OPTION, ( 2I5,F10.4 ) 
! 1 10 0.1000 
! DATA FILE END 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XARRAY(0:99,0:600),YARRAY(0:99,0:600),ZARRAY(0:99,0:600) 
REAL:;RARRAY(0:99,0:600),NRAD(0:99) 
REAL::XA(0:99),YA(0:99),ZA(0:99),CPX(0:99),FIL(0:99)= I.0,CPY(0:99) 
REAL::SIZ1,SIZ2,PROP,CPZ(0:99),CTR(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::NSTP,CJK,OT,RVAL,DAN,ER,STEP,BOX 
INTEGER::CTRN(0:99,0:600),NBR2(0:99,0:600),STP,COUNT,RU 1 .RU2,RU3 
INTEGER::RN1,RN2,RN3,CON(0:2),K,N,NINT,OPTION,M,MV,NR,NREP 
INTEGER::REP,K2,CLOV,M2,CM,L,JJ,M3,NOC,I,J,NO,CC,CN 
INTEGER;:OPTV,OPTR,MD=0,CJL 
! CLEAR SCREEN 
CALL PLOTS(0,1,18) 
CALL NEWPEN(16) 
! DATA FOR NEIGHBOR CHECKING ( 1.0 IS IDEAL CASE ) 
RVAL= 1.05 
! MAIN PROGRAM BEGIN 
! VARIABLES READING FROM FILE ^4' 
COUNT = 0 ! COUNT NO OF COORDINATE DATA 
! DATA FILE 'V4' 
OPEN(8,FILE='V4'); READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(2I5)") N0C,N0;READ(8,«) 
READ(8,FMT="(F10.4)") B0X;READ(8,*) 
READ(8,FMT="(3F 10.4)") SIZ1 ,SIZ2,PROP;READ(8,*) 
READ(8.FMT="(3I5)") RN 1,RN2,RN3;READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(I5,F 10.4)") NINT,NSTP;READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(3I5)") NREP,REP.MV;READ (8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(3I5)") OPTV,OPTR,OPTION;READ (8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(4I5,F 10.4)") RU1 ,RU2,RU3;READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(I5,F10.4)") K2,DAN;READ(8,*) 
READ(8,FMT="(2I5,F10.4)") M,M2,STEP 
! PARTICLE REARRANGEMENTCHANGE 10«*MV 
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! IFMV = 0USERN1 ORUSEMV 
DO 65M = 0,MV 
IF(MV.NE.O) THEN 
RNl = 10«»M- 1 
END IF 
! CHANGE PROPORTIONADIUS RATIO INTERVAL CHANGE 
! START FROM ZERO 
PROP = -NSTP 
DO 60 N = 0, NINT 
PROP = PROP + NSTP 
! REPEAT PACKING NREP TIMES FOR STD CHECK 
DO 66 NR = 0, NREP 
! INITIAL ONE PARTICLE POSITION IN EACH CLUSTER = SEEDS 
CALL INIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,SIZI,SIZ2,PROP,BOX) 
!!!!!!!!•!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART. 1 PARTICLE PACKING 
! FROM I TO TMO' 
7  D 0 2 I = 1 , N 0  
! DISPLAY PACKING PROCESS 
! NO. OF RERAXATION, INTERVAL, REPEAT, PARTICLE 
CALL DISP(RNI,0);CALL DISP(N,2);CALL DISP(NR,4);CALL DISP(I.6) 
! FIND THE PARTICLE AND POINT OF LANDING 
CALL SELECTS(N0C,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,I,NBR2,PR0P,SIZ 1 ,SIZ2) 
! CHECK OVERLAPPING AND SCREEN BOX CHECK 
! IF STP = 7(ARB. VALUE), OVERLAP OR OUT OF SCREEN 
CALL OVLAP(NOC,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,CC,CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,STP) 
IF (STP.EQ.7) THEN 
GOTO 7 
END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART 2. MOVING-RELAXATION 
n t i i t i i t i i n i i i i n i i i n i t i i i i i n i i i i i i M i n i t i n i i i i i t i i M i i i n t i n i t i i i i n i t  
! PARTICLE REARRANGEMENT DURING PACKING 
CALL M0VE(N0C,I,XARRAY,YARRAY.ZARRAY,RARRAY,NBR2,RN 1 ,CON,COUNT) 
CALL CNNO(NOC,NOC,NO,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY.RARRAY,CC,CN,CTR,& 
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CTRN,CON,CLOV,OT) 
! CLIPPING FOR 2-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION 
! CM = NOC FOR CLIPPING AFTER WHOLE PARTICLE PACKING 
CM = NOC 
! MID CALCULATION 
CALL RADD(NOC,I^RRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,FIL,CPX,CPY.CPZ) 
CALL CLIP(N0C,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
2 CONTINUE 
! MOVING AFTER PACKING 
IF(RN2.GT.O) THEN 
DO 301 J = 0, RN2 ! RN3:UNIT RELAX, NBE2:NEIGHB0R LIST 
CALL MOVE(NOC,NO.XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NBR2,RN3,CON,COUNT) 
CALLCNNO(NOC,NOC,NO,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY.CC.CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,CLOV,OT) 
! CLIPPING DURING MOVING AFTER PACKING 
CM = NOC 
! MID CALCULATION 
CALL RADD(NOC,NO,XARRAY.YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ) 
CALLCLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM.MD) 
301 CONTINUE 
END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART 3. RADIAL VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION BY INTEGRATION METHOD 
! PART 3 AND PART 4 ARE USED IN MANY PLACES FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND 
! VISUALIZATION 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
IF (OPTV.EQ.O) THEN 
PRINT •," VOLUME DISTRIBUTION AFTER PACKING " 
CALL RDF(0,NOC.NO,XARRAY.YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY.ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP,REP) 
END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART. 4 CLIPPING PART 
! PART 3 AND PART 4 ARE USED IN MANY PLACES FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND 
! VISUALIZATION! 
i i i t i i i i n t t i t i t i M i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i n t i n t i n i i i n t i n t i i i i i i i M i i i i i i i i i i i i  
! CLIPPING AFTER PACKING 
IF (OPTR.EQ.O) THEN 
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CALL RADD(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ) 
END IF 
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY.YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
66 CONTINUE ! REPEAT PACKING FOR STD CHECK 
60 CONTINUE ! LOOP FOR INTERVAL CHANGE 
65 CONTINUE ! LOOP FOR REARRANGEMENT CHANGE 
I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART 3. VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION BY INTEGRATION METHOD 
i n i l i n i l l l l l M I I I I I M I I I I I I H n i l l M I I M I I I I M I I t l l M l l l t l l l l l l t l l l l l t l l l l  
IF (OPTV.EQ.O) THEN 
PRINT *, " VOLUME DISTRIBUTION BEFORE CLUSTER FORMATION " 
CALL RDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP,REP) 
END IF 
! CLUSTER FORMATION OPTION 
IF (0PTI0N.EQ.3) THEN 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART. 5 CLUSTERS FORMATION 
i n i n r i r i i i i i i i t t i M i i t i i i M t i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i u i i i n i i i i t i M i i n i i t i i i f M M  
CALL CFORM(NOC,NO.XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,DAN,RU 1 ,& 
RU3,CON,COUNT,K2,NRAD,FIL.MD) 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3.& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
PART. 6 CLUSTER MOVING AFTER CONDENSATION 
i n i i n t t i u H i i i n i i i i i n i i i i n i i i t i i i i i i i t i i i i t i i t M i i t i n M i i i M M i i i i M n  
DO 597 N = 0,RU2 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," CLUSTER SECOND MODE REARRANGEMENT " ) 
M3 = 16; CM = NOC 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3.& 
FIL,CPX,CPY.CPZ,CM,MD) 
DO 594 1 = O.NOC 
XA(I) = CPX(l) 
YA(I) = CPY(l) 
ZA(I) = CPZ(I) 
CLOV = 0 
CALL COVL(l,NOC,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CLOV,NRAD,CON,RVAL) 
594 CONTINUE 
! PRINT COORDINATES FOR NUMERICAL DATA OUTPUT 
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CALL COORD(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,COUNT) 
! CLUSTER RELAXATIION 
CALL CM0VE(N0C,CPX,CPY,CPZ,RU3,C0N,NRAD) 
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
! POSITION UPDATE PROCESS 
DO 593 I = 0, NOC 
DO 596 J = 0, NO 
XARRAY(I,J) = XARRAY(I,J) + ( CPX(I) - XA(I)) 
YARRAY(I,J) = YARRAY(I,J) + ( CPY(I) - YA{I)) 
ZARRAY(I,J) = ZARRAY(I,J) + ( CPZ(I) - ZA(I)) 
596 CONTINUE 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA(I)=CPZ(I) 
593 CONTINUE 
M3 = 0; CM = NOC 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3 ,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
597 CONTINUE 
END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART. 7 CLUSTERS SOFT-HARD TRANSITION ! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! SOFT-HARD TRANSITION OPTION 
IF (M.NE.O) THEN 
IF (OPTV.EQ.O) THEN 
PRINT », " VOLUME DISTRIBUTION BEFORE HARD CLUSTER FORMATION " 
CALL RDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP.REP) 
END IF 
DO 93 M = 0 , M2 
M3 = 16 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,Y ARRA Y,ZARRA Y,RARRAY,NRAD,M3 ,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ.CM,MD) 
CALL COORD(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY.RARRAY,COUNT) 
DO 90 J = 0,NOC 
CJK = NRAD(J); OT = CJK 
DO 91 K = 0,NO 
DO 92 L = 0,NOC 
IF(L.NE.J) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1.10," HARD - SOFT TRANSITION " ) 
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CALL CNNO(J,L,K,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,CC.CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,CLOV,OT) 
IF (CJK.GT.OT) THEN 
CJK = OT 
CJL = L 
END IF 
END IF 
92 CONTINUE 
91 CONTINUE 
! MOVE TO CENTER 
IF ( CJK.GT. 0.0) THEN 
CPX(J) = CPX(J)-STEP«(CPX(J)-CPX(CJL))/(NRAD(J)+NRAD(CJL)) 
CPY(J) = CPY(J)-STEP*(CPY(J)-CPY(CJL))/(NRAD(J)+NRAD(CJL)) 
CPZ(J) = CPZ(J)-STEP»(CPZ(J)-CPZ(CJL))/(NRAD(J)+NRAD(CJL)) 
END IF 
DO 996 JJ = 0. NO 
XARRAY(J,JJ) = XARRAY(J.JJ) + ( CPX(J) - XA(J)) 
YARRAY(J,JJ) = YARRAY(J,JJ) + ( CPY(J) - YA(J) ) 
ZARRAY(J,JJ) = ZARRAY(J,JJ) + ( CPZ(J) - ZA(J) ) 
996 CONTINUE 
XA(J)= CPX(J); YA(J)=CPY(J); ZA(J)=CPZ(J) 
90 CONTINUE 
M 3 = 0  
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL.CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
93 CONTINUE 
IF (OPTV.EQ.O) THEN 
PRINT •, " VOLUME DISTRIBUTION AFTER HARD CLUSTER FORMATION " 
CALL RDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP,REP) 
END IF 
END IF 
! PRINT '/TOTAL NO. OF COORDINATES PRINTED",COUNT-1 
READ '.M 
END PROGRAM P3D4 
! COORDINATES FOR INITIAL PARTICLE, NOI : NO. OF CLUSTER 
SUBROUTINE rNIP(N0I,NI,XI,YI.2I.RI.S 11,S2I,PROI,BOX) 
!  N O I :  N O .  O F  C L U S T E R S ,  N O  :  N O  O F  P A R T I C L E S  
! COORDINATES X = XI ;Y = YI;Z = ZI;RADIUS = RI 
! BINARY SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIUS SI I AND S2I 
!  S I :  R A D I U S ,  P R O L N O .  I  P E R C E N T  
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! RAN: RANDOM VALUE 
! SCX,SCY : FOR SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X COORD, SCY = Y COORD 
! VEC,MAG : INTERPARTICLE VECTOR AND LENGTH 
! BOX : PARTICLE BOX SIZE 
! DUMMY VARIABLES :TX,TY,TZ,TM 
! DUMMY INTEGER::!,J 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XI(0:99,0:600),YI(0:99,0:600),ZI(0:99,0:600),RI(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::SLS1I,S2I,PROI,RAN,SCX(0:3),SCY(0:3),VEC(0:2),MAG(0:99) 
REAL;:TX,TY,TZ,TM,BOX 
[NTEGER::I,NOI,NI,J 
SCX(O) = 0.0;SCX(I) = I0.0;SCX(2) = I0.0;SCX(3) = O.O; 
SCY(O) = 0.0;SCY(I) = 0.0 ;SCY(2) = 8.0 ;SCY(3) =8.0; 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
! FIRST PARTICLE AROUND THE CENTER OF THE CLUSTERS FOR CLUSTER CONDENSING 
! X-,Y-,Z-CENTER = (5,4,5) 
XI(0,0)=(0.5-RNDO)*1-0 + 5.0 
YI(0,0)=(0.5-RND())»1.0 + 4.0 
ZI(0,0)=(0.5-RND())»L0 + 5.0 
RAN = RNDO 
! BINARY CASE RADIUS DISTRIBUTION 
IF (RAN.LT.PROI) THEN 
SI = S1I 
ELSE 
SI = S2I 
END IF 
RI(0,0)= O.I5»SI! 0.15 DEFAULT SIZE 
[ COORDINATION GENERATION 
D O  1 2 1 =  1 , N 0 I  
XI(I,0)=(0.5-RNDO)*BOX+5.0 
YI(I,0)=(0.5-RNDO)*BOX+4.0 
ZI(I,0)=(0.5-RND())*BOX+5.0 
RAN = R>roO 
IF (RAN.LT.PROI) THEN 
S I  =  S I I  
ELSE 
SI = S2I 
END IF 
RI(I,0)=0.I5*SI 
12 CONTINUE 
! CHECK THE DISTANCE FROM THE SCREEN CENTER TO CLUSTER CENTERS 
DO 1 I = 0. NOI 
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VEC=(/XI{I,0)-5.0,YI(I,0H0,ZI(I,0)-5.0/) 
MAG(I)=DOT_PRODUCT(VEC,VEC) 
1 CONTINUE 
! SORT THE CLUSTERS FROM THE SHORTEST TO LONGEST DISTANCE 
! FOR EASY CLUSTER CONDENSATION 
DO I4I = 0,NOI 
DO 13 J = I+1,N0I 
IF(MAG(I).GT.MAG{J)) THEN 
TX=XI(I,0);TY = YI(I,0);TZ = ZI(I,0);TM = MAG(I) 
XI(I,0)=XI(J,0);YI(L0)=YI(J,0);ZI(I,0)=ZI(J,0);MAG(I)=MAG(J) 
XI(J,0)=TX;YI(J,0)=TY;ZI(J,0)=TZ;MAG(J)=TM 
END IF 
13 CONTINUE 
14 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE INIP 
! CHECK OVERLAPPING OF PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE OVLAP{NV,IV,XV, YV,ZV,RV,CONCL,CONNO,OTR.CTRN,CON.STP) 
NV,IV : NO OF CLUSTER AND PARTICLE 
COORDINATES : XV,YV,ZV,RADIUS:RV 
RADIST : REDUCED(0.95) RADIUS SUM FOR OVERLAP CHECK 
CNDIST : EXPANDED(I.05) RADIUS SUM FOR NEIGHBOR CHECK 
INVS : LENGTH OF INTERPARTICLE VECTOR' INV' 
OTR : RATIO OF OVERLAPPING 
CTRN : NO OF NEIGHBOR 
CONCL,CONNO ; CONTACTED CLUSTER AND PARTICLE 
CON(0:2): LIST OF THREE NEIGHBORS 
STP ; PARAMETER TO CHECK WETHER PARTICLE IS INSIDE RANGE 
I, J : DUMMY INTERGER 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XV(0;99,0:600),YV(0:99.0:600),ZV(0:99,0:600),RV(0:99.0:600) 
REAL:: RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),CNDIST,OTR(0:99,0:600) 
INTEGER ::CTRN(0:99,0:600),NV,IV,I,J,CONCL,CONNO,CON(0:2),STP 
STP = 0 
DO 25 1 = 0,NV 
CTRN(I,IV) = 0 
DO 202 J = 0, IV-1 
INV = (/XV(I,J)-XV(I,IV),YV(I,J)-YV(I,IV),ZV(I,J)-ZV(I,IV)/) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST = (RV(I,J)+RV(LIV))*0.95 
CNDIST = (RV(I,J)+RV(I,IV))« 1.05 
OTR(I,IV) = 0.0 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
OTR(I,IV) = RADIST - INVS 
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CONCL = 1;C0NN0 = J 
END IF 
IF (CNDIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
CTRNdJV) = CTRN(I,IV) + 1 
IF(CTRN(I,rV).EQ.I) THEN;CON(0) = J 
ELSE IF(CTRN(I,IV).EQ.2) THEN;C0N(1) = J 
ELSE IF(CTRN(I,IV).EQ.3) THEN;C0N(2) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
202 CONTINUE 
! PACKING RANGE (FROM - 10 TO 18)CHECK 
IF (XV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.XV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
IF (YV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.YV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
IF (ZV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.ZV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
25 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE OVLAP 
! CHECK COORDINATION NUMBERS OF PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE CNNO(N,I,IV,IW,XV,YV,ZV,RV,CONCL,CONNO,OTR,CNTR,& 
C0N,CL0V,0TR1) 
! N, IV : TOTAL NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES 
! I, IW ; NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES TO BE CHECKED 
0TR2 : INTERCLUSTER DISTANCE (MIN.OTRl) 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN 'SUBROUTINE OVLAP' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XV(0:99,0:600),YV(0:99,0:600),ZV(0:99,0:600),RV(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),CNDIST,OTR2,OTR1,OTR(0:99,0:600) 
INTEGER::IV,I,J,CONCL,CONNO,CON(0:2),IW,CLOV,N,CNTR(0:99,0:600) 
CNTR(N,IV) = 0 
DO 252 J = 0, IW 
1F(J.NE.1V.0R.N.NE.I) THEN 
INV = (/XVCN,IV)-XV(I,J),YV(N,IV)-YV(I,J),ZV(N,IV)-ZV(I,J)/) 
INVS = SQRT{DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST = (RV(N,IV)+RV(I,J))*0.95 
CNDIST = (RV(N,IV)+RV(I,J))» 1.05 
OTR(N.IV) = 0.0 
0TR2 = INVS - RADIST 
IF( 0TR1.GT.0TR2) THEN 
OTRl =0TR2 
END IF 
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IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
OTR(N,IV) = RADIST - INVS 
CONCL = I 
CONNO=J 
CLOV = CLOV + I 
END IF 
IF (CNDIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
CNTRCNJV) = CNTR(N,IV) + 1 
IF(CNTR(N,IV).EQ.l) THEN 
CON(0) = J 
ELSE IF(CNTR(N,IV).EQ.2) THEN 
C0N(1) = J 
ELSE IF((::NTR(N,IV).EQ.3) THEN 
C0N(2) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
252 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE CNNO 
! CHECK COORDINATION NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS 
SUBROUTINE COVL(IV,IW,XV,YV,ZV,CLOV,CLRAD,CON,RVAL) 
! CLUSTER CENTER COORDINATES : XV,YV,ZV 
! RADIUS :CLRAD 
! IV: OBJECT CLUSTER NO 
! IW: TOTAL CLUSTER NO 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFFNITION IN 'SUBROUTINE OVLAF 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: XV(0:99),YV(0:99),ZV(0:99),CLRAD(0:99) 
REAL :: RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),RVAL 
INTEGER:: IV,J,IW,CLOV,CON(0:2) 
CON(0)= -1 ;CON( 1 )= -1 ;C0N(2)= -1; 
DO 552 J = 0, IW 
IF(J.NE.IV) THEN 
INV = (/XV(J)-XV(IV),YV(J)-YV(IV),ZV(J)-ZV(IV)/) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST = (CLRAD(J)+CLRAD(IV))»RVAL 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
CLOV = CLOV + 1 
! COLLIDING ONE ANOTHER 
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IF(CLOV.EQ.l) THEN 
CON(0) = J 
ELSE IF(CL0V.EQ.2) THEN 
C0N(1)=J 
ELSE IF(CL0V.EQ.3) THEN 
C0N(2) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
552 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE COVL 
! SELECT THE lUGHT POINT FOR THE INCEDENT PARTICLE BY APPROACHING METHOD 
SUBROUTINE SELECTS(NS,XS,YS.ZS,RS,IS,NBR2,PR0P,SIZ I ,SIZ2) 
! NS : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER 
! IS : NEW PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES : XS,YS,ZS, RADIUS : RS 
! SPACE ANGLE OF THETA AND PHI: PAIS,PHIS 
! INITIAL POSITION IN SPACE ; PX,PY,PZ 
! VMAT : V FROM THE CENTER TO NEW POSITION IN SPACE 
! PMAT : V FROM THE CENTER TO EXISTING P POSITION 
! NORMAL VECTOR AND LENGTH: VPN 
! PARALLEL V AND DIST TO INCOMING LINE : VPP,DP 
! PARALLEL DIST : POS 
! PARTICLE NO,DN,DP,POS AT MAX POS :AJ,DNS,DPS,PS 
! LONG DIST (20 HERE): DIS1 
! DIST TO SELECTED PARTICLE : FINA 
! NEIGHBERING PARTICLE FOR LANDING : NBR2(0:99,0:600) 
! CONTACTED CLUSTER AND PARTICLE : CC,CN 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XS(0:99,0:600),YS(0:99,0:600),ZS(0:99,0:600),RS(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::PAIS,PHIS,PX,PY,PZ,CTR(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::VMAT(0:2),PMAT(0:2),VPN(0;2),VPP(0:2),DN,DP,RSUM 
REAL: :PLDIS I ,DNS,POS,PS,FINA,DPS,RE,PROP,SIZ I ,SIZ2 
INTEGER::CNN(0:99,0:600),NBR2(0:99,0:600),NOS,NS,IS 
INTEGER;: J, AJ,CC.CN,CON(0:2),STP 
! CONSTANTS 
PI = 3.1416; DISI =20.0 
DO 23 NOS = 0,NS 
! ANGLE SELECTION 
PAIS=RNDO*360.0;PH1S=RND()''360.0:RE=RND() 
! RADIUS BY RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION FOR BINARY PARTICLE PACKING 
! DEFAULT RADIUS = 0.20 
IF (RE.LT.PROP) THEN 
RS(NOS,IS) = SIZI*0.20 
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ELSE 
RS(NOS,IS) = SIZ2»0.20 
END IF 
! PARTICLE CLUSTER LOOP 
DPS = 0.0; PS = -10.0 ! TEMPORARY VALUES 
! VECTOR APPROACH, CHECK PARTICLE NO.O 
! INITIAL POSITION IN SPACE 
PX= C0S(PAIS/180.0»Pr)»COS(PHIS/l 80.0»PI)»DIS 1 
PY=SIN(PAIS/180.0»PI)»COS(PHIS/I80.0»PI)*DISI 
PZ= SIN(PHIS/180.0»PI)'»DISI 
! VECTOR FORMS;VMAT = V FROM THE CENTER TO NEW POSITION IN SPACE 
VMAT = (/PX,PY,PZ/) 
IF (IS.NE.O) THEN ! NOT FIRST PARTICLE 
DO 201 J = 0, IS-I 
PMAT=(/XSCNOS.J)-XS(NOS,0),YS(NOS.J)-YS(NOS,0),& 
ZS(NOS,J)-ZS(NOS.O)/) 
POS = DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT)) 
VPN=PMAT-(D0T_PR0DUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/D0T_PR0DUCT(VMAT,VMAT))»VMAT 
DN = SQRT( D0T_PR0DUCT(VPN,VPN) )! NORM DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,J)+RS(NOS,IS)! RADIUS SUM 
! COMPARE RSUM AND DN 
IF( DN.LT.RSUM ) THEN ! TOUCH WITH INCOMING PARTICLE 
POS = POS + SQRT(RSUM*«2-DN»*2) 
! CALCULATE PARALLEL DISTANCE 
VPP = (DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))»VMAT 
DP = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPP,VPP))! PARALLEL DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
! SERCH MAXIMUM POS , AND NOS,J AT THAT TIME 
IF (PS.LE.POS) THEN ! AT MAX POS 
PS = POS;DPS = DP;DNS = DN;AJ = J 
END IF 
END IF 
201 CONTINUE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,AJ)+RS(NOSJS)! RADIUS SUM 
FIN A = DPS + SQRT(RSUM»»2-DNS*«2) 
! NEW COORDINATES 
XS(NOS,IS)=XS(NOS,0)+COS(PAIS/I80.0*PI)»& 
COS(PHIS/180.0*PI)«FrNA 
YS{NOS,IS)=YS(NOS,0)+SIN(PAIS/180.0»PI)» & 
COS(PHIS/180.0»PI)*FINA 
ZS(NOS,IS)=ZS(NOS,0)+SIN(PHIS/180.0»PI)*FINA 
CALL OVLAP(NOS,IS.XS,YS.ZS.RS,CC.CN,CTR,CNN,CON,STP) 
! SAFETY CHECK IF OVERLAPPED 
IF( CTR(CC,CN).GT.0.0) THEN 
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AJ = C::N 
PMAT = (/XS(NOS,AJ>XS(NOS,0),YS(NOSAJ>YS(NOS,0),& 
ZS(NOS,AJ)-ZS(NOS,0)/) 
POS = DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/POS/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT)) 
VPN = PMAT-(DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))*VMAT 
DN = SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(VPN,VPN) )! NORM DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,Ar)+RS(NOS,IS)! RADIUS SUM 
POS = POS + SQRT(RSUM»»2-DN»»2) 
VPP = (DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))»VMAT 
DP = SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(VPP, VPP) )!PARALLEL DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
PS = POS; DPS = DP; DNS = DN 
FINA = DPS + SQRT(RSUM»»2-DNS»*2) 
XS(NOS,IS)=XS(NOS,0)+COS(PAIS/180.0»PI)* & 
C0S(PHIS/180.0*PI)»FINA 
YS(NOS,IS)=YS(NOS,0)+SIN(PAIS/180.0*PI)» & 
COS(PHIS/180.0^PI)»FINA 
ZS(NOS,IS)=ZS(NOS,0)+SIN(PHIS/180.0»PI)»FINA 
CALL OVLAP(NOS,IS,XS,YS,ZS,RS,CC,CN,CTR,CNN,CON,STP) 
! SAFETY CHECK 2ND IF OVERLAPPED 
END IF 
205 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (IS.EQ.O) THEN ! FIRST PARTICLE TO LAND 
DN = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))! DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,0)+RS(NOS,IS)! RADIUS SUM 
AJ = 0 
XS(NOS,IS)=XS(NOS,0)+COS(PAIS/180.0* PI)& 
»COS(PHIS/I80.0*PI)»RSUM 
YS(NOS,IS)=YS(NOS,0)+SIN(PAIS/180.0»PI)& 
»COS(PHIS/180.0*PI)*RSUM 
ZS(NOS,IS)=ZS(NOS,0)+SIN(PHIS/180.0»PI)»RSUM 
END IF 
299 CALL NEWPEN(3) 
NBR2(N0S,IS) = AJ ! NEIGHBERING PARTICLE NBR2 FOR LANDING 
23 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE SELECTS 
! CLIPPING FOR 2-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
SUBROUTINE CLIP(NOP,NP,XP,YP.ZP,RP.MIDD.M,FIL,CPX.CPY.CPZ,CM,MD) 
! NOP : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, NP : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XP,YP,ZP,RP 
! CLUSTER CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : CPX,CPY,CPZ,MIDD 
! TEMP COORD FOR PLANES : X1,Y1.ZI.X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3 
! SCAN DIST, UNIT, NO OF STEP : RSTEP.RSP,STEP 
! NORD,IR : NORMAL AND INTERCEPTED DIST 
! DUMMY VARIABLES : XX,YY,ZZ 
! VECTOR FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER : VPQ 
! PARTICLE PROJECTED COORDINATES : DX,DY 
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! TWO VECTOR,THEIR NORMAL UNIT IN A PLANE : V1,V2,VUNI 
! DRAWING OPTION ; M,CM,MD 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
REAL:;XP(0:99,0:600),YP(0:99,0:600),ZP(0:99,0:600),RP(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::CPX(0:99),CPY(0;99),CPZ(0:99),FIL(0:99),MIDD(0:99) 
REAL::X1 ,Y1 ^  1 ^ ,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3,RSTEP,NORD,IR,XX,YY,ZZ 
REAL::VUNI(0:2),VPQ(0:2),DX.DY,V 1 (0:2),V2(0:2) 
REAL::RSP 
INTEGER :: NOP,NP,STEP,M,CM,MD 
! DEFAULT SETTING THE BOX FOR PARTICLE PACKING 
! BOX = 10x10x10, X-, Y-, Z- FROM 0 TO 10 , CLIP PLANE = Z 
DO 610 1 = 0, NOP 
XX = 0.0;YY = 0.0;ZZ = 0.0 
DO 611 J = 0, NP 
XX = XX + XP(1,J);YY = YY + YP(1,J);ZZ = ZZ + ZP(1,J) 
611 CONTINUE 
CPX(I)=XX/FLOAT(NP+1 );CPY(I)=YY/FLOAT(NP+1 );CPZ(I)=ZZ/FLOAT(NP+1) 
610 CONTINUE 
! PLANE SELECTION 
! Z-PLANE CLIPPING OPTION FROM 0 TO 10 
! MD = 0 IN WHOLE CLIPPING, MD = 1 IN CROSS-SECTION CLIPPING 
IF(MD.EQ.O) THEN; STEP = 100; RSP = 0.1; END IF 
IF(MD.EQ.l) THEN; STEP = I; RSP = CPZ(I); END IF 
RSTEP = 0.0 
DO 602 K = 0, STEP 
RSTEP = RSTEP + RSP 
! ASSIGN 3 POINTS MAKING ONE PLANE 
! P 1(X 1 ,Y 1 ,Z 1 ),P2(X2,Y2,Z2),P3(X3,Y3,Z3) 
! PLANE VECTORS P1 -P2,P 1 -P3 
XI = 1.0; Y1 = 1.0 ; Z1 = RSTEP 
X2 = 10.0; Y2 = 1.0 ; Z2 = RSTEP 
X3 = 10.0; Y3 = 10.0; Z3 = RSTEP 
VI = (/X2-X1,Y2-Y1,Z2-Z1/); V2 = (,'X3-X1,Y3-Y1,Z3-Z1/) 
CALL CR0SS_PR0DUCT(V1,V2,VUNI) 
DO 600 1 = 0, NOP 
DO 601 J = 0, NP 
! CALCULATE NORMAL DISTANCE FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER 
VPQ = (/XP(1,J)-X1,YP(LJ)-Y1,ZP(1,J)-Z1/) 
NORD = ABS( DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VPQ)/DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VUN[)) 
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! COMPARE THIS WITH RADIUS OF EACH PARTICLE 
! IF DISTANCE < RADIUS, THIS INTERSECTS THE PLANE. 
IFCNORD.LT.ABS(RP(I,J))) THEN 
! CALCULATE INTERCEPTED PARTICLE RADIUS 
! IR = SQRT( RADIUS''»2 - DISTANCE*»2 ) 
IR = SQRT(RP(l,J)*'2-NORD^*2) 
! PROJECTED CENTER CALCULATION 
! TWO VECTORS ON THIS PLANE 
! NORMAL VECTOR = CR0SS_PR0DUCT(V1,V2) 
! CALCULATE UNIT VECTOR OF NORMAL 
! UNIT VECTOR = (NORMAL VECTOR)/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(NORMAL,NORMAL)) 
! CENTER = DISTANCE • UNIT VECTOR + PARTICLE CENTER 
DX = XP(I.J) + NORD*VUNI(0) 
DY = YP(I,J) + N0RD»VUNI(1) 
! DRAW CLIP PLANE 
IF (CM.EQ.NP.OR.CM.EQ.NOP.AND.M.NE.20) THEN 
! COLOR CHANGE 
IF (M.LT.16) THEN; M = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.I4)THEN; M = 2; END IF; END IF 
! SCREEN CHECK 
IF(DX.GT.O.O.AND.DX.LT. 10.0) THEN 
IF(DY.GT.O.O.AND.DY.LT.IO.O) THEN 
! AVOID ERROR IN COMPILER 
IF(IR.GT.0.1 .OR.IR.LT.-0.1) THEN 
! PARTICLE CROSS-SECTION 
CALL NEWPEN(M) 
CALL CIRCLE{DX,DY.-FIL(I)*IR) 
! MID AROUND PARTICLES IN EACH CLUSTER 
CALL NEWPEN(M) 
CALL CIRCLE(CPX(I),CPY(I),MIDD(I)) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
601 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 
602 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE CLIP 
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SUBROUTINE CROSS_PRODUCT(Vl,V2,V3) 
! GIVEN VECTORS : V1 ,V2 
! THEIR CROSS PRODUCT : V3 
! THEIR COORDINATES : X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2^2,X3,Y3,Z3 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: V1(0:2),V2(0;2),V3(0;2) 
REAL :: XI,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3 
XI = V1(0); Y1 = Vl(l); Z1 = Vl(2) 
X2 = V2(0); Y2 = V2(l); Z2 = V2(2) 
X3 =Y1*Z2-Z1*Y2 
Y3 =Z1»X2-X1»Z2 
Z3 =X1»Y2-Y1*X2 
V3 = (/X3,Y3^3/) 
V3 = V3/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
END SUBROUTINE CROSS_PRODUCT 
! CALCULATING OF RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF CLUSTERS. PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE RDF(NOL,NOF,IF,XF,YF.ZF,RF,ER,CX,CY,CZ,PP,REF) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
! NOL,NOF : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, IF : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XF,YF,ZF,RF 
! TOTAL VOLUMES : TV,V0LUM2,VOLUME 
! CENTER OF INTEGRATION : XC,YC,ZC 
! PARAMETER USED IN INTEGRATION : D2 
! INTEGRATION DISTANCE : A,B 
! VECTOR FROM CLUSTER TO PARTICLE CENTER : ABC(XCP,YCP,ZCP),INV 
! SIZE OF ABC AND INV : SIZE, DIST 
! NO OF INTERVAL : INTERVAL 
! DISTANCE: STEP 
! VOLUMES : V1 ,V2,V3,VOL 1,V0L2,VTEMP 
! ER : EFFECTIVE RADIUS 
! INCLUSION CASE 
! LONGEST AND SHORTEST DISTANCE FROM PARTICLE CENTER : SHO.LON 
! VECTOR FROM INTEGRATION TO PARTICLE CENTER AND DIST: NDV.NDM 
! CENTER OF FIRST CLUSTER : CX,CY,CZ 
! TOTAL PARTICLE VOLUME : PVOL 
! SIZE 1 PROPORTION : PP 
! PARAMETER TO CHECK THE NEIGHBOR AND INCLUSION PARAJC.IN.M 
! NO OF REPETITION : REF 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE-
REAL:: XF(0:99,0:600), YF(0:99,0:600),ZF(0:99.0:600),RF(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::TV(0:99,0:600),VOLUM2(0:6009),VOLUME(0:6009) 
REAL:: XC.YC.ZC.ABC(0:2),D2,B.rNV(0:2),NDV(0:2),XCP,YCP,ZCP 
REAL:: VOL 1.VOL2,STEP.SIZE,PI,VTEMP 
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REAL:: V1,V2,V3,DIST,NDM,SHO,LON,ER,CX,CY,CZ,PP,PVOL 
INTEGER:: NOL,NOF,IF,I,J,K,INTERVAL,PARA,IC,IN,M,REF 
! DEFAULT CONDITIONS 
INTERVAL = 600 ;PI = 3.1416 
! REPEAT FOR ACCURACY 
DO 550 M = 0, REF 
STEP = 0.0 
! SELECT CENTER OF INTEGRATION 
! RANDOM VARL^BLE AROUND NO =(0.0) 
XC = CX+SQRT(2.0)»0.I5«(0.5-RND0) 
YC = CY+SQRT(2.0)»0.15*(0.5-RND0) 
ZC = CZ+SQRT(2.0)»0.I5»(0.5-RND0) 
! CHECK THE NEIGHBOR AND INCLUSION 
PARA = 0; PVOL = 0.0 
DO 520 I = NOL.NOF ! FROM CLUSTER NOL TO NOF 
DO 521 J = 0,IF ! FROM PARTICLE 0 TO IF 
! TOTAL PARTICLE VOLUME 
PVOL = PVOL + 4.0/3.0»PI»RF(I,J)»*3 
INV = (/XF(I,J)-XC,YF(I,J)-YC,ZF(I,J)-ZC/) 
DIST = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV.INV)) 
DIST = DIST-RF(I,J) 
IF (DIST.LT.0.0) THEN 
PARA = PARA + 1 
! INCLUDED CLUSTER & PARTICLE NO " 
IC = I 
IN = J 
END IF 
521 CONTINUE 
520 CONTINUE 
! INCREASE STEP TO INTEGRATION DISTANCE 10 
DO 501 1 = 0, INTERVAL 
VOLUME(I) = 0.0 
STEP = STEP + 10.0/FLOAT(INTERVAL) 
DO 502 K = NOL, NOF 
DO 500 J = 0, IF 
TV(K,J) = 0.0 
! CHECK IF THE CENTER IS INCLUDED INSIDE THE PARTICLE 
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IF (PARA.GE.I)THEN 
IF (IC.EQ.K.AND.IN.EQ.J) THEN 
! LONGEST(LON) AND SHORTEST(SHO) DISTANCE FROM PARTICLE CENTER 
NDV = (/XF(IC,IN)-XC,YF(IC,IN)-YC,ZF(IC,IN)-ZC/) 
NDM = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(NDV,NDV)) 
SHO = RF(IC.IN) - NDM 
LON = RF(IC.IN) + NDM 
IF(STEP.LE.SHO) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 4.0/3.0»PI»STEP«»3 
ELSE IF(STEP.GT.SHO.AND.STEP.LE.LON) THEN 
VI =4.0/3.0*PI*STEP^«3 
B = RF(K,J)-(RF(K,J)**2-STEP*»2+NDM»»2)/2.0/NDM 
V2 = (-(B«»3)/3.+(B^*2)^RF(K,J))»PI 
B = STEP-SHO-(RF(K,J)»«2-STEP»*2+NDM^*2)/2.0/NDM+RF(K,J) 
V3 = (-(B*»3)/3. + (B»»2)*STEP)*PI 
TV(K,J) = VI + V2 - V3 
ELSE IF(STEP.GT.LON) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 4.0/3.0»PPRF(K,J)»*3 
! FINISHED 
END IF 
ELSE 
! IF OTHER PARTICLES OUTSIDE OF THE CENTER PARTICLE 
! VECTOR X-,Y-,Z-CP FROM CLUSTER TO PARTICLE CENTER 
XCP = XF(K,J)- XC 
YCP = YF(K.J)- YC 
ZCP = ZF(K,J)- ZC 
ABC = (/XCP,YCP,ZCP/) 
SIZE = SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(ABC,ABC)) 
! D2 CALCULATION 
D2 = ( STEP»«2 - RF(K,J)»»2 + SIZE»*2 )/2.0/SIZE 
! COMPARE ( SIZE - RFCNOFJ)) AND STEP 
! IF STEP < (SIZE-RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 0 
! IF(SIZE-RF(NOF,J))<STEP <(SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = INTEGRATION 
! IF STEP > (SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 4/3*PI*R(NOF,J)**3 
IF ( STEP.LE. SIZE-RF(K,J)) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 0.0 
ELSE IF (STEP.GT.SIZE-RF(KJ).AND.STEP.LT.SIZE+RF(K,J)) THEN 
B = D2-(SIZE-RF(K,J)) 
VOL! =(-(B**3)/3.0 + (B»*2)»RF(K,J))*PI 
B = STEP-D2 
V0L2 = (-(B*'3)/3.0 + (B»»2)*STEP)»PI 
TV(K,J) = VOL! +VOL2 
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ELSE IF ( STEP.GE. SIZE + RF(K,J) ) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 4.0/3.0»FI*RF(K,J)*»3 
! PASSED 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE 
! IF CENTER IS OUTSIDE OF ALL PARTICLES 
! VECTOR X-,Y-,Z-CP FROM CLUSTER TO PARTICLE CENTER 
XCP = XF(K,J)- XC 
YCP = YF(K,J)- YC 
ZCP = ZF(K,J) - ZC 
ABC = (/XCP,YCP,ZCP/) 
! SIZE OF CPV 
SIZE = SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(ABC.ABC)) 
! D2 CALCULATION 
D2 = ( STEP**2 - RF(K,J)»*2 + SIZE*»2 )/2.0/SIZE 
! COMPARE ( SIZE - RF(NOF.J)) AND STEP 
! IF STEP < (SIZE-RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 0 
! IF (SIZE-RF(NOF,J)) < STEP < (SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = INTEGRATION 
! IF STEP > (SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 4/3»PI»R(NOF,J)»«3 
IF ( STEP.LE.SIZE-RF(K,J)) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 0.0 
ELSE IF (STEP.GT.SIZE-RF(K,J).AND.STEP.LT.SIZE+RF(K,J)) THEN 
B = D2-(SIZE-RF(K,J)) 
VOLl = (-(B**3)/3.0 + (B»»2)*RF(K,J))«PI 
B = STEP-D2 
V0L2 = (-(B*»3)/3.0 + (B»»2)*STEP)*PI 
TV(K,J) = VOL! +V0L2 
ELSE IF ( STEP.GE. SIZE + RF(K,J) ) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 4.0/3.0*PI«RF(K,J)»«3 
! PASSED 
END IF 
END IF 
VOLUME(I) = VOLUME(I) + TV(K,J) 
500 CONTINUE 
502 CONTINUE 
501 CONTINUE 
STEP = 0.0 
VOLUME(-1) = 0.0 
DO 510 1 = 0, INTERVAL 
STEP = STEP + 10.0/FLOAT(INTERVAL) 
V0LUM2(I) = V0LUM2(I) + VOLUME(I) 
510 CONTIWE 
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550 CONTINUE 
PRINT VOLUME DISTRIBUTION RESULT 
PRINT STEP, TOTAL VOLUME, PACKING DENSITY, INCREMENTAL VOLUME" 
STEP = 0.0 
VOLUM2(-1) = 0.0 
DO 570 I = 0, INTERVAL 
STEP = STEP + 10.0/FLOAT(INTERVAL) 
! IN THE CASE OF USING EFFECTIVE RADIUS 
! IF( STEP.GT.ER-0.005.AND.STEP.LT.ER+0.005) THEN 
PRINT •,STEP,VOLUM2(I),VOLUM2(I)/(473.»PI»STEP**3),& 
(VOLUM2(I)-VTEMP)/PVOL 
! END IF 
VTEMP = V0LUM2(I) 
VOLUM2(I) = 0.0 
570 CONTINUE 
VTEMP = 0.0 
END SUBROUTINE RDF 
! MOVINGING OF CLUSTERS, PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE MOVE(NC,J2,XM,YM.ZM,RM,NEI,RN I ,CON,COUNT) 
! NC : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER. J2 : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XM,YM,ZM,RM 
! DEGREE OF OVERLAPPING, NO OF NEIGHBORS : CTM, CTM2 
! RADIUS SUM : RADD,MBS,ANG 
! VECTOR TO PARTICLE AND NEIGHBOR: VM,VMN 
! BASIC MATRDC FROM P- TO N-CENTER AND ITS SIZE : VB,MBS 
! RANDOM AND ITS NORMAL MATRIX : VR,VC 
! VECTOR TO 2 NEIGHBORS : VMO,VM I 
! VECTOR FROM PARTICLE TO 2 NEIGHBORS :VO,V I 
! VECTOR FROM NO I TO NO 2 NEIGHBOR ; V2 
! VECTOR TO CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS AND NORMAL : V3,VPRO 
! VPR4 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2.V2)) 
! VPR3 : DOT_PRODUCT(Vl,V2)A^PR4 
! VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
! VPR5 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPRO.VPRO)+VPR7»*2)-VPR7 
! NO OF UNIT STEP • RUNNING TIME : RNI 
! NEIGHBOR PARTICLES : NEI,CON 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: XM(0:99,0:600).YM(0:99,0:600),ZM(0:99,0:600) 
REAL :: CTM(0:99,0:600),RADD,MBS.PI,ANG 
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REAL:: RM(0:99,0:600),VM(0:2),VMN(0:2),VB(0:2),VR(0:2) 
REALVC(0:2),VMO(0:2),VMI(0:2),VO(0:2),V1(0:2),V2(0:2),V3(0;2) 
REAL:: VPRO(0:2),VPR3,VPR4,VPR5,VPR7,OT 
INTEGER:: NOM,I,J,CMC,CMN,RNI,CTM2(0:99,0;600),COUNT 
INTEGER:: NEI(0:99,0:600),J2,CON(0:2),CLOV,NC 
DEFAULT CONDITIONS 
ANG= I.O 
PI = 3.1416 
COORDINATION NO CHECKING. 
DO 360 NOM = 0, NC 
DO 362 J = J2,11 ! FROM THE NEWEST TO THE OLDEST PARTICLE 
DO 361 I = 0, RNI ! NO. OF UNIT STEP » RUNNING TIME 
CTM2(N0M,J) = 0 
CALL CNNO(NOM,NOM,J,J2,XM,YM,ZM,RM,CMC,CMN,CTM,CTM2,CON,CLOV,OT) 
ONE NEIGHBOR 
IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.LAND.CTM(NOM,J).LE.O.O) THEN 
RADD = RM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J)) + RM(NOM,J) 
VM = (/XM(NOM,J),YM(NOM,J),ZM(NOM,J)/) 
VMN=(/XM(NOM,NEI(NOM.J)),YMCNOM,NEI(NOM,J)),ZM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J))/) 
BASIC MATRIX FROM P-CENTER TO N-CENTER : VB 
VB = VM-VMN 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VR=(/(.5-RND()),(.5-RND()),(.5-RND())/) 
CROSS PRODUCT OF BASIC MATRIX AND ROTATION MATRIX : NORMAL UNIT VECTOR 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VB,VR,VC) 
NORMAL VECTOR FOR ONE STEP 
VC=VC»RM(NOM,J)»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
MATRIX MOVEMENT ONE STEP 
VM = VM + VC;VB = VM - VMN; MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VB = VB/MBS»RADD; MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
CHANGE COORDINATE 
VM = VMN + VB 
XM(NOM,J)=VM(0);YM(NOM,J)=VM( 1 );ZM(N0M,J)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.2.AND.CTM(NOM,J).LE.O.O) THEN 
NEIGHBORS : CON(0),CON(l) 
VM = (/XM(NOM,J),YM(NOM,J),ZM(NOM,J)/) 
VMO = (/XM(NOM,CON(0)),YM(NOM,CON(0)),2M(NOM.CON(0))/) 
VM 1 = (/XM(NOM,CON( I)), YM(NOM,CON( I )),ZM(NOM,CON( 1))/) 
VO = VM - VMO 
VI = VM-VMl 
V2 = VMO-VMl 
CALIBRATE COORDINATE 
VO = VO*(RMCNOM,J)+RM(NOM,CON(0))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
VI = V1 *(RM(NOM,J)+RM(NOM,CON( 1 ))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, V1 )))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, VI)) 
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VM = VM +V0 +VI 
VO = VM - VMO 
VI =VM-VM1 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,VI,VPRO) 
V2 = VMO - VMI 
! PARALLEL LENGTH CALCULATION 
VPR4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 = DOT_PRODUCT{Vl,V2)A»^PR4 
! CENTER COORDINATION 
VC = VPR3A^PR4»(VM0-VMl)+VMI 
V3 = VC - VM 
VPR7 = SQRT{DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPRO=(0.5-RND0)*2.0»VPRO»VPR7»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
VPR5 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPRO,VPRO)+VPR7^»2)-VPR7 
VM = VM + VPRO 
V3 = VC - VM 
VPR7 = SQRT{DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VM = VM + VPR5/VPR7»V3 
! 2ND COND. TO 
XM(NOM,J)=VM(0); YM(NOM,J)=VM( 1 );ZM(N0M,J)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.3.0R.CTM(NOM,J).GT.O.O) THEN 
! OVERLAP CASE 
IF (CTM(NOM,J).GT.O.O) THEN 
! PRINT FIXED BY OVERLAP ",CTM(NOM,J) 
ELSE IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.3) THEN 
! PRINT NEIGHBOR BY 3 ",CON(0),CON(I),C0N(2) 
! PRINT FIXED BY ",CTM2(N0M,J) 
END IF 
ELSE IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.O) THEN 
! ESCAPING CASE DATA CHECFONG 
! PRINT ESCAPE OF PARTICLE ",J," FROM CLUSTER ",NOM 
! PRINT »,"RUN",I,"OLD",OLD,"NEIBGHBORS",CON(0).CON( 1 ),C0N(2) 
! CHECK OVERLAP AND COORDINATION NUMBER 
CTM2(NOM,J) = 0 
CALL CNNO(NOM,NOM,J,J2,XM,YM,ZM,RM,CMC,CMN,CTM,CTM2,CON.CLOV,OT) 
PRINT ESCAPE CASE " 
! PRINT *,L,J,CTM(L,J) 
END IF 
! CALL COORD(NC,J2,XM,YM,ZM,RM,COUNT) 
361 CONTINUE 
362 CONTINUE 
360 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE MOVE 
! MOVE CLUSTER, MOVINGING OF CLUSTERS LIKE PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE CMOVE(NOM,XM,YM,ZM,RU 1 ,CON,CLAD) 
! NOM : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XM,YM,ZM,RM 
! RADIUS SUM : RADD,MBS,ANG 
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VECTOR TO PARTICLE AND NEIGHBOR : VM,VMN 
BASIC MATRIX FROM P- TO N-CENTER AND ITS SIZE : VB,MBS 
RANDOM AND ITS NORMAL MATRIX : VR,VC 
VECTOR TO 2 NEIGHBORS : VMO.VMl 
VECTOR FROM PARTICLE TO 2 NEIGHBORS :VO,VI 
VECTOR FROM NO I TO NO 2 NEIGHBOR : V2 
VECTOR TO CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS AND NORMAL : V3 
INTERMEDL^TE RESULTS 
VPR4 ; SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 : DOT_PRODUCT(Vl,V2)Aa'R4 
VPR7 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPR5 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPRO,VPRO)+VPR7»»2)-VPR7 
CLUSTER RADIUS : CLAD 
NO OF UNIT STEP » RUNNING TIME : RUl 
NEIGHBOR PARTICLES : CON 
OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE-
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: XM(0:99),YM(0:99),ZM(0:99),RADD ,MBS,ANG 
REAL :: VM(0:2),VMN(0:2),VB(0:2),VR(0:2),RVAL 
REAL :: VC(0:2),VM0(0:2),VM 1(0:2),V0(0:2),V 1(0:2),V2(0:2),V3(0:2) 
REAL :: VPRO(0:2),VPR3,VPR4.VPR5,VPR7,CLAD(0:99),PI 
INTEGER:; NOM,I,RU1,CON(0:2),CLOV,J3 
! DEFAULT CONDITIONS 
PI = 3.{416 
ANG = 1.0 
RVAL= 1.05 
DO 3 72 J3 = NOM, 1,-1! FROM THE NEWEST TO THE OLDEST CLUSTERS 
DO 3 71 I = 0, RU1 ! NO. OF UNIT STEP • RUNNING TIME 
CLOV = 0 
! CHECK OVERLAP AND COORDINATION NUMBER 
CALL C0VL(J3 ,NOM,XM,YM,ZM,CLOV,CLAD,CON,RVAL) 
IF (CLOV.EQ.l)THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," OVER SPHERE ") 
RADD = CLAD(J3) + CLAD(CON(0)) 
VM = (/XM(J3),YM(J3),ZM(J3)/) 
VMN = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))0 
VB = VM - VMN 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VR=(/(.5-RND()),(.5-RND()),(.5-RND())/) 
VR=VR«2.0»CLAD(J3)*SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
! CROSS PRODUCT OF BASIC AND ROTATION MATRIX : NORMAL VECTOR 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VB,VR,VC) 
VM = VM + VC; VB = VM - VMN 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VB = VB/MBS'RADD !MBV = (/XMB(NOM,.f),YMB(NOM,J),ZMB(NOM,J)/) 
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MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB))!PRINT MBS/RADD " ,MBS/RADD 
! CHANGE COORDINATE 
VM = VMN + VB 
XM(J3)=VM(0);YM(J3)=VM( 1 );ZM(J3)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.2) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," BETWEEN SPHERES " ) 
VM = (/XM(J3),YM(J3),ZM(J3)/) 
VMO = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))/) 
VM 1 = (/XM(CON( 1)), YM(CON( 1 )),ZM(CON( I))/) 
VO = VM - VMO 
VI = VM-VMl 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,VI,VPRO) 
V2 = VM0-VM1 
! CALIBRATE COORDINATE 
VO = VO»(CLAD(J3)+CLAD(CON(0))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
VI = VI»(CLAD(J3)+CLAD(CON(1))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V1,V1)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, V1)) 
VM = VM +VO + Vl 
VO = VM - VMO 
VI = VM-VMl 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,V1,VPRO) 
V2 = VMO - VMUPRINT 1 -> 2 ",V2 
! PARALLEL LENGTH CALCULATION 
VPR4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 = DOT_PRODUCT(VI,V2)A/^PR4 
! CENTER COORDINATION 
VC = VPR3A^PR4»V2+VMI 
V3 = VC - VM 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPRO=(0.5-RND())»2.0»VPRO*VPR7*SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
VPR5 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(VPR0,VPR0)+VPR7*»2)-VPR7 
VM = VM +VPRO ! PRINT ROTATED ".VPRO» 10.0 
V3 = VC - VM ! PRINT CENTER <- PARTICLE CENTER",V3 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VM = VM + VPR5A'PR7»V3 
XM(J3)=VM(0); YM(J3 )=VM( 1 );ZM(J3 )=VM(2) 
! PARTICLE FIXED BY 3 NEIGHBORS : CON(0),CON( 1 ),C0N(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.3) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," FIXED ") 
ELSE IF (CLOV.EQ.O) THEN 
CALLGTEXT(1,10," FREE ") 
END IF 
371 CONTINUE 
372 CONTINUE 
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END SUBROUTINE CMOVE 
! DISPLAY THE PROCESS OF SIMULATION OVER THE SCREEN 
SUBROUTINE DISP(IE,POS) 
! IE: INPUT NO 
! POS : DISPLAY POSITION 
! DUMMY VARIABLES : I,J,K 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER:: I.J,K,IE,POS 
I = IE + 1 
IF (I.GT. 1000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 1,1+POS," 0");I = IE - 1000 
ELSEIF(I.GT.900) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 9");I = IE - 900 
ELSEIF(I.GT.800) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 8");I = IE - 800 
ELSEIF(I.GT.700) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 7");I = IE - 700 
ELSEIF(I.GT.600) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 6");I = IE - 600 
ELSEIF(I.GT.500) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I,1+P0S." S");I = IE - 500 
ELSEIF(I.GT.400) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 4");I = IE - 400 
ELSEIF(I.GT.300) THEN;CALL GTEXT(1,1+P0S," 3");I = IE - 300 
ELSEIF(LGT.200) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I,I+POS," 2");I = IE - 200 
ELSEIF(I.GT.100)THEN;CALLGTEXT(I,1+POS," 1");I = IE- 100 
ELSE;CALL GTEXT(1,1+POS," 0");END IF 
J =I 
IF(J.GT.IOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT(2.l+POS," 0");J = J - 100 
ELSEIF(J.GT.90) THEN;CALL GTEXT(2,l+POS," 9");J = J - 90 
ELSEIF{J.GT.80)THEN;CALLGTEXT{2,l+POS," 8");J = J -80 
ELSEIF(J.GT.70)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2,l+POS," 7");J = J -70 
ELSEIF(J.GT.60)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2,l+POS," 6");J = J -60 
ELSEIF(J.GT.50)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2, l+POS," 5");J = J -50 
ELSEIF(J.GT.40)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2,l+POS," 4");J = J -40 
ELSEIF(J.GT.30)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2,l+POS," 3");J = J -30 
ELSEIF(J.GT.20)THEN;CALL GTEXT(2,l+POS," 2"):J = J -20 
ELSEIF(J.GT.10)THEN;CALLGTEXT(2,l+POS," r');J = J -10 
ELSE;CALLGTEXT(2,1," 0");END IF 
K = J 
IF(K.GT.IO) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3.l+POS," 0");K = K - 10 
ELSEIF(K.GT.9) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3,l+POS," 9") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.8) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3, l+POS," 8") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.7) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3,l+POS," 7") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.6) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3,l+POS," 6") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.5) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3, l+POS," 5") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.4) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3, l+POS," 4") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.3) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3,l+POS," 3") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.2) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3,l+POS," 2") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.l) THEN;CALL GTEXT(3, l+POS," 1") 
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ELSE;CALL GTEXT(3,1+P0S," 0");END IF 
END SUBROUTINE DISP 
! WRITE DOWN COORDINATES CHANGED FOR VISUALIZATION 
! BY ANOTHER PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE COORD(NC,ND,XD,YD,ZD,RD,CD) 
! OLD COORDINATES : XD2,YD2,ZD2 
! NEW COORDINATES : XD,YD,ZD 
! NO OF CLUSTER : NC, NA 
! NO OF PARTICLE : NB, CD 
! PARAMETER TO CHECK CHANGE IN COORDINATES : PARA 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL ::XD(0:99,0:600),YD(0:99,0:600),ZD(0:99,0:600) 
REAL ::RD(0:99,0:600),XD2(0;99,0:600),YD2(0:99,0:600) 
REAL ::ZD2(0:99,0:600),PARA 
INTEGER ::NC, ND, NA, NB, CD 
PARA = 0.001 
! PRINT COORDINATES C-NO,P-NO,X-,Y-,Z-,R-VALUE " 
DO 850 NA = 0. NC 
DO 852 NB = 0, ND 
IF(XD2(NA,NB).LT.XD(NA,NB)-PARA.OR.XD2(NA,NB).GT.& 
XD(NA,NB)+PARA) THEN 
IF(YD2(NA,NB).LT.YD(NA,NB)-PARA.OR.YD2(NA,NB).GT.& 
YDCNA,NB)+PARA) THEN 
IF(ZD2(NA,NB).LT.ZD(NA,NB)-PARA.OR.ZD2(NA,NB).GT.& 
ZD(NA,NB)+PARA) THEN 
PRINT COORDINATES 
PRINT 849,CNA+1 )»(NB+1 ),XD(N A,NB), YD(NA,NB),ZD(N A,NB),RD(N A,NB) 
CD = CD+1 ! COORDINATE COUNTER 
XD2(NA,NB)=XDCNA,NB) 
YD2(NA,NB)=YD(NA,NB) 
ZD2(NA,NB)=ZD(NA,NB) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
FORMAT(I3,4FI0.3) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
849 
852 
850 
END SUBROUTINE COORD 
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SUBROUTINE CFORM(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,DAN,RU 1,RU3,C0N,C0UNT.& 
K2,NRAD,FIL,MD) 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XF,YF^F,RF 
! OLD CLUSTER CENTERS : CX,CY,CZ,XA,YA,ZA 
! NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES : NF,NG 
! DRAWING OPTION : M2,CM,MD 
! NO OF STEP, TOTAL : K,K2 
! NO OF RUNNING TIME AND UNIT RUNNING TIME : RU1 ,RU3 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XF(0:99,0:600),YF(0:99,0:600),ZF(0:99,0:600),RF(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::NRAD(0:99),FIL(0:99),CPX(0:99),CPY(0;99),CPZ(0:99) 
REAL::CX(0:99),CY(0:99),CZ(0:99),XA(0:99),YA(0:99),ZA(0:99) 
REAL::RVAL,DAN,ER,PROP 
INTEGER ::NF,NG.I,J,M2,CM,K,K2.CLOV,RU 1,RU3,COUNT.CON(0:2),N.MD.REP 
! DEFAULT CONDITION : RVAL = 1.05 
DO 75 I = 0, NF 
CALL DISP(I,8); M2 = 16; CM = NF 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF.NRAD,M2,FIL.CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CX(I) = CPX(I);CY(I) = CPY(I);CZ(I) = CPZ(I) 
! MOVING TOWARD CENTER 
DO 752 K = 0, K2 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," CLUSTER MOVING BEGIN TOWARD CENTER " ) 
CALL DISP(K,10);M2=16 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX.CPY.CPZ,CM,MD) 
! NEW COORDINATES FOR THE CENTERS 
! CHECK OVERLAPPING BETWEEN CLUSTERS, CENTER => (5,0, 4.0, 5.0) 
CLOV = 0 
CALL COVL(I,I,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CLOV,NRAD,CON,RVAL) 
IF (CLOV.EQ.O) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," MOVING TOWARD CENTER " ) 
DO 759 J = 0, NG 
XF(1,J) = XF(I,J) + DAN»( 5.0 - CX(I)) 
YF(1,J) = YF(I,J) + DAN»( 4.0 - CY(I)) 
ZF(I,J) = ZF(I.J) + DAN*( 5.0 - CZ(I)) 
759 CONTINUE 
! OVERLAP 
ELSE IF (CLOV.GE.l) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," STOP ") 
END IF 
M2=0 
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CALL CLIPCNF,NG^,YF7F,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CALL COORD(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,COUNT) 
752 CONTINUE 
M2=0 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," CLUSTER REARRANGEMENT BEGIN " ) 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA(1)=CPZ(I) 
DO 799N = 0,RU1 
M2= 16 
CALL CLIPCNF,NG,XF,YF.ZF.RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CALL CM0VE(I,CPX,CPY,CPZ,RU3 ,CON,NRAD) 
DO 756 J = 0, NG 
XF(I,J) = XF(I,J) + ( CPX(I) - XA(I) ) 
YF(I,J) = YF(I,J) + ( CPY(I) - YA(I) ) 
ZF(I,J) = ZF(I,J) + ( CPZ(I) - ZA(I)) 
756 CONTINUE 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA(I)=CPZ(I) 
M2 = 0 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CALL COORD(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,COUNT) 
799 CONTINUE 
M2=20 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
75 CONTINUE 
! RDF OF CLUSTERS AFTER CONDENSATION EACH CLUSTER 
DO 798 I = 0,NF 
PRINT CLUSTER ",I," INDIVIDUAL VOL. DIST. AFTER CLUSTER FORMATION " 
CALL RDF(I,I,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP,REP) 
798 CONTINUE 
PRINT •, " TOTAL VOLUME DISTRIBUTION AFTER CLUSTER FOR^LalTION " 
CALL RDF(0,NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,ER,5.0,4.0,4.5,PROP,REP) 
END SUBROUTINE CFORM 
! VARIOUS RADII CALCULATION 
SUBROUTINE RADD(NORNRXR,YR,ZR,RR,NRAD,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ) 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XR,YR,ZR,RR 
! CENTER COORDINATES : CENX,CENY,CENZ 
! POTENTIAL : POT 
! CSU2.CVOL,CSUM,REN,C3 
! NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES : NOR, NR 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XR(0:99,0:600), YR(0:99,0:600).ZR(0:99,0:600),RR(0:99,0:600) 
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REAL::NRAD(0:99),FIL(0:99XCPX(0:99),CPY(0:99).CPZ(0:99) 
REAL::CENX=0.0,CENY=0.0,CENZ=0.0,POT(0:99,0:600) 
REAL::CSU2,CVOL,CSUM,C3(0:2) 
INTEGER:: NOR, NR, I, J, K, M2, CM, MD=0 
! PRINT FINAL COORDINATES FOR MOLWIN DRAWING 
M2 = 20;CM=NOR 
CALL CLIP(N0R,NR,XR,YR,ZR,RR,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
DO 3 I = 0, NOR 
D031 J = 0,NR 
CENX=CENX+XR(I,J) 
CENY=CENY+YR(I,J) 
CENZ=CENZ+ZR(I,J) 
31 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
CENX = CENX/FL0AT(N0R+I)/FL0AT(NR+1) 
CENY = CENY/FL0AT(N0R+1)/FL0AT(NR+1) 
CENZ = CENZ/FL0AT(N0R+1)/FL0AT(NR+1) 
! PARTICLE CENTERS : CENX,CENY,CENZ 
DO 4 I = 0, NOR 
CVOL = 0.0; CSUM = 0.0 
D0 41 J = 0,NR 
CSU2 = 0.0 
POT(I,J) = 0.0 
! COORDINATES FOR MOLWIN DRAWING 
! PRINT *,"F",(XARRAY(I,J)-CENX),(YARRAY(I,J)-CENY),(ZARRAY(I,J)-CENZ) 
DO 42 K = 0, NR 
C3(0) = XR(I,J)-XR(I,K) 
C3(I) = YR(I,J)-YR(I,K) 
C3(2) = ZR(I,J)-ZR(I,K) 
CSU2 = CSU2 + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3)) 
! RADIUS CALCULATION BY MOMENT METHOD 
IF(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3).GT.O.OO 1) THEN 
POT(I,J) = POT(I,J) + SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3)) 
END IF 
42 CONTINUE 
CVOL = CVOL + (RR(I,J))»«3 
CSUM = CSUM + CSU2 
41 CONTINUE 
! MID CALCULATION 
NRAD(I)=CSUM/FLO AT(NR+1 )/(FLO AT(NR)) 
FIL(I)=I.O 
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4 CONTINUE 
! NEW CLIPPING WITH MID 
M2 = 20;CM = NOR 
CALL CLIP(NOR,NR,XR,YR,ZR,RR,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END SUBROUTINE RADD 
-—— END OF 3D4.F90 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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RESEARCH TITLE : COMPUTER SIMULATION OF COLLOIDAL POWDER PROCESSING 
PART 2. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AGGLOMERATION 
IN COLLOIDAL POWDER PROCESSING 
PROGRAM NAME:3D7.F90 
I 3D7.F90 
!! WRITTEN BY KIM, JONG-CHEOL 
!! GRADUATE STUDENT, MSE, IOWA STATE UNIV. 
!! ADVISED BY DR. DAVID M. MARTIN 
!! PROFESSOR, MSE, IOWA STATE UNIV. 
!l 
!! THIS PROGRAM IS SHAREWARE. 
!! THIS CAN BE USED FREE FOR NON-COMMERCIAL RESEARCH PURPOSE. 
!! ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED FOR KIM, JONG-CHEOL AND DR. DAVID M. MARTIN 
M 
!! if you have any question, let us iaiow. 
;; 
!! email address 
!! Kim, Jong-Cheol kimjc@iastate.edu 
!! David M. Martin dmartin@iastate.edu 
n 
!! physical address 
!! Kim, Jong-Cheol 
!! David M. Martin 
!! 3277 Computational Material Science Lab. Gilman Hall 
!! Ames, Iowa 50010, US A 
n 
!!.'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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!! PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
!l 
!! POTENTIAL CURVE DRAWING 
!! BY SUBROUTINE'PPF 
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DO LOOP 
I 
I ENERGY CALCULATION 
I BY SUBROUTINE 'RFD' 
I 
I MOVE TO MORE STABLE POSITION 
I BY SUBROUTINE 'MRF" 
I 
CONTINUE 
CLUSTER SIZE CHECK 
BY SUBROUTINE 'CSIZE' 
CLUSTER SIZE CHECK WITH INTERCLUSTER DISTANCE 
BY SUBROUTINE 'COVL' 
l l l i n i l t l l l l M l t M l t l l l t l l t M M I I I M I I I I I I M I I I i n M t l M l t l l M M I M I I I I t  
PROGRAM PACKS D7 
IMPORTANT VARIABLES 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  
t t i i i i M M i n i i i i i i i i n i i i i t i i i i i i M n t i t n t i i i i i i M i i i i i i i i i i i i u i t t i i i t i  
PARTICLE NO FROM 0 TO 9999 ( ARBITRARY ASSIGNED ) 
TOT(0:9999,0:3): PARTICLE POSITION VECTOR (0:2) AND RADIUS (3) 
TOF(0:9999,0:3): INTERPARTICLE ENERGY VECTOR (0:2) AND MAGNITUDE (3) 
SIZl : PARTICLE SIZE OF NO. 1 (MULTIPLE OF 0.2) 
SIZ2 : PARTICLE SIZE OF NO. 2 (MULTIPLE OF 0.2) 
PROP : PROPORTION OF SIZE NO.l (FROM 0.0 TO 1.0) 
RVAL : RATIO FOR CHECKING NEIGHBORS (I.O = EXACT CONTACT) 
RVA2 : RATIO FOR CHECKING NEIGHBORS AFTER AGGLOMERATION 
MAG : MAGNIFICATION FOR DRAWING 
MDIS : MINIMUM DISTANCE IN ORDER TO AVOID THE INFINITE VALUE AT CLOSE 
DISTANCE FOR ENERGY CALCULATION 
! POTENTIAL FIELD PARAMETERS 
! CONC : CONCENTRATION 
! TEMP; TEMP 
! VOLT : SURFACE POTENTIAL 
! CONT : B. MOTION CONTRIBUTION 
! ZEP : AGGLOMERATE CONSIDERATION 
! STEP : UNIT DISTANCE OF MOVEMENT 
! MAG : MAG = MAGNIFICATION FOR DRAWING 
! BOX : BOX SIZE 
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! TNO : TOTAL NO. OF PARTICLES 
! LNO : TOTAL NO. OF PARTICLE MOVEMENTS 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!![!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! DATA FILE = 'V7' 
! SIZE OF 1 AND 2 , PROPORTION (3 F 10.4) 
! 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000 
! TOTAL NO. OF PARTICLE, MOVEMENTS (215) 
! 144 99 
! BOX SIZE 
! 10.0000 
! CONC, VOLT, AGGLO, TP(1=RAD), BROWN , TEMP (6F10.4) 
! 0.3000 0.0100 1.0000 0.5000 1.2000 21.0000 
!RVAL, RVA2(X10), MAG, MDIS(3F20.14) 
! 1.05000000000000 0.05000000000000 5.00000000000000 0.00001000000000 
! DATA FILE END 
! VARIABLES 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::TOT(0:9999,0;3),TOF(0:9999,0:3) 
REAL;:ZEP,STEP,CONT,MAG,MDIS,CONC,TEMP,VOLT,BOX 
REAL::SIZ1,SIZ2,PR0P,RVAL,RVA2 
INTEGER::TNO,LNO 
! CLEAR SCREEN FOR DRAWING 
CALL PLOTS(0,1,18); CALL NEWPEN(16) 
! VARIABLES READING FROM FILE 
! DATA FILE " V7 " 
OPEN(8,FILE='V7');READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(3F10.4)") SIZ1,SIZ2,PR0P;READ(8,*) 
READ(8,FMT="(2I5)") TN0,LN0;READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(F 10.4)") B0X;READ(8,*) 
READ(8,FMT="(6FI0.4)") C0NC,V0LT,ZEP,STEP,C0NT,TEMP;READ(8,*) 
READ(8,FMT="(4F20.14)") RVAL,RVA2,MAG,MDIS 
! ABSOLUTE SCALE CASE 
! STEP = STEP* 10000.0 
! DATA PRINTING FOR RECORD 
PRINT »," INPUT DATA PRINTING FOR RECORD " 
PRINT PARTICLE SIZE OF NO.l, N0.2 AND PROPORTION OF NO 1 
PRINT •, SIZl,SIZ2,PROP 
PRINT TOTAL NO. OF PARTICLES, MOVEMENTS" 
PRINT', TNO, LNO 
PRINT CONC,VOLT,ZEP,STEP,CONT,TEMP " 
PRINT*, CONC,VOLT,ZEP,STEP,CONT,TEMP 
PRINT RVAL,RAV2,MAG.MDIS " 
PRINT*, RVAL,RVA2,MAG,MD1S 
PRINT END OF INPUT DATA PRINTING FOR RECORD " 
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PRINT " 
! CLUSTER FORMATION PROCESS 
CALL INFC(TOT,TOF,TNO,BOX,PROP,SIZ 1 ,SIZ2,& 
LNO,CONC,TEMP,VOLT,ZEP,STEP,CONT,RVAL,RVA2,MAG,MDIS) 
! IN ORDER TO SEE SCREEN 
READ », TNO 
END PROGRAM PACK3D7 
! CALCULATING OF RADIAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE RFD(TNO,TOT,TOF,BOX,CONC,TEMP,VOLT,MDIS,ZEP,CONT) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
! A : HAMMAKER CONSTANT 
! KC : BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (RELATIVE AND VACUUM) 
! E, EG : DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
! K : DOUBLE LAYER THICKNESS 
! DIST : INTERSURFACE DISTANCE BETWEEN PARTICLES 
! INS : ENERGY VECTOR 
! VANF : VAN DER WAALS ENERGY 
! REPF : REPULSIVE ENERGY 
! INV : PARTICLE CENTER TO PARTICLE CENTER VECTOR 
! RADIUSUM: SUM OF TWO PARTICLE RADII 
! INR ; RANDOM VECTOR 
! D : DIST AT THE SPECIFIED MINIMUM 
! I,J : PARTICLE NOS. 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH MAIN 
REAL::TOT(0:9999.0:3),TOF{0:9999.0:3),DIST,INS(0:2) 
REAL::VANF,REPF,INV(0:2),RADIUSUM,BOX,ZEP,CONT 
REAL::INR(0:2),MDIS,A,D,CONC,TEMP,VOLT,KC,PI,E,EO,K 
INTEGER::TNO,I,J 
! INPUT FROM THE DATA FOR THE ENERGY BALENCE 
! I = THE CENTER OF THE ENERGY (I <-> J ) CALCULATION 
DO 520 I = 0,TNO 
VANF = 0.0 
REPF = 0.0 
INS = (/0.0,0.0.0.0/) 
INR = (/0.0,0.0,0.0/) 
! J = THE OTHER PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY CALCULATION 
DO 521 J = 0,TNO 
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IF ( J.NE.I) THEN 
THE TOTAL ENERGY CALCULATION 
INV = (yTOT(I,0)-TOT(J,0),TOT(I,I)-TOT(J,I),TOT(I,2)-TOT(J^)/) 
DIST = DISTANCE BETWEEN PARTICLE SURFACES 
RADIUSUM = TOT(I,3)+TOT(J,3) 
DIST = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(INV,INV))-RADIUSUM 
D = DIST 
HAMMAKER CONSTANT A = 4.9 K(=KC) T(=TEMP) 
DEFAULTTEMP = 2IC 
KC, A IN MODIFIED UNIT (MULTIPLY 10«»20) FOR SIMPLIFICATION 
K:C = 1.38*I0*»(-23) 
A = 4.9*KC»(TEMP+273.) 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
E = 80.1 
E0 = 8.854* 10.0»*(-12) 
CONC = 0.3 M0LEyTVI«*3 
1 EQUIV. 
VOLT= 10mV = 0.01V 
K: DOUBLE LAYER THICKNESS 
K = 2.49» 10.0*»(-8) AT DEFAULT CONDITION 
K = (E*E0»8.314*(273.0+TEMP)/96500.0**2/CONC)**0.5 
D = DIST* 10.0* •(-6) 
PI = 3.I416 
KC = 0.00138 ! 1.38* I0**(-23) ORIGINAL 
A = 4.9*KC*(TEMP+273.0) 
E = 80.1 
E0 = 8.854* 10.0**8 
K = E»E0*8.314*(273.0+TEMP)/96500**2/CONC 
K = SQRT(K)»0.0001/ZEP 
MDIS( MINIMUM DISTANCE ) CHECK 
IN ORDER TO AVOID EXCESSIVE ATTRACTIVE ENERGY AT VERY SHORT DISTANCE 
IF ( DIST.LT.MDIS ) THEN 
D = MDIS 
END IF 
VANF = -1.0»A*TOT(J,3)/12.0/D 
REPF = 2.0*PI*E*E0*TOT(J,3)*VOLT**2*EXP(-1.0*D/K)/10.0**6 
INS = INS+INV*(VANF+REPF)/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
RANDOM ENERGY BY BROWNIAN MOTION = (0.5-RND())*CONT 
INR = 2.0*(/0.5-RND(),0.5-RND(),0.5-RND()/) 
DEFAULT INS = INS+ INR*4.06»0.1 •CONT 
BROF = 2.0»(RND()-0.5)*KC*(TEMP+273)»CONT 
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INS = INS+rNR»KC»(TEMP+273)»CONT/ZEP 
! ADD TO TOTAL ENERGY 
TOF(I.O) = INS(0)/D/FLOAT{TNO-1) 
TOF(I, I) = INS( I )/D/FLOAT(TNO-1) 
TOF(I,2) = INS(2)/D/FL0AT(TN0-1) 
T0F(I,3) = SQRT(INS(0)'*2+INS(1)»»2+INS(2)»»2)& 
/D/FL0AT(TN0-1) 
520 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE RFD 
! PLOT FOR THE POTENTIAL FIELD 
SUBROUTINE PPF(CONC,TEMP,VOLT,R,BOX,CONT,MAG,MDIS.ZEP) 
! D : DISTANCE BETWEEN SURFACES OF TWO PARTICLES 
! MAX : MAXIMUM ENERGY VALUE FOR DRAWING 
! MIN : MINIMUM ENERGY VALUE FOR DRAWING 
! I :N0. OF POINTS IN POTENTIAL CURVE 
! N0(=1000): DRAWING POINTS 
! R : PARTICLE RADIUS 
I 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH MAIN AND RFD 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::B0X,MAX,VANF,MIN,REPF,BR0F,MAG,MD[S 
REAL::CONC,TEMP,VOLT,R,KC,A,D,E,EO,PI,CONT.K,ZEP 
rNTEGER::I,NO=1000! DRAWING POINTS 
! FOR DRAWING 
CALL GTEXT( 10,17,"REPULSIVE ENERGY" ) 
CALLGTEXT( I5,17,"SUM") 
CALL GTEXT( 28,17."ATTRACTIVE ENERGY") 
! INITIAL VALUES FOR ENERGY EQUATIONS 
VANF = 0.0 
REPF = 0.0 
BROF = 0.0 
! MDIS : MINIMUM DISTANCE ( STARTING POINT) 
D = MDIS 
! DEFAULT VALUES 
! HAMMAKER CONSTANT A = 4.9 kT 
! KC, A IN MODIFIED UNIT 
! TEMP = 21 C 
! CONC = 0.3 M0LE/M»*3 
! 1 EQUIV. 
! VOLT = 10m V 
! K : DOUBLE LAYER THICKNESS 
! K = 2.49* 10.0**(-8) AT DEFAULT CONDITION 
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UNIT IN MICRON 
KC = 0.00138 ! 1.38* 10»»(-23) ORIGINAL 
A = 4.9*KC»(TEMP+273.0) 
E = 80.I 
EO = 8.854«10.0*«8 ! 8.854*I0.0*»(-I2) ORIGINAL 
K = E»E0'8.314»(273.0+TEMP)/96500»«2/CONC 
K = SQRT(K)*0.0001 
AGGLOMERATION CONSIDERATION 
K = K/ZEP 
PI = 3.1416 
DO 601 1 = 0, NO 
D FROM MDIS TO BOX 
DISTANCE IN MICRON UNIT 
D = D+BOX/FLOAT(NO)/MAG 
A , KC , EO IN MODIFIED UNIT 
VANF = -1.0»A»R/12.0/D 
REPF = 2.0«PI»E*EO»R»VOLT»«2*EXP(-1.0»D/K)/10.0*»6 
BROF = 2.0*(RNDO-0.5)*KC*(TEMP+273)»CONT/ZEP 
MAX AND MIN CHECK FOR RELATIVE SCALE DRAWING 
IF(VANF.GT.MAX) THEN 
MAX = VANF 
END IF 
IFCVANF.LT.MIN) THEN 
MIN = VANF 
END IF 
IF(REPF.GT.MAX) THEN 
MAX = REPF 
END IF 
IF(REPF.LT.MIN) THEN 
MIN = REPF 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
VANF = 0.0 
REPF = 0.0 
D =0.0 
PRINT INTERPARTICLE ENERGIES " 
PRINT VAN-E (%) = VAN-E (%) / ( VAN-E (%) + REP-E (%))" 
PRINT NO, DISTANCE/RADIUS , VAN-E (%), REP-E (%), BRO-E (%) " 
DO 600 I = 0, NO 
D = D+BOX>TLOAT(NO)/MAG 
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VANF =-I.0«A»R/12.0/D 
REPF = 2.0«P1»E»EO»R»VOLT»»2^EXP(-1.0*D/K:)/10.0»»6 
BROF = 2.0'»(RNDO-0.5)*KC»(TEMP+273)»CONT/ZEP 
! DRAWING POTENTIAL CURVE 
CALL NEWPEN(3) 
CALL CIRCLE((R«ZEP+D)*MAG,VANF»2.0/(MAX-MIN)«MAG+4.0,-0.02) 
! ABOVE THE CENTER LINE : REPULSIVE 
CALL NEWPEN(4) 
CALL CIRCLE((R»ZEP+D)*MAG,REPF»2.0/(MAX-MIN)»MAG+4.0,-0.02) 
! THE SUM OF THE ATTRACTIVE AND THE REPULSIVE ENERGY 
CALL NEWPEN(5) 
CALL CIRCLE((R»ZEP+D)*MAG,(VANF+REPF+BROF)*2.0*MAG/(MAX-MIN)+& 
4.0,-0.04) 
CALL NEWPEN(9) 
CALL CIRCLE((R*ZEP+D)«MAG,(VANF+REPF)'2.0»MAG/(MAX-MIN)+& 
4.0,-0.04) 
! X-AXIS DRAWING 
CALL NEWPEN(6) 
CALL CIRCLE(D*MAG,4.0,-0.02) 
CALL NEWPEN(7) 
CALL CIRCLE(0.0,4.0,-1.0*R«MAG*ZEP) 
CALL NEWPEN(8) 
CALL CIRCLE(R*ZEP»MAG+K»MAG,(FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(NO)-0.5)+4.0,-0.01) 
! PRINT INTERPARTICLE ENERGIES 
PRINT •,I,D/R,VANF/(MAX-MIN)« 10.0,«& 
-REPF/(MAX-MIN)» 10.0,BROF/(MAX-MrN)* 10.0 
600 CONTINUE 
! JUST FOR SCREEN CAPTURE 
READ *,1 
END SUBROUTINE PPF 
! CALCULATING OF PARTICLE MOVEMENT BY RADIAL ENERGY 
SUBROUTINE MRF(TNO,TOT.TOF,BOX.STEP,DI,RVAL,ZEP) 
! TOLD(0,0:3): TOT(0,0:3) BEFORE MOVING 
! MIT : MINIMUM ENERGY VALUE FOR DRAWING 
! MAT : MAXIMUM ENERGY VALUE FOR DRAWING 
! FIL(0:9999): COLOR FILLING IF -1 
! FOLD : OLD FIL VALUE 
! TE1(0:2) : THE VECTOR FROM A PARTICLE TO A NEIGHBORING PARTICLE 
! : THE REPULSIVE ENERGY BY CONTACT SAME MAGNITUDE WITH 
! THE ATTRACTIVE ENERGY 
! TE2(0:2) : THE ATTRACTIVE ENERGY BY VAN DER WAALS FIELD 
! TE3(0:2) : THE NET ENERGY 
! I,J : NOS. OF PARTICLE 
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CLOV : NO. OF NEIGHBORS 
CON(0:12) : LIST OF NEIGHBORS 
COL(0:9999) : COLOR CHANGE WITH COORDINATION NO. 
RSU 1,2,3 .-RADIUS SUM 
SQ1,2,3 : INTERPARTICLE DISTANCES 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL;:TOT(0:9999,0;3).TOLD(0;9999,0:3),TOF(0:9999,0:3),BOX,MIT,MAT 
REAL::STEP,DI(0:9999,0:2),FIL(0:9999) 
REAL::TE 1 (0:2),TE2(0:2),TE3(0:2),RVAL,RSU I ,RSU2,RSU3 
REAL::ZEP,SQ 1 ,SQ2,SQ3 ,FOLD(0:9999) 
INTEGER::I,J,TNO,CLOV,CON(0:12),COL(0:9999),K 
REAL::CTHETA,NORV(0:2),SQ4,STI=0.01 
! MOVEMENT BY RADIAL ENERGY FUNCTION 
! MAX AND MIN ENERGY CALCULATION FOR RELATIVE MOVEMENT 
MAT = 0.0 
MIT = 0.0 
k  =  K : +  1  
DO 523 I = 0,TNO 
DO 524 J = 0,3 
IF(TOF(I,J).GT.MAT) THEN 
MAT = TOF(I,J) 
END IF 
IF(TOF(I,J).LT.MIT) THEN 
MIT = TOF(I,J) 
END IF 
524 CONTINUE 
523 CONTINUE 
DO 525 I = 0,TNO 
! DISPLAY NO. OF PARTICLE AND STEP 
CALL DISP(I,0) 
CALL DISP(K,1) 
! KEEP OLD COORDINATES FOR DRAWING 
TOLD(I,0:3) = TOT(I,0:3) 
FOLD(I) = FIL(I) 
! OVERLAPPING CHECKING OF I 
CALL COVL(I,TNO.TOT,CLOV,CON,RVAL) 
! COLOR CHANGE WITH COORDINATION NO. 
COL(I) = CLOV + 2 
! NO OVERLAPPING 
IF(CLOV.LE.O) THEN 
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FIL(I)= 1.0 
! FOR THE CASE OF THE PARTICLES HITTING THE WALLS OF THE BOX 
IF(TOT(I,0).LT.0.0.OR.TOT(I,0).GT.BOX)THEN 
DI(I,0) = DI(r,0)M-I.O) 
END IF 
IF(TOT(1,1 ).LT.O.O.OR.TOT(I, I ).GT.BOX) THEN 
DI(L1) = DI(I,1)*(-10) 
END IF 
IF(TOT(L2).LT.O.O.OR.TOT(L2).GT.BOX)THEN 
DI(I,2) = DI(I,2)M-I.O) 
END IF 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE RELATIVE CHANGE 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(LO:2)+DI(LO:2)*STEP»TOT(I,3)/(MAT-MIT)»TOF(I,0:2) 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE ABSOLUTE CHANGE 
! TOT(1,0:2) = TOT(I,0:2)+DI(I,0:2)»STEP»TOT(I,3)»TOF(I,0:2) 
! ADJUSTING POSITION IN THE CASE OF HAVING NEIGHBORS 
ELSE IF (CLOV.EQ.l) THEN 
FIL(I) = -1.0 ! COLOR FILLING IN PARTICLES 
! THE VECTOR FROM A PARTICLE TO A NEIGHBORING PARTICLE 
TE1 = (/TOT(CON(0),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON(0), 1 )-TOT(1,1 ),& 
TOT(CON(0),2)-TOTa,2)/) 
! RADIUS SUM 
RSUl =TOT(CON(0),3)+TOT(I,3) 
SQl =SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TE1.TE1)) 
SQ2 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(TOF(I,0:2),TOF(I,0:2))) 
! CALIBRATED POSITION 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0;2)-TE I/SQI •(RSUI -SQI) 
! PARTICLE ROTATION 
! COSTHETA 
CTHETA=DOT_PRODUCT(TOF(I,0;2).TE 1 )/SQ 1/SQ2 
! NORMAL COMPONENT 
NORV = TOF(I,0:2)+SQ2*CTHETA«TE1/SQ1 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE ABSOLUTE CHANGE 
! TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)+DI(I.O:2)»STEP«TOT(I,3)»NORV 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE RELATIVE CHANGE 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)+DI(I,0:2)*STEP*TOT(I,3)/(MAT-MIT)*NORV 
! CALIBRATED POSITION AGAIN 
TOT(I.O;2) = TOT(I,0:2)-TE1/SQ1*(RSU1-SQ1) 
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ELSE IF (CLOV.EQ.2) THEN 
FIL(I) = -1.0 ! COLOR FILLING IN PARTICLES 
TE1 = (/TOT(CON(0),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON(0), 1 ^ TOT(1,1 ),& 
TOT(CON(0),2)-TOT(L2)/) 
TE2 = (/TOT(CON( 1 ),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON( 1), 1 )-TOT(1,1 ),& 
TOT(CON( I ),2)-TOT(L2)/) 
SQl =SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TE1,TE1)) 
SQ2 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(TE2,TE2)) 
RSUl =TOT(CON(0),3)+TOT(I,3) 
RSU2 = TOT(CON(l),3)+TOTa,3) 
SQ3 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TE1+TE2,TE1+TE2)) 
SQ4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(TOF(I,0:2),TOF(I,0:2))) 
! CALIBRATED POSITION 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)-0.5«(TE 1/SQ1 »(RSU 1-SQ1 )+TE2/SQ2»(RSU2-SQ2)) 
! PARTICLE ROTATION 
! COSTHETA 
CTHETA=DOT_PRODUCT(TOF(LO:2),TE 1 +TE2)/SQ3/SQ4 
! NORMAL COMPONENT 
NORV = TOF(LO:2)+SQ4»CTHETA^(TE1+TE2)/SQ3 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE ABSOLUTE CHANGE 
! TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)+DI(I,0:2)»STEP»TOT(I,3)»NORV 
! COORDINATE CHANGE BASED ON THE RELATIVE CHANGE 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)+DI(I,0:2)»STEP*TOT(I,3)/(MAT-MIT)»NORV 
! CALIBRATED POSITION 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)-0.5»(TEI/SQ1*(RSU1-SQ1)+TE2/SQ2*(RSU2-SQ2)) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.3) THEN 
FIL(I) = -1.0 ! COLOR FILLING IN PARTICLES 
TE 1 = (/TOT(CON(0),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON(0), I )-TOT(I, I ),& 
TOT(CON(0),2)-TOT(I,2)/) 
TE2 = (/TOT(CON( 1 ),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON( 1), 1 )-TOT(1,1 ),& 
TOT(CON( 1 ),2)-TOT(I,2)/) 
TE3 = (/TOT(CON(2),0)-TOT(I,0),TOT(CON(2),1)-TOT(I,1),& 
TOT(CON(2),2)-TOT(I,2)/) 
SQl =SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TEI,TE1)) 
SQ2 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TE2,TE2)) 
SQ3 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(TE3,TE3)) 
RSUl = TOT(CON(0),3)+TOT(I,3) 
RSU2 = TOT(CON(l),3)+TOT(I,3) 
RSU3 = TOT(CON(2),3)+TOT(I,3) 
! CALIBRATED POSITION 
TOT(I,0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)-0.333»(TE1/SQ1*(RSU1-SQ1)+TE2/SQ2*& 
(RSU2-SQ2)+TE3/SQ3 *(RSU3-SQ3)) 
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END IF 
! DRAWING OF AGGLOMERATION PROCESS 
CALL NEWPEN(16) 
CALL CIRCLE(TOLDa,0),TOLD(1,1 ),F0LD(I)*T0LD(I,3)) 
CALL NEWPEN(C0L(I)) 
CALL CIRCLE(TOT(I,0),TOT(1,1 ),F1L(I)»T0T(I,3)) 
525 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE MRF 
! CLUSTER FORMATION PROCESS 
SUBROUTINE INFC(TOT,TOF,TNO,BOX,PROP,SIZ 1 ,SIZ2,& 
LN0,C0NC,TEMP,V0LT,ZEP,STEP,C0NT,RVAL,RVA2,MAG,MDIS) 
! SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X-COORDS; SCY = Y-COORDS 
! FILL THE RECTANGLE MADE BY FOUR POINTS (SCX(0:3),SCY(0:3)) 
! PARAMETER OF VALUE 1 OR -1 FOR PARTICLE REFLECTION AT BOX SURFACE 
! DI(0:9999.0:2) 
! R : PARTICLE RADIUS FOR PPF 
! INV(0:2): VECTOR FROM ONE PARTICLE CENTER TO ANOTHER 
! INVS : DISTANCE BETWEEM PARTICLES 
! RADT : RADIUS SUM OF TWO PARTICLES 
I 
! RAN : DUMMY VARIABLE FOR RANDOM NUMBER 
! SI : DUMMY VARIABLE FOR RADIUS 
! I : VARIABLE FOR PARTICLE NO. 
! J : VARIABLE FOR PARTICLE NO. 
! K : VARIABLE FOR NO. OF MOVEMENTS 
! CLOV: NO. OF NEIGHBORS 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::TOT(0:9999,0:3),TOF(0:9999,0:3),RAN,PROP,SIZI,SIZ2,SI 
REAL::BOX,SCX(0:3),SCY(0:3),CONC,TEMP.ZEP,STEP,CONT,RVAL,VOLT 
REAL:;MAG,MDIS,DI(0:9999,0;2),R,INV(0:2),INVS,RADT,RVA2 
INTEGER::TNO,I,J,LNO,K.CLOV,CON(0;12) 
! FILL SCREEN WITH COLOR ASSIGNED BY NEWPEN 
SCX(O) = 0.0;SCX(1) = 10.0;SCX(2) = 10.0:SCX(3) = 0.0 
SCY(O) = 0.0;SCY(1) = 0.0 ;SCY(2) = 8.5 ;SCY(3) = 8.5 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
! PARTICLE RADIUS FOR PPF 
R = 0.20*(SIZ 1 «PR0P+SIZ2*( 1.0-PROP)) 
CALL PPF(CONC,TEMP,VOLT,R,BOX.CONT,MAG,MDIS,ZEP) 
CALL GTEXT( 0,7," ENTER ANY NO TO PROCEED ") 
! CLEAR SCREEN AFTER POTENTIAL CURVE DRAWING 
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CALL PLOTS(0,1,18); CALL NEWPEN(I6) 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
! GENERATION OF RANDOM COORDINATES 
PRINT TOTAL NO ",TNO,LNO," COORDINATES " 
DO II I = 0,TNO 
14 DI(I,0:2) = 1.0 
TOT(I,0)= RNDO»BOX 
TOT(I,l)= RND0*BOX 
T0T(I,2)= RNDO*BOX 
! RADIUS SELECTION FOR BINARY CASE 
' THIS CAN BE MODIFIED INTO TERNARY AND SYSTEMS WITH MORE PARTICLE SIZES 
RAN = RNDO 
IF (RAN.LT.PROP) THEN 
SI = SIZ1 
ELSE 
SI = SIZ2 
END IF 
T0T(I,3)= 0.20«SI 
DO 13 J = 0,1-l 
INV = TOT(I.O:2) - TOT(J,0:2) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADT = (TOT(I,3)+TOT(J,3))'» 1.05 ! 1.05 : DEFAULT VALUE 
! 1.05 = SEPARATION FACTOR CONTROLS THE INITIAL SEPARATIONS OF 
! PARTICLES ( 5 PERCENT(RADIUS) SEPARATION AT LEAST, HERE) 
! 1.0 = ALLOW FROM PERFECT CONTACT SITUATION 
IF (RADT.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP CASE 
GOTO 14 
END IF 
3 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 21 K = 0, LNO 
CALCULATE INTERPARTICLE ENERGY 
CALL RFD(TNO,TOT,TOF,BOX,CONC,TEMP,VOLT,MDIS,ZEP,CONT) 
MOVE TO MORE STABLE POSITION TO MINIMIZE ENERGY 
CALL MRF(TN0,T0T,T0F,B0X,STEP,DI,RVAL.ZEP) 
1 CONTINUE 
CLEAR SCREEN BEFORE PARTICLE AGGLOMERATION 
CALL GTEXT( 0,7," ENTER ANY NO TO SEE MID " ) 
CALL PLOTS(0,1,18); CALL NEWPEN( 16) 
CALL FILL(4,SCX.SCY) 
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READ •, I 
! CLUSTER SIZE CHECK 
CALL CSIZE(TNO,TOT,RVAL) 
! CLUSTER SIZE CHECK WITH INTERCLUSTER DISTANCE 
PRINT CLUSTER, COORDINATION NO. AND RATIO " 
DO 23 J = 0, 9 
PRINT •, " PARTICLE CONTACT PARAMETER RVAL 
DO 22 I = 0, TNO 
CALL COVL(I,TNO,TOT,CLOV,CON,RVAL) 
PRINT *, I, CLOV 
22 CONTINUE 
RVAL = RVAL + RVA2 
23 CONTINUE 
CALL GTEXT( 0.7," ENTER ANY NO TO END " ) 
END SUBROUTINE INFC 
! SCREEN DISPLAY 
SUBROUTINE DISP(IE,POS) 
! IE : INPUT INTERGER 
! POS : DISPLAY POSITION 
! LOCAL VARL^BLES : I,J,K,L 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER :: I,J,K,IE,POS,L 
L = IE 
IF (L.GT.IOOOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I2.1+P0S," 0");L = IE - 10000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.9000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(12,1+P0S," 9");L = IE - 9000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.8000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(12,1+POS," 8");L = IE - 8000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.7000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS." 7");L = IE - 7000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.6000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 6");L = IE - 6000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.5000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(l2,l+POS." 5");L = IE - 5000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.4000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 4");L = IE - 4000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.3000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 3");L = IE - 3000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.2000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 2");L = IE - 2000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.IOOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 1");L = IE - 1000 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 0");END IF 
1 =L 
IF (I.GT.IOOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," 0");1 = L - 1000 
ELSEIF(I.GT.900) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," 9");I = L - 900 
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ELSEIF(I.GT.800) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,1+P0S," 8");I = L - 800 
ELSEIF(I.GT.700) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I3,1+P0S," 7");I = L - 700 
ELSEIF(I.GT.600) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,l+P0S," 6");I = L - 600 
ELSErF(r.GT.500) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,1+POS," 5");I = L - 500 
ELSEIF(I.GT.400) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 13.1+POS," 4");I = L - 400 
ELSEIF(I.GT.300) THEN:CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," 3");I = L - 300 
ELSEIF(I.GT200) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," 2");I = L - 200 
ELSEIF(I.GT.IOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," !");! = L - 100 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 13.1+POS," 0");END IF 
J =I 
IF (J.GT.100)THEN;CALLGTEXT( 14,1+POS," 0");J = J -100 
ELSEIF(J.GT.90)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 9");J = J -90 
ELSEIF(J.GT.80)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 8");J = J -80 
ELSEIF(J.GT.70)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 7");J = J -70 
ELSEIF(J.GT.60)THEN;CALLGTEXT( 14,1+POS," 6");J = J -60 
ELSEIF(J.GT.50) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 5");J = J - 50 
ELSEIF(J.GT.40)THEN;CALLGTEXT(I4,I+POS," 4");J = J -40 
ELSEIF(J.GT.30) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 3"):J = J - 30 
ELSEIF(J.GT.20)THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 2");J = J -20 
ELSEIF(J.GT.10)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 1");J = J -10 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 0");END IF 
K = J 
IF(K.GT.IO) THEN;CALLGTEXT( 15,1+POS," 0") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.9) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 9") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.8) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 8") 
ELSE1F(K.GT.7) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 7") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.6) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 6") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.5) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 5") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.4) THEN;CALL GTEXT(15,1+POS," 4") 
ELSEIF(K.GT,3) THEN;CALL GTEXT(15,1+POS," 3") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.2) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 2") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.l) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 1") 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT(15,1+POS," 0");END IF 
END SUBROUTINE DISP 
! CHECK COORDINATION NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS 
SUBROUTINE COVL(IV,TNO,TOT,CLOV,CON,RVAL) 
TNO : TOTAL NO, 
IV : CLUSTER NO, 
CLOV; NO. OF NEIGHBORS 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL:: RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),RVAL,TOT(0:9999,0:3) 
INTEGER:: IV,J,CLOV,CON(0:12).TNO 
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CON(0)= -1 ;CON( 1)= -1 ;C0N(2)= -1 ;C0N(3)= -1; 
CLOV =0 
DO 552 J = 0, TNO 
! CHECK NOT ITSELF AND LOWER Y COORDINATES 
IF(J.NE.I\0 THEN 
INV = TOT(J,0:2)-TOT(IV,0:2) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV.rNV)) 
RADIST = (TOT(J,3)+TOT(IV,3))*RVAL 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAPPING 
CLOV = CLOV + I 
! CALLGTEXT(4,1," COLLIDING ONE ANOTHER ") 
CON(CLOV-l) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
552 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE COVL 
! CHECK TOTAL SIZE OF CLUSTERS 
SUBROUTINE CSIZE(TNO,TOT,RVAL) 
! XP,YP : CLUSTER CENTER 
! C3 : INTERCLUSTER VECTOR 
! CSUM : SUM OF TOTAL INTERPARTICLE DISTANCE 
! MID : CLUSTER RADIUS 
! K,YN : GROUP NO 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: TOT(0:9999,0:3),RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),RVAL 
REAL :: XP,YP,C3(0:2)=-I.CSUM.MID(0:1999)=0.0 
INTEGER ::I,J,CLOV,YN(0:1999)=-1 ,K.L,TNO,J2.M,K2 
K = 0 
! CHECK NEIGHBORS 
DO 551 1 = 0, TNO 
CLOV = 0 
! CHECK NEIGHBORS AROUND PARTICLE I 
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DO 552 J = 0, TNO 
IF{I.NE.J) THEN 
INV = TOT(I,0:2)-TOT(J,0:2) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV.INV)) 
RADIST = (TOT(J.3)+TOT(J,3))*RVAL 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAPPING 
CLOV = CLOV + 1 
IF(YN(I).EQ.-1) THEN 
YN(I) = K 
K: = K + I 
END IF 
! FIRST LEVEL NEIGHBORS 
IF(YN(J).EQ.-1) THEN 
YN(J) = YN(I) 
! 2ND LEVEL NEIGHBORS 
DO 561 J2 = 0, TNO 
IF(J2.NE.J.AND.J2.NE.I) THEN 
INV=TOT(J2,0:2)-TOT(J,0:2) 
INVS=SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST=(T0T(J2,3)+T0T(J,3))'»RVAL 
IF(RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN 
IF(YN(J2).EQ.-1) THEN ! OVERLAPPING 
YN(J2) = YN(J) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
561 CONTINUE 
END IF 
560 CONTINUE 
END IF 
END IF 
552 CONTINUE 
551 CONTINUE 
! GROUP NO. 
PRINT GROUPING " 
PRINT NO OF GROUP, NO. OF PARTICLES FN THIS GROUP " 
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DO 554K2 = -l,TNO 
L = 0 
! PARTICLE NO 
DO 555 I = 0, TNO 
IF(K2.EQ.YN(I)) THEN 
L = L+ 1 
END IF 
555 CONTINUE 
M = M + L 
PRINT'.Kl+LL 
554 CONTINUE 
PRINT »,"TOTAL PARTICLE",M 
M = 0 
! MID CALCULATION 
DO 558 J = 0. TNO 
CALL DISP(J,0) 
CSUM = 0.0 
L = 0 
XP = 0 
YP = 0 
DO 556 K2 = 0, TNO 
DO 557 I = 0, TNO 
IF(K2.NE.I) THEN 
IF(YN(K2).EQ.J.AND.YN(I).EQ.J) THEN 
C3(0:2)=TOT(I,0:2)-TOT(K2,0:2) 
CSUM=CSUM+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3)) 
XP = XP + TOT(K2,0) 
VP = VP + TOT(K2,l) 
L=L+1 
END IF 
END IF 
557 CONTINUE 
556 CONTINUE 
MID(J)=CSUM/FLOAT(L) 
XP=XP/FLOAT(L) 
YP=YP/FLOAT(L) 
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I DRAWING 
IF(J.LT.I5)THEN 
CALL NEWPEN(J) 
ELSE 
CALL NEWPENO) 
END IF 
IF(MID(J).GT.0.1)THEN 
CALL CIRCLE(XP,YP,MID(J)) 
END IF 
558 CONTINUE 
! MID DRAWING END 
END SUBROUTINE CSIZE 
END OF3D7.F90 
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!! 
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Ames, Iowa 50010, USA 
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
PART 1. PARTICLE PACKING 
PART 2. MOVING(RELAXATION) PART 
PART 3. CLUSTER RADIUS CALCULATION BY MOMENTUM METHOD 
PART 4. CLIPPING PART 
PART 5. CLUSTERS SETTLING 
P6RT 6. VERTICAL VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
PART 7. DELAYED RELAXATION 
PART 8. PARTICLE STRESS CALCULATION ! 
PART 9. NETWORK STRENGTH CALCULATION 
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PROGRAM PACK3D 
i i i t i u i t u i n t i i i i i i i n i i i n i i i i i i t i i i i i t i i i i t i i i i i M i t i t i n i i i i t t i i u i i i i i  
IMPORTANT VARIABLES 
NO : NO OF PARTICLE 
NOC : NO OF CLUSTER 
XARRAY : X COORDINATE 
YARRAY : Y COORDINATE 
ZARRAY : Z COORDINATE 
RARRAY : R RADIUS 
TPAI,TPHI: SPACE ANGLE OF THETA AND PHI EACH 
sex, SCY : SCREEN SIZE FOR SCREEN COLOR 
CTR : OVERLAPPING IF > 0.0 WITH PARTICLE(CC,CN) 
SIZI : PARTICLE SIZE OF NO. I 
SIZ2 N0.2 
PROP :SIZI/(SIZI+SIZ2) 
NBR2, NBRl: PARTICLE NO. FOR LANDING 
CTRN : COORDINATION NO. 
RNO : NO. OF UNIT MOVING PER PACKING 
CON : LIST OF NEIGHBOR 
RVAL : CLUSTER NEIGHBOR CHECKING PARAMETER 1 = RADIUS 
FVAL : FILLING VALUE 
BOX : BOX SIZE, CMT = NO OF COMPARTMENTS 
RDS : RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNC. SCALE. BOT = BOTTOM FOR SETTLING 
MD : CLIPPING OPTION 1 = CROSS SECTION, 0 = WHOLE BODY 
OPCL : CLIPPING OPTION 0 = INVISIBLE 
0PM : STRESS OPTION \= 0, MNO ; NO. OF STEPS 
OPC : NEIGHBOR CHECKING OPTION 
STRESS : STRESS TRNSOR OF PARTICLES 
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STSUM : STRESS SUM, SCA = BED THICKNESS,BH,SA,PZ 
BAS : BASE OF BOX 
DATA FILE "VS* 
COMMENT NO. OF CLUSTERS NO. OF PARTICLES (214) 
403 0 
PACKING BOX SIZE ( F10.3 ) 
10.000 1.000 
S I Z ES OF 1AND2 , PROPORTION (5F 10.4) 
2.0000 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
PARTICLE RELAXATION RELAXATION 1ST.2ND,2ND-UNIT (313 ) 
1 1 1 
PROPORTION OF SIZES CHANGE (13 F10.3 ) 
0 0.000 
REPETIION OF PACKING AND INTEGRATION ( 313 ) 
0 0 0 
RDF OPTION IF 0 ,DISTANCE, NO. OF INT,MOMENT R IF 0 ( F 10.3,15.13 ) 
10.000 100 0 
O = INVISIBLE, 0 = WHOLE 
1 0 
CLUSTER RELAX 1 ST,2ND,2ND-UNIT( 315 ) STEPS AND UNIT DISTANCE ( 15 F 10.3 ) 
0 0 0 100 0.1100 
(2F 10.4,12) RVAL=1.0=RADIUS,=FVAL,DOP=NO DRAWING DURING SETTLING = 0 
1.0500 0.9990 1 
HEIGHT OF THE BOTTOM(F10.3) 
0.500 0.000 
TRANSITION BY STRESS IF 0 DO NOT ACT, STEP ( 213, F10.3 ) 
1 5 0.001 
STRENGTH CALCULATION (2 13, 6 F10.3 ), ST1,ST2,SPV,SPR, SCALE,BH,SA.PZ 
0 0 0.550 0.050 5.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 
DATA FILE END 
u i i i M t i i i i i t i i i i i i i i n i i i i n i u i n i i i i t i i i i i i i i t i i n i t i i t i i i i i i M t t i i i i i i  
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::PI=3 .1416,ANG= 1.0 
REAL::XARRAY(0:4500,0:2),YARRAY(0:4500,0:2),ZARRAY(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::RARRAY(0:4500,0:2),NRAD(0:4500) 
REAL::XA(0:4500),YA(0:4500),ZA(0:4500),CPX(0:4500),FIL(0:4500),CPY(0:4500) 
REAL.-.SIZ 1 ,SIZ2,PROP,CPZ(0:4500),CTR(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::NSTP,OT,RVAL,FVAL,DAN,STEP,BOX,CMT,RDS,BOT(0:1 ),B AS(0:1) 
REAL::STRESS(0:4500,0:3),TM,UV(0:2),SC,SCV(0:2),RSTEP 
REAL:;STSUM,SPV,SPR,SCA.BH,SA,PZ.SV(0:2) 
INTEGER::CTRN(0:4500,0:2),NBR2(0;4500,0:2),STP.COUNT,RUN2 
INTEGER::RNO,CON(0:12),RN1,RN2,RN3,K,N,NINT,OPTR,M.MV,NR,NREP 
INTEGER::REP,K2,CLOV,M2.RUN,CM.M3,NOC,I,J,NO,CC,CN 
INTEGER::MD,OPCL,OPM,MNO,rNTERVAL,DOP,STl,ST2,OPC=0 
! SET COLOR AND CLEAR THE SCREEN 
CALL PLOTS(0,1,18) 
CALL NEWPEN(16) 
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MAIN PROGRAM BEGIN 
VARIABLES READING FROM FILE " V5 " 
COUNT = 0 ! COUNT THE NO OF COORDINATES 
DATA FILE " V5 " 
OPEN(8,FILE='V5');READ(8,») 
READ(8,FMT="(2I4)")NOC,NO;READ(8,') 
PACKING BOX SIZE ,N0 OF THE COMPARTMENT 
READ(8,FMT="(2F10.3)") B0X.CMT;READ(8,») 
PARTICLE SIZES OF THE NO. I AND N0.2 PARTICLES AND THEIR PROPORTION 
READ(8,FMT="(5F 10.4)") SIZI ,BAS(0),SIZ2,BAS( 1 ),PR0P;READ(8,*) 
RELAXATION ANGLE BY THE FIRST MODE, THE 2ND MODE AND THE 2ND MODE UNIT 
READ(8,FMT="(313)")RN 1 ,RN2,RN3;READ(8,'») 
PARTCLE NO PROPORTION CHANGE : NO. OF THE INTERVALS AND EACH STEP 
READ(8,FMT="(I3,F10.3)")NINT,NSTP;READ(8,'») 
NO OF THE REPETITION PACKING AND INTEGRATION 
REPETITION 10 EXPONENT CASE 
READ(8,FMT="(3I3)") NREP,REP.MV;READ (8,») 
VERTICAL DIST OPTION,MAX.DISTANCE,NO OF THE INTERVAL 
MOMENT RADIUS OPTION 
READ(8,FMT="(FI0.3,I5,I3)") RDS,INTERVAL,OPTR;READ (8,*) 
CONDENSING OPERATION, INVISIBLE=0, WHOLE = 0 CROSS = 1 
READ (8,FMT="(3I3)") OPCL,MD;READ (8,») 
NO OF THE CLUSTER RELAXATION IST,2ND,2ND UNIT 
AND CONDENSING NO OF STEP,STEP 
READ (8,FMT="(4I5,F10.3)") RUN,RUN2,RNO,K2.DAN;READ (8,*) 
CLUSTER NEIGHBOR CHECKING PARAMETER L = RADIUS, FILLING VALUE, 
NO DRAWING DURING SETTLING = 0 
READ(8,FMT="(2FI0.4,I2)")RVAL,FVAL,DOP;READ(8,») 
PARTICLES SETTLING TO THE BOTTOM 
HEIGHT OF THE BOTTOM 
READ(8,FMT="(2FI0.3)") BOT(0),BOT(I);READ (8,«) 
NO.OF THE TRANSITION BY THE STRESSES = 0 , MNO = NO OF THE STEP, 
UNIT MOVEMENT 
READ(8,FMT="(2I5,FI0.3)") OPM,MNO,STEP;READ (8,*) 
STRENGTH CALCULATION,SCALE,BH,SA,PZ 
READ(8,FMT="C2I3,6FI0.3)") STI,ST2, SPV,SPR,SCA,BH,SA,PZ 
PARTICLE RELAXATION CHANGE 10**MV 
IF MV = 0 USE RNl OR USE MV 
DO 65 M = 0, MV 
IF(MV.NE.O) THEN 
R N l  =  1 0 * » M -  1  
PROP = -NSTP ! START FROM ZERO 
END IF 
CHANGE PROPORTIONADIUS RATIO INTERVAL CHANGE 
DO 60 N = 0, NINT 
PROP = PROP + NSTP 
REPEAT PACKING NREP TIMES FOR STD CHECK 
DO 66 NR = 0, NREP 
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! INITIAL ONE PARTICLE POSITION IN EACH CLUSTER = SEEDS 
! SIZ1 = RADIUS I, SIZ2 = RADIUS 2, PROP = PROPORTION OF SIZI OVER 1.0 
CALL INIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,SIZ I ,SIZ2,& 
PROP,BOX,CMT,BOT,BAS) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!  P A R T I .  P A R T I C L E  P A C K I N G  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
7  D 0 2 I = I , N 0  
! DISPLAY PACKING PROCESS 
! RERAXATION INTERVAL REPEAT PARTICLE 
! CALL DISP(M,0);CALL DISP(N,2);CALL DISP(NR,4);CALL DISP(I,6) 
! FIND THE PARTICLE AND POINT OF LANDING 
CALL SELECTS(NOC,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,I,NBR2,PR0P,SIZ I ,SIZ2.PI) 
! OVERLAPPING AND SCREEN BOX CHECK 
! IF STP = 7 , OVERLAP OR OUT OF SCREEN 
CALL OVLAP(NOC,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,CC,CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,STP) 
IF (STP.EQ.7) THEN; GOTO 7; END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART 2. MOVING(RELAXATION) PART 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! RNI:RUN TIME, CONrNEIGH LIST,NBR2 : NEIGH MATRIX FROM SELECTIONS 
CALL MOVEG^OC,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NBR2,RN 1 ,CON,COUNT.ANG.PI) 
CALL CNNOCNOC,NOC,NO,I,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,CC,CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,OT) 
2 CONTINUE 
! MOVING AFTER PACKING 
IF(RN2.GT.O) THEN 
DO 301 J = 0, RN2 ! RN3:UN1T RELAX, NBE2:NEIGHB0R LIST 
CALL 
MOVECNOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NBR2,RN3,CON,COLrNT,ANG,PI) 
CALLCNNO(NOC,NOC,NO,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,CC.CN,CTR,& 
CTRN,CON,OT) 
301 CONTINUE 
END IF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!1!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART. 3 CLUSTER RADIUS CALCULATION BY MOMENTUM METHOD 
!!!!1!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!! 
IF (OPTR.EQ.O) THEN 
CALL 
RADDI(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,FIL,FVAL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,PI) 
END IF 
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! PART 4. CLIPPING PART 
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IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M2,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
66 CONTINUE ! REPEAT PACKING FOR STD CHECK 
60 CONTINUE ! LOOP FOR INTERVAL CHANGE 
65 CONTINUE ! LOOP FOR RELAXATION CHANGE 
! PART. 5 CLUSTERS SETTLING 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," MOVING TOWARD BOTTOM " ) 
J = 3 ! J = COLOR OF GRAPH 
PRINT BEFORE SETTLING " 
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J) 
CALL CSET(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY.DAN,RUN,& 
RNO,CON,COUNT,K2,NRAD,FIL,MD,OPCL,RVAL,BOT,ANG,PI,& 
PROP.REP,RDS,INTERVAL,DOP,OPC,BOX) 
! P6RT 6. VERTICAL VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
PRINT AFTER SETTLING" 
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J+1) 
! PART. 7 DELAYED RELAXATION 
n u m t t i i m i i m f i i t i i i i i i t i n i n i i i u i i t i t i i i t i t i i i i t i i i n i n i n i n n  
DO 597 N = 0,RUN2 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
M2= 16;CM = N0C 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M2.& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
DO 594 I = 0,NOC 
XA(I) = CPX(I);YA(I) = CPY(I);ZA(I) = CPZ(I) 
CALL COVL(I,NOC,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CLOV,NRAD,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
594 CONTINUE 
CALL CSMOVE(NOC+1 .NOC,CPX,CPY,CPZ,RNO,CON,NRAD,BOT.RVAL,ANG,PI,OPC.BOX) 
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DO 593 I = 0, NOC 
DO 596 J = 0, NO 
XARRAY(I,J) = XARRAY(I,J) + ( CPX(0 - XA(I) ) 
YARRAY(I,J) = YARRAY(I,J) + ( CPY(I) - YA(I) ) 
ZARRAY(I,J) = ZARRAY(I,J) + ( CPZ(I) - ZA(I) ) 
596 CONTINUE 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA{I)=CPZ(I) 
593 CONTINUE 
! SUBSEQUENT FALLING AFTER DELAYED RELAXATION 
CALL CSET(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,DAN,RUN,& 
RN0,C0N,C0UNT,K2,NRAD,FIL,MD,0PCL,RVAL,B0T,ANG,PI,& 
PROP,REP,RDS,INTERVAL,DOP,OPC,BOX) 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
M2 = 0; CM = NOC 
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY.RARRAY,NRAD,M2.& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
597 CONTINUE 
PRINT AFTER SECOND MODE RELAXATION " 
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J+2) 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
M2 = 0 
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M2,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
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PART. 8 PARTICLE STRESS CALCULATION 
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PRINT STRESS CALCULATION " 
DO 94 K = 0, 0PM-1 
! INITIAL CONDITION : SELF - WEIGHT VALUE 
DO 598 1 = 0, NOC 
! INITIAL : GRAVITY CONSIDERATION = Y DIRECTION ONLY 
STRESS(I,0) = 0.0 
STRESSai)= 1.0 
STRESS(I,2) = 0.0 
STRESS(I,3)= 1.0 
598 CONTINUE 
! SORTING Y VALUES FROM HIGH TO LOW FOR STRESS TRANSFER 
DO 14 I = 0, NOC 
DO 13 J = 0, NOC 
1F(CPY(1).GT.CPY(J)) THEN 
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TM = CPY(I); CPY(I) = CPY(J) ; CPY(J) = TM 
TM = CPX(I); CPX(I) = CPX(J) ; CPX(J) = TM 
TM = CPZ(I); CPZCD = CPZ(J); CPZ(J) = TM 
TM = NRAD(I);NRAD(I) = NRAD(J);NRAD(J) = TM 
END IF 
13 CONTINUE 
14 CONTINUE 
! CHECK NEIGHBORS AND TRANSFER STRESS 
PRINT NO. , HEIGHT, NO. OF NEIGHBOR " 
DO 599 I = O.NOC 
CALL COVL(I,NOC,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CLOV,NRAD,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
! NO. OF NEIGHBORS 
DO 600 J =0, CLOV-1 
! UNIT VECTOR 
UV=(/CPX(I)-CPX(CON(J)),CPY(I>CPY(CON(J)),CPZ(I)-CPZ(CON(J))/) 
! STRESS VECTOR 
SV = (/STRESS(I,0),STRESS(I.I),STRESS(I,2)/) 
! DOT PRODUCT 
SC = DOT_PRODUCT(UV,SV)/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(UV,UV)) 
SCV = SC*UV/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(UV,UV)) 
STRESS(CON(J),0)=STRESS(CON(J),0)+SCV(0) 
STRESS(CON(J), 1 )=STRESS(CON(J), 1 )+SC V( 1) 
STRESS(CON(J),2)=STRESS(CON(J),2)+SCV(2) 
600 CONTINUE 
599 CONTINUE 
STSUM = 0.0 
PRINT NO. OF STRESSES, STEP" 
PRINT NETWORK STRESS 
DO 601 I = 0,NOC 
STRESS(I,3)=SQRT(STRESS(I,0)* •2+STRESS(I, I )• »2+& 
STRESS(I,2)*»2) 
STSUM = STSUM + STRESS(I,3) 
PRINT •, I,STRESS(I,3),CPY(I),STSUM 
601 CONTINUE 
RSTEP = STEP 
PRINT BEFORE CONDENSATION BY NETWORK STRESS 
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY.ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J+3) 
! CONDENSATION BY STRESSES = MNO • RSTEP 
DO 93 M = 0, MNO 
M3=20;CM = NOC 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
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M 3  =  1 6 ; C M  =  N 0 C  
CALL CLIP(N0C,N0X«iRRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3,& 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
DO 90 I = 0,NOC 
IF(CPY(I).GT.NRAD(I)+BOT(0)+& 
ABS(CPZ(I)-BOX/2.0)»BOT( I )*2.0/BOX) THEN 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA(I)=CPZ(I) 
CPX(I) = CPX(IVSTRESS(I,0)*RSTEP 
CPY(I) = CPY(I)-STRESS(I,1)*RSTEP 
CPZ(I) = CPZ(I)-STRESS(L2)«RSTEP 
! MOVE TO BOTTOM 
DO 96 J = 0, NO 
XARRAY(I,J) = XARRAY(I,J) + ( CPX(I) - XA(I)) 
YARRAY(I,J) = YARRAY(I,J) + ( CPY(I) - YAd)) 
ZARRAY(I,J) = ZARRAY(I,J) + ( CPZ(I) - ZA(I) ) 
96 CONTINUE 
XA(I)= CPX(I); YA(I)=CPY(I); ZA(I)=CPZ(I) 
END IF 
90 CONTINUE 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
M3 = 0 
CALL CLIP(NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,NRAD,M3 
FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
END IF 
93 CONTINUE 
! SUBSEQUENT FALLING AFTER STRESS CONDENSATION 
CALL CSET(N0C,N0,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,DAN,RUN,& 
RNO,CON,COUNT,K2.NRAD,FIL,MD,OPCL,RVAL,BOT,ANG,PI,& 
PR0P,REP.RDS,INTERVAL,D0P,0PC,B0X) 
PRINT •,K, " AFTER FALLING BY THE STRESS CONDENSATION " 
J = J +  1  
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,XARRAY,YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PIJ) 
94 CONTINUE 
PRINT *, " VDF HORIZONTAL " 
CALL VDF(0,NOC,NO,YARRAY,XARRAY+0.5,ZARRAY,RARRAY,PROP,& 
REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J) 
PRINT *, " BEFORE NETWORK STRENGTH CALCULATION " 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! PART 9. NETWORK STRENGTH CALCULATION 
n i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i n i i i i i i i i i i i i t t t i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i t i M i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  
CALL STRENGTH(NOC,XARRAY.YARRAY,ZARRAY,RARRAY,BOX,SPV,& 
SPR,ST1,ST2,0PC.RVAL.SCA,BH,SA,PZ) 
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PRINT •, " AFTER NETWORK STRENGTH CALCULATION " 
PRINT •.COUNT-1 
READ •.M 
END PROGRAM PACK3D 
! COORDINATES FOR INITIAL PARTICLE 
SUBROUTINE INIP(NOI,NLXLYI^I,RI,S 11,S2I,PR0I,B0X,CMT,B0T,BAS) 
!  N O I :  N O .  O F  C L U S T E R S ,  N O  :  N O  O F  P A R T I C L E S  
! COORDINATES X = XI ;Y = YI;Z = ZI;RADIUS = RI 
! BINARY SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIUS S11 AND S2I 
!  S I :  R A D I U S ,  P R O I r N O .  1  P E R C E N T  
! RAN: RANDOM VALUE 
! SCX,SCY : FOR SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X COORD, SCY = Y COORD 
! VEC,MAG : INTERP ARTICLE VECTOR AND LENGTH 
! BOX : PARTICLE BOX SIZE 
! DUMMY VARL^BLES :TX,TY,TZ,TM 
! DUMMY INTEGER::I,J 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XI(0:4500,0:2),YI(0:4500.0:2),ZI(0:4500,0:2),RI(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::S1,S 11,S2I,PROI,RAN,SCX(0:3),SCY(0:3) 
REAL::BOX,CMT,BOT(0:1 ),BAS(0:1) 
INTEGER::I,NOI,NI 
CALL NEWPEN(16) 
! SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X COORD; SCY = Y COORD 
SCX(O) = 0.0;SCX(1) = 10.0;SCX(2) = I0.0;SCX(3) = 0.0; 
SCY(O) = 0.0;SCY(1) = 0.0 ;SCY(2) = 8.0 ;SCY(3) = 8.0; 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
! 3D COORD X-; Y-; Z-ARRAY;RADIUS RARRAY 
! BINARY SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIUS SII AND S2I 
D O  1 2 1  =  0 ,  N O I  
14 RAN = RNDO 
IF (RAN.LT.PROI) THEN 
SI = S1I 
RI(I,0)= 0.20'»SI 
XI(I,0)= RNDO* BOX 
ZI(I,0)= RNDO* BOX 
YI(I,0)= RNDO*BOX*CMT+BOT(0)+ABS{ZI(I,0)-BOX/2.0)& 
• B0T( 1 )*2.0/B0x+Rl(l,0)+B AS(0)* BOX 
ELSE 
SI = S2I 
RI(L0)= 0.20*SI 
XI(I.0)= RNDO* BOX 
ZI(I.0)= RNDO* BOX 
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YI(I,0)= RNDO*BOX»CMT+BOT(0)+ABS(ZI(I,0)-BOX/2.0)& 
»BOT( 1 )«2.0/B0x+Rl(l,0)+BAS( 1 )*BOX 
END IF 
RAN = RNDO 
! CASE FOR INITIAL OVERLAPPING NOT ALLOWED 
! DO 13 J = 0,1-1 
! INV = (/XI(I,0)-XI(J,0),YI(I,0)-YI(J,0),ZI(I,0)-ZI(J,0)/) 
! INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV) ) 
! RADT = (RI(I,0)+RI(J,0))» 1.05 
! IF (RADT.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
! PRINT •," OVERLAP BETWEEM CLUSTER PARTICLE NO, DEGREE " 
! PRINT », I, J,SI, (RADT-INVS)/(RI(L0)+RI(J,0))« 100.0 
! GOTO 14 
! END IF 
! 13 CONTINUE 
12 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE INIP 
! CHECK OVERLAPPING OF PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE OVLAP(NV,IV,XV,YV,ZV,RV,CONCL,CONNO,OTR,CTRN,CON.STP) 
NV,IV : NO OF CLUSTER AND PARTICLE 
COORDINATES: XV,YV,ZV,RADIUS:RV 
RADIST.CNDIST ; REDUCED(0.95) AND EXPANDED(I.05) RADIUS SUM 
INVS : LENGTH OF INTERPARTICLE VECTOR 'INV 
OTR : RATIO OF OVERLAPPING 
CTRN : NO OF NEIGHBOR 
CONCL,CONNO : CONTACTED CLUSTER AND PARTICLE 
CON(0:2): LIST OF THREE NEIGHBORS 
STP ; PARAMETER TO CHECK WETHER PARTICLE IS INSIDE RANGE 
I, J : DUMMY INTERGER 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL:: XV(0:4500,0:2),YV(0:4500,0:2),ZV(0;4500,0:2),RV(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL:: RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),CNDIST,OTR(0:4500,0:2) 
INTEGER ::CTRN(0:4500,0:2),NV.IV,I,J,CONCL,CONNO,CON(0:2),STP 
STP = 0 
DO 25 I = O.NV 
CTRN(I,IV) = 0 
DO 202 J = 0, IV-1 
INV = (/XV(I,J)-XV(I,IV).YV(I,J)-YV(I,IV),ZV(I,J)-ZV(I,IV)/) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
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RADIST = (RV(I,J)+RV(I,IV))''0.95 ! 0.95 DEFAULT 
CNDIST = (RV(I,J)+RV(I,IV))^ 1.05 !1.05 DEFAULT 
OTR(I,IV) = 0.0 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
OTR(I,IV) = RADIST - INVS 
CONCL = I;CONNO = J 
END IF 
IF (CNDIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
CTRN(I,IV) = CTRN(I,IV) + 1 
IF(CTRN(I,IV).EQ. 1) THEN;CON(0) = J 
ELSE IF(CTRN(I,IV).EQ.2) THEN;C0N(1) = J 
ELSE IF(CTRN(I,IV).EQ.3) THEN;C0N(2) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
202 CONTINUE 
IF (XV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.XV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
IF (YV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.YV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
IF (ZV(I,IV).LT.-10.0.0R.ZV(I,IV).GT.18.0) THEN;STP=7;END IF 
25 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE OVLAP 
! CHECK COORDINATION NUMBERS OF PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE CNNO(N,I,IV,IW,XV,YV,ZV,RV,CONCL,CONNO,OTR,CNTR,& 
C0N,0TR1) 
! N, IV : TOTAL NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES 
! I, IW : NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES TO BE CHECKED 
! 0TR2 : INTERCLUSTER DISTANCE (MIN.OTRl) 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN 'SUBROUTINE OVLAP' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XV(0:4500,0:2),YV(0;4500,0:2),ZV(0:4500,0:2),RV(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),CNDIST,OTR2,OTR1,OTR(0;4500,0:2) 
INTEGER:: IV,I,J,CONCL,CONNO,CON(0:2),IW,N,CNTR(0:4500,0:2) 
CNTR(N,IV) = 0 
DO 252 J = 0, IW 
IF(J.NE.IV.OR.N.NE.I) THEN 
INV = (/XV(N,IV)-XV(I,J),YV(N.IV)-YV(I.J),ZV(N,IV)-ZV(IJ)/) 
INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST = (RV(N,IV)+RV(I,J))«0.95 
CNDIST = (RV(N,IV)+RV(I,J))* 1.05 
OTR(N,IV) = 0.0 
0TR2 = INVS - RADIST 
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IF( 0TR1.GT.0TR2) THEN 
OTRl =OTR2 
END IF 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
OTR(N,IV) = RADIST - INVS 
CONCL = I ;CONNO = J 
END IF 
IF (CNDIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAP 
CNTR(I,IV) = CNTR(I,IV) + 1 
IF(CNTR(I,IV).EQ.l) THEN 
CON(0) = J 
ELSE IF(CNTR(I,IV).EQ.2) THEN 
C0N(1) = J 
ELSE IF(CNTR(I.IV).EQ.3) THEN 
C0N(2) = J 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
252 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE CNNO 
! CHECK COORDINATION NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS 
SUBROUTINE COVL(IV,IW,XV,YV,ZV,CLOV,CLRAD,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
! CLUSTER CENTER COORDINATES : XV,YV,ZV,RADIUS : CLRAD 
! IV: OBJECT CLUSTER NO 
! IW: TOTAL CLUSTER NO 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN 'SUBROUTINE OVLAP' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: XV(0:4500),YV(0:4500),ZV(0;4500),CLRAD(0:4500) 
REAL :: RADIST,INVS,INV(0:2),RVAL 
INTEGER:: IV,J,IW,CLOV,CON(0:12).OPC 
C L O V  = 0  
CON(0:12)=-1 
DO 552 J = 0, IW 
! CHECK NOT ITSELF AND LOWER Y COORDINATES 
IF{J.NE.IV) THEN 
IF(OPC.EQ. 1 .OR.YV(J).LT.YV(IV)) THEN 
INV = (/XV(J)-XV(IV),YV(J)-YV(IV),ZV(J)-ZV(IV)/) 
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INVS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(INV,INV)) 
RADIST = (CLRAD(J)+CLRAD(IV))»RVAL 
IF (RADIST.GT.INVS) THEN ! OVERLAPPING 
CLOV = CLOV + I 
C0N(CL0V-1)=J 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
552 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE COVL 
! SELECT THE RIGHT POINT FOR THE INCEDENT PARTICLE BY APPROACHING METHOD 
SUBROUTINE SELECTS(NS,XS,YS,ZS,RS,IS,NBR2,PR0P,SIZ 1 .SIZ2,PI) 
! NS : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER 
! IS : NEW PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES ; XS,YS,ZS, RADIUS : RS 
! SPACE ANGLE OF THETA AND PHI: PAIS,PHIS 
! INITIAL POSITION IN SPACE : PX,PY.PZ 
! VMAT : V FROM THE CENTER TO NEW POSITION IN SPACE 
! PMAT : V FROM THE CENTER TO EXISTING P POSITION 
! NORMAL VECTOR AND LENGTH: VPN 
! PARALLEL V AND DIST TO INCOMING LINE : VPP,DP 
! PARALLEL DIST : POS 
! PARTICLE NO,DN,DP,POS AT MAX POS ;AJ,DNS,DPS,PS 
! LONG DIST (20 HERE): DIS1 
! DIST TO SELECTED PARTICLE : FINA 
! NEIGHBERING PARTICLE FOR LANDING : NBR2(0:99,0:600) 
! CONTACTED CLUSTER AND PARTICLE : CC,CN 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XS(0:4500,0:2),YS(0:4500,0:2),ZS(0:4500,0:2),RS(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::PAIS,PHIS,PX,PY,PZ,CTR(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::VMAT(0:2),PMAT(0:2),VPN(0:2),VPP(0:2),DN,DP,RSUM 
REAL::DISl,DNS,POS,PS,FINA,DPS,RE,PROP,SIZl,SIZ2,PI 
rNTEGER::CNN(0:4500,0:2),NBR2(0:4500,0:2),NOS,NS,IS 
INTEGER::J,AJ,CC,CN,CON(0:2),STP 
DO 23 NOS = 0,NS 
! ANGLE SELECTION 
PAIS=RND()*360.0;PHIS=RND()»360.0:RE=RND() 
! RADIUS BY RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION FOR BINARY PARTICLE PACKING 
IF (RE.LT.PROP) THEN;RS(N0S,1S) = SIZ1»0.20 
ELSE;RS(NOS,IS) = SIZ2»0.20;END IF 
DISl =20.0 
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! PARTICLE CLUSTER LOOP 
DPS = 0.0; PS = -10.0 
! INITL\L POSITION IN SPACE 
PX= C0S{PAIS/180.0^PI)*COS(PHIS/180.0*PI)»DIS 1 
PY= SIN(PAIS/180.0*PI)«COS(PHIS/180.0»PI)»DIS 1 
PZ= SIN(PHIS/180.0'PI)»DIS1 
VMAT = (/PX,PY,PZ/) 
IF (IS.NE.O) THEN 
DO 201 J = 0, IS-1 
PMAT=(/XS(NOS,J)-XS(NOS,0),YS(NOS.J)-YS(NOS,0),& 
ZS(NOS,J)-ZS(NOS,0)/) 
POS = DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT) 
POS = POS/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT)) 
VPN=PMAT-(DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))*VMAT 
DN = SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(VPN,VPN) )! NORM DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,J)+RS(NOS,IS)! RADIUS SUM 
! COMPARE RSUM AND DN 
IF( DN.LT.RSUM) THEN 
POS = POS + SQRT(RSUM*»2-DN*»2) 
! CALCULATE PARALLEL 
VPP = (DOT_PRODUCT(PMAT,VMAT)/DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))*VMAT 
DP = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPP,VPP))! PARALLEL DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
! SERCH MAXIMUM POS , AND NOS,J AT THAT TIME 
IF (PS.LE.POS) THEN 
PS = POS;DPS = DP;DNS = DN;AJ = J 
END IF 
END IF 
201 CONTINUE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,AJ)+RS(NOS.IS)! RADIUS SUM 
FINA = DPS + SQRT(RSUM»«2-DNS»«2) 
XS(NOS,IS)=XS(NOS,0)+COS(PAIS/180.0»PI)» & 
C0S(PHIS/180.0*PI)*FINA 
YS(NOS,IS)=YS(NOS,0)+SIN(PAIS/180.0« PI)» & 
COS(PHIS/180.0*PI)* FINA 
ZS(NOS,IS)=ZS(NOS,0)+SIN(PHIS/180.0*PI)*FINA 
CALL OVLAP(NOS,IS,XS,YS,ZS.RS,CC,CN,CTR,CNN,CON,STP) 
205 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (IS.EQ.O) THEN 
DN = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VMAT,VMAT))! DIST TO INCOMING LINE 
RSUM = RS(NOS,0)+RS{NOS,IS) ! RADIUS SUM 
AJ = 0 
XS(NOS,IS)=XS(NOS,0)+COS(PAIS/180.0*PI)& 
•COS(PHIS/180.0»P1)»RSUM 
YS(NOS,IS)=YS(NOS,0)+SIN(PAIS/180.0»PI)& 
*COS(PHIS/180.0^PI)»RSUM 
ZS(NOS,IS)=ZS(NOS,0)+SIN(PHIS/180.0*PI)*RSUM 
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END IF 
299 CALLNEWPEN(I6) 
NBR2(N0S,IS) = AJ ! NEIGHBERING PARTICLE NBR2 FOR LANDING 
23 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE SELECTS 
! CLIPPING FOR2-DrMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION 
SUBROUTINE CLIP(NOP,NP,XP,YP,ZP,RP,MIDD,M,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
! NOP : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, NP : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XP,YP,ZP,RP 
! CLUSTER CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : CPX,CPY,CPZ,MIDD 
! TEMP COORD FOR PLANES : X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3 
! SCAN DIST, UNIT, NO OF STEP : RSTEP,RSP,STEP 
! NORDJR : NORMAL AND INTERCEPTED DIST 
! DUMMY VARIABLES : XX,YY,ZZ 
! VECTOR FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER : VPQ 
! PARTICLE PROJECTED COORDINATES : DX,DY 
! TWO VECTOR,THEIR NORMAL UNIT IN A PLANE : V1,V2,VUNI 
! DRAWING OPTION : M,CM,MD 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
REAL::XP(0:4500,0:2),YP(0:4500,0;2),ZP(0:4500,0:2),RP(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::CPX(0:4500),CPY(0:4500),CPZ(0:4500),FIL(0:4500),MIDD(0:4500) 
REAL::X 1 ,Y 1,Z 1 ,X2, Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3,RSTEP,NORD,IR 
REAL::VNOR(0:2),VUNI(0:2),VPQ(0:2),DX,DY,V1(0:2),V2(0:2) 
REAL::RSP 
INTEGER::NOP,NP,STEP,M,CM,MD 
! SETTING THE BOX FOR PARTICLE PACKING 
! BOX =10x10x10. X-, Y-, Z- FROM 0 TO 10 , CLIP PLANE = Z 
! CLUSTER CENTERS CALCULATION 
DO 610 1 = 0, NOP 
CPX(I) = 0.0 
CPY(I) = 0.0 
CPZ(I) = 0.0 
DO 611 J = 0,NP 
CPX(I)=CPX(I)+XP(I,J) 
CPY(I)=CPY(I)+YP(I,J) 
CPZ(I)=CPZ(I)+ZP(I,J) 
611 CONTINUE 
CPX(I)=CPX(I)/(FLOAT(NP)+1.0) 
CPY(I)=CPY(I)/(FLOAT(NP)+1.0) 
CPZ(1)=CPZ(1)/(FL0AT(NP)+1.0) 
610 CONTINUE 
! M =20 JUST FOR COORDINATE CALCULATION 
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IF(M.NE.20)THEN 
! DRAWING OPTION 
IF {CM.EQ.I.OR.CM.EQ.NOP) THEN 
! PLANE SELECTION 
! " Z-PLANE CLIPPING FROM 0 TO 10 STEP 0.1" 
IF(MD.EQ.O) THEN 
STEP = 99 
RSP = 0.1 
END IF 
IF(MD.EQ.l) THEN 
STEP = 0 
RSP = 0.001 
END IF 
RSTEP = 0.0 
DO 602 K = 0, STEP 
RSTEP = RSTEP + RSP 
! ASSIGN 3 POINTS MAFCING ONE PLANE 
XI = 1.0; Y1 = 1.0; ZI = RSTEP 
X2 = 10.0; Y2 = 1.0 ; Z2 = RSTEP 
X3 = 10.0; Y3 = 10.0; Z3 = RSTEP 
VI =(/X2-Xl,Y2-YI,Z2-ZI/); V2 =(/X3-Xl,Y3-YI,Z3-ZI/) 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(Vl,V2,VNOR) 
VLFNl = VNOR/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VNOR,VNOR)) 
DO 600 I = 0, NOP 
DO 601 J = 0, NP 
! CALCULATE NORMAL DISTANCE FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER 
VPQ = (/XP(I,J)-X 1, YP(I,J)-Y I ,ZP(I,J)-Z 1/) 
NORD = ABS( DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VPQ)/DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VUNI) ) 
! COMPARE THIS WITH RADIUS OF EACH PARTICLE 
IF(N0RD.LT.ABS(RP(1,J))) THEN 
! CALCULATE INTERCEPTED PARTICLE RADIUS 
IR = SQRT(RP(LJ)'*2-NORD*«2) 
! PROJECTED CENTER CALCULATION 
! TWO VECTORS ON THIS PLANE 
! V1 = (/X2-X1, Y2-Y1 .Z2-Z1 /) 
! V2 = (/X3-X1,Y3-Y1,Z3-Z1/) 
! NORMAL VECTOR = CROSS_PRODUCT(V 1,V2) 
! CALCULATE UNIT VECTOR OF NORMAL VECTOR 
! UNIT VECTOR = (NORMAL VECTOR)/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(NORMAL,NORMAL)) 
! CENTER = DISTANCE *UNIT VECTOR + PARTICLE CENTER 
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DX = ZP(I,J) + NORD*VIJNI(0) 
DY = YP(I,J) + NORD»VUNI{l) 
! DRAW CLIP PLANE, COLOR CHANGE 
IF (M.LT.I6) THEN ;M = M + I 
IF (M.GT.14)THEN;M = 2 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(DX.GT.O.O.AND.DX.LT.IO.O) THEN 
IF(DY.GT.O.O.AND.DY.LT.IO.O) THEN 
IF(IR.GT.O. I .OR.IR.LT.-0.1) THEN 
CALL NEWPEN(M) 
! CALL CIRCLE(DX,DY,FIL(I)*IR) 
CALL CIRCLE(CPZ(I),CPY(I),FIL(I)* MIDD(I)) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
601 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 
602 CONTINUE 
END IF 
END IF 
END SUBROUTINE CLIP 
! NETWORK STRENGTH CALCULATION 
SUBROUTINE STRENGTH(NOP,XP,YP,ZP,RP,B0X,SPV,SPR,ST1 ,ST2,0PC,& 
RVAL,SCA,BH,SA,PZ) 
! NOP : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, NP : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XP,YP,ZP,RP 
! TEMP COORD FOR PLANES : X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3 
! SCX,SCY : SCREEN SIZE FOR SCREEN COLOR 
! SCAN DIST, UNIT, NO OF STEP : RSTEP,RSP,STEP 
! NORMAL AND INTERCEPTED DIST : NORD,IR 
! DUMMY VARL^BLES : XX,YY,ZZ 
! VECTOR FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER : VPQ 
! VPQ IN Y,Z PLANE : VPR 
! PARTICLE PROJECTED COORDINATES ; DX,DY 
! TWO VECTOR,THEIR NORMAL UNIT IN A PLANE : VI,V2,VUNI 
! DRAWING OPTION : M,CM,MD 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
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REAL;:XP(0:4500,0;2),YP(0:4500,0;2),ZP(0:4500,0:2),RP(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::XI,Y1,ZI,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3,NORD,SCX(0:3),SCY(0:3) 
REAL::VNOR(0:2),VUNI(0:2),VPQ(0:2),V1(0:2),V2(0:2),VPR(0:2) 
REAL::RVAL,PI,BOX,SPV,SPR,STV,STR,SCA.BH,SA,PZ,STM,YD,ZD 
INTEGER::!,J,NOP,CLOV,CON(0:12),K,K1,K2,K3,ST1,ST2,OPC,M 
REAL::IR,DX,DZ,FRONT,BACK 
K = 0 
690 IF(K.GT.O) THEN 
CALL PLOTS(0,I,18); CALL NEWPEN(I6) 
! SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X COORD; 
SCX(O) = 0.0;SCX(1) = I0.0;SCX(2) = I0.0;SCX(3) 
SCY(O) = 0.0;SCY(1) = 0.0 ;SCY(2) = 8.0 ;SCY(3) = 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
! STRENGTH CALCULATION,SCALE 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," NO. OF VERTICAL MOVEMENTS " ) 
PRINT NO. OF VERTICAL MOVEMENTS " 
READ »,ST1 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," NO. OF ROTATIONAL MOVEMENTS ") 
PRINT NO. OF ROTATIONAL MOVEMENTS " 
READ •,ST2 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," VERTICAL STEP " ) 
PRINT VERTICAL STEP " 
READ •,SPV 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," ROTATION STEP " ) 
PRINT ROTATION STEP " 
READ •,SPR 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," SCALE 2.5 DEFAULT ") 
PRINT SCALE" 
READ •,SCA 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," POSITION 0.5 CENTER " ) 
PRINT »,"PZ " 
READ »,PZ 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," BOTTOM HEIGHT " ) 
PRINT •," BOTTOM HEIGHT " 
READ •,BH 
CALL GTEXT( 1,10," FRONT BACK " ) 
READ •,FRONT,BACK 
END IF 
! READ 0, STl ,ST2,SPV,SPR,SCA 
PI = 3.1416 
! BASIC HEIGHT 
STV = BH 
! START ANGLE TO 90 DEGREE 
STR = SA 
! TOTAL BONDING ENERGY : BASIC UNIT = 1.0 
STM = 0.0 
! J: PARTICLE NO 
SCY = Y COORD 
= 0.0; 
= 8.0; 
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J = 0 
PRINT VERTICAL PART ",BH 
DO 602 K1 =0, STl 
DO 606 K3= 0,99 
CALL NEWPEN(O) 
CALL CIRCLE(FLO AT(K3)/10.0,STV,-0.01) 
606 CONTINUE 
! ASSIGN 3 POINTS MAKING ONE PLANE 
! P I(X I ,Y 1 ,Z I ),P2(X2,Y2,Z2),P3(X3,Y3,Z3) 
! PLANE VECTORS PI -P2,P 1 -P3 
XI =0.0;Z1=0.0;YI =STV 
X2 = BOX ; Z2 = 0.0 ; Y2 = STV 
X3 = BOX ; Z3 = BOX ; Y3 = STV 
PRINT VERTICAL RUN NO. AND VALUES ",K1,STV 
VI =(/X2-Xl,Y2-Yl,Z2-Zl/) 
V2 = (/X3-X1,Y3-Y1,Z3-ZI/) 
CALL CR0SS_PR0DUCT(V1,V2,VN0R) 
VUNI = VNOR/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VNOR,VNOR)) 
DO 600 I = 0, NOP 
! FOR VISUALIZATION 
IF ( XP(I,J).GT.FRONT.AND.XP(I,J).LT.BACK) THEN 
CALL NEWPEN(O) 
CALL CIRCLE(ZP(I.J),YP(I,J),RP(I.J)) 
END IF 
! CALCULATE NORMAL DISTANCE FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER 
VPQ = (/XP(I,J)-X1,YP(I,J)-YLZP(I,J)-Z1/) 
NORD = ABS( DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VPQ)/DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VUNI)) 
! COMPARE THIS WITH RADIUS OF EACH PARTICLE 
! IF DISTANCE < RADIUS, THIS INTERSECTS THE PLANE. 
IF(NORD.LT.ABS(RP(I,J))) THEN 
OPC= I 
CALL COVL(I.NOP,XP(:,0),YP(:,0),ZP(:,0),CLOV,RP(;,0)& 
,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
opc = o 
! SUM = TOTAL NO. OF BONDS 
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STM = STM + CLOV 
END IF 
600 CONTINUE 
STM = 0 
STV = STV + SPV 
602 CONTINUE 
! HEIGHT 
STV = BH 
! ANGLE TO 90 DEGREE 
STR = SA 
! TOTAL BONDING ENERGY 
STM = 0.0 
! J: PARTICLE NO 
J = 0 
PRINT *, " ROTATIONAL PART " 
READ •.K 
DO 603 K2 = 0, ST2 
CALL PLOTS(0,1,18) 
CALL NEWPEN(16) 
! SCREEN COLOR CONTROL, SCX = X COORD; SCY = Y COORD 
SCX(O) = 0.0;SCX(1) = I0.0;SCX(2) = 10.0;SCX(3) = 0.0; 
SCY(O) = 0.0;SCY(1) = 0.0 ;SCY(2) = 8.0 ;SCY(3) = 8.0; 
CALL FILL(4,SCX,SCY) 
CALL DISP(K2,5) 
CALL DISP{ST2.2) 
CALL NEWPEN(O) 
DO 607 K3 = 0,99 
CALL CIRCLE(BOX»PZ+SCA*FLOAT(K3)/IOO.O»COS(STR),& 
STV+SC A* FL0AT(K3)/100.0* SIN(STR).-0.01) 
607 CONTINUE 
! ASSIGN 3 POINTS MAKING ONE PLANE 
! P I{X I ,Y 1 .Z1 ),P2(X2,Y2,Z2),P3(X3,Y3,Z3) 
! PLANE VECTORS PI -P2,P I -P3 
XI = BOX»0.5; Z1 = BOX»PZ; Y1 = STV 
X2 = BOX ; Z2 = BOX*PZ; Y2 = STV 
X3 = BOX»0.5; Z3 = BOX*PZ + SCA • COS(STR) 
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Y3 = STV + SCA • SIN(STR) 
! WORKPLACE 
! PRINT ROTATIONAL RUN NO. AND ANGLE VALUES ",K2,STR» 180.0/PI 
! PRINT PI =",X1,YI,Z1 
! PRINT P2 = ",X2,Y2,Z2 
! PRINT P3 = ",X3,Y3,Z3 
VI =(/X2-XI,Y2-YI,Z2-ZI/) 
V2 = (/X3-X1.Y3-Y1,Z3-Z1/) 
CALL CR0SS_PR0DUCT(VI,V2,VN0R) 
VUNI = VNOR/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VNOR,VNOR)) 
DO 604 I = 0, NOP 
! CALCULATE NORMAL DISTANCE FROM PLANE TO PARTICLE CENTER 
VPQ = (/XP(I,J)-X1,YP(I,J)-Y1.ZP(I,J)-Z1/) 
NORD = ABS(DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VPQ)/DOT_PRODUCT(VUNI,VUNI)) 
VPR = (/0.0,YP(I,J)-Y1,ZP(I,J)-Z1/) 
! COMPARE THIS WITH RADIUS OF EACH PARTICLE 
! IF DISTANCE < RADIUS, THIS INTERSECTS THE PLANE. 
! WORKPLACE 
[ TUNNEL 
IF(SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPR,VPR)).LT.SCA) THEN 
! NORMAL 
IF(NORD.LT.RP(I,J)) THEN 
! DRAWING PART 
! CALCULATE INTERCEPTED PARTICLE RADIUS 
! IR = SQRT( RADIUS»*2 - DISTANCE«»2 ) 
IR = SQRT(RP(I,J)««2-NORD*»2) 
! PROJECTED CENTER CALCULATION 
! TWO VECTORS ON THIS PLANE 
! V1 = (/X2-XI, Y2-Y1 ,Z2-Z 1/) 
! V2 = (/X3-XI,Y3-Y1,Z3-Z1/) 
! CENTER = DISTANCE »UNIT VECTOR + PARTICLE CENTER 
! PRINT X Y Z ",XP(I,J),YP(I,J).ZP(I,J) 
! PRINT •,"I,NORD,RP(I,J),IR",I.NORD,RP(I,J),IR 
DX = XP(I,J) 
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! Z3 = SCA * COS(STR) 
! Y3 = SCA • SIN(STR) 
! VPR = (/0.0,YP(I,J)-Y1^P(I,J>Z1/) 
IF( ABS(DOT_PRODUCT(VPR, VPR)).GT.NORD» *2) THEN 
DZ = SQRT(ABS(DOT_PRODUCT(VPR,VPR))-NORD««2) 
ELSE 
DZ = SQRTCNORD»*2-ABS(DOT_PRODUCT(VPR,VPR))) 
END IF 
YD=((YP(I,J)-Y 1 )+SCA*SIN(STR))»«2+& 
((ZP(I,J)-Z 1 )+SCA»C0S(STR))»»2 
ZD=(SCA*SIN(STRHYP(I,J)-Y 1 ))**2+& 
(SCA*COS(STR)-(ZP(I,J)-Z 1 ))• *2 
IF(YD.GT.ZD)THEN 
DZ = DZ+Yl 
ELSE 
DZ = -1.0« DZ+Yl 
END IF 
! PRINT CONVERTED X,Z ".DX,DZ 
! 2.6 DRAW CLIP PLANE 
IF (M.LT.16) THEN 
M = M+ 1 
IF (M.GT.14)THEN 
M = 2 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(IR.GT.O. I .OR.IR.LT.-0.1) THEN 
IF(YP(I,J).GT.Y1 .AND.YP(I,J).LT.YI+2.0»SCA) THEN 
CALL NEWPEN(M) 
CALL CIRCLE(DX,DZ+SCA,IR) 
END IF 
END IF 
OPC= I 
CALL COVL(I,NOP,XP(;,0),YP(:,0),2Pf;.0),CLOV,RP(;,0)& 
,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
opc = o 
! PRINT *,"PARTICLE NO AND COORD NOM.CLOV.STM 
! DO608K = 0,CLOV-l 
! PRINT NEIGHBOR CON(K) 
!608 CONTINUE 
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! SUM = TOTAL NO. OF BONDS 
STM = STM + CLOV 
! END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
604 CONTINUE 
PRINT »,"STR,STM",STR« 180/3.1416,STM 
STM = 0 
STR = STR + SPR^PI 
DO 617 K3 = 0,99 
CALL NEWPEN(5) 
CALL CIRCLE( 10.0*FLOAT(K3)/100.0,YI ,-0.01) 
CALL CIRCLE( 10.0*FLOAT(K3)/100.0,Y1 +2.0«SCA,-0.01) 
617 CONTINUE 
READ '.K 
603 CONTINUE 
READ •,K 
IF (K.GT.O) THEN 
GOTO 690 
END IF 
END SUBROUTINE STRENGTH 
SUBROUTINE CROSS_PRODUCT(Vl,V2,V3) 
! GIVEN VECTORS : V1,V2 
! THEIR CROSS PRODUCT; V3 
! THEIR COORDINATES : X1,Y1 ,Z 1 ,X2,Y2.Z2,X3.Y3,Z3 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL :: V1(0:2),V2(0:2),V3(0:2) 
REAL :: X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3 
XI = V1(0); Y1 = Vl(l);Zl =V1(2); 
X2 = V2(0); Y2 = V2(l); Z2 = V2(2); 
X3 = Y1^Z2-Z1»Y2 
Y3 = Z1«X2-X1«Z2 
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Z3 = X1'Y2-Y1*X2 
V3 = (/X3,Y3,Z3/) 
V3 = V3/SQRT( DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
END SUBROUTINE CROSS_PRODUCT 
! CALCULATING OF VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF CLUSTERS, PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE VDF(N0L,N0F,I2F,XF,YF,ZF,RF,PP,REF,RDS,INTERVAL.PI,CJ) 
! NOL,NOF : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, IF : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XF,YF.ZF,RF 
! TOTAL VOLUMES : TV,V0LUM2,VOLUME 
! CENTER OF INTEGRATION : XC,YC,ZC 
! PARAMETER USED IN INTEGRATION : D2 
! INTEGRATION DISTANCE ; B 
! VECTOR FROM CLUSTER TO PARTICLE CENTER : ABC(XCP,YCP.ZCP),INV 
! SIZE OF ABC AND INV : SIZE, DIST 
! NO OF INTERVAL : INTERVAL 
! DISTANCE: STEP 
! VOLUMES : VI,V2,V3,VOLI,VTEMP 
! ER : EFFECTIVE RADIUS 
! INCLUSION CASE 
! LONGEST AND SHORTEST DISTANCE FROM PARTICLE CENTER : SHO.LON 
! VECTOR FROM INTEGRATION TO PARTICLE CENTER AND DIST : NDV,NDM 
! CENTER OF FIRST CLUSTER : CX,CY,CZ 
! TOTAL PARTICLE VOLUME ; PVOL 
! SIZE I PROPORTION : PP 
! PARAMETER TO CHECK THE NEIGHBOR AND INCLUSION PARA,IC,IN,M 
! NO OF REPETITION ; REF 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE-
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL:: XF(0:4500,0:2),YF(0:4500,0:2),ZF(0:4500,0:2),RF(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL::TV(0:4500,0:2).VOLUM2(0:3999),VOLUME(0;3999) 
REAL:: YC,ABC(0:2),D2,B,XCP,YCP,ZCP,PI 
REAL:: VOL 1,STEP,SIZE,VTEMP,PP,RDS,MAXV,MAXS 
INTEGER:: N0L,N0F,I2F,I,J,K,INTERVAL,M,REF,CJ 
DO 550 M = 0, REF 
STEP = 0.0 
! SELECT CENTER OF INTEGRATION 
! RANDOM VARIABLE AROUND NO =(0,0) 
YC = 0.0 
! INCREASE STEP 
DO 501 I = 0, INTERVAL 
VOLUME(I) = 0.0 
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STEP = STEP + RDS/FLOAT(INTERVAL) 
DO 502 K = NOL, NOP 
DO 500 J = 0,12F 
TV(K,J) = 0.0 
! IF OTHER PARTICLES OUTSIDE OF THE CENTER PARTICLE 
XCP = 0.0 
YCP = YF(K,J) - YC 
ZCP = 0.0 
ABC = (/XCP,YCP,ZCP/) 
SIZE = SQRT{ DOT_PRODUCT(ABC,ABC)) 
! D2 CALCULATION 
D2 = ( STEP»»2 - RF(K,J)'»»2 + SIZE^*2 )/2.0/SIZE 
! COMPARE ( SIZE - RF(NOF,J)) AND STEP 
! IF STEP < (SIZE-RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 0 
! IF (SIZE-RF(NOF,J)) < STEP < (SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = INTEGRATION 
! IF STEP > (SIZE+RF(NOF,J)) THEN VOLUME = 4/3«PI»RCNOF,J)«»3 
IF ( STEP.LE.SIZE-RF(K,J)) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 0.0 
ELSE IF (STEP.GT.SIZE-RF(K,J).AND.STEP.LT.SIZE+RF(K,J)) THEN 
B = D2-(SIZE-RF(K,J)) 
VOLl = (-(B**3)/3. + (B*»2)»RF(K,J))*PI 
TV(K,J) = V0L1 
ELSE IF ( STEP.GE. SIZE + RF(K,J) ) THEN 
TV(K,J) = 4.0/3.0*PI»RF(K,J)*»3 
END IF 
VOLUME(I) = VOLUME(I) + TV(K,J) 
500 CONTINUE 
502 CONTINUE 
501 CONTINUE 
STEP = 0.0 
VOLUME(-1) = 0.0 
DO 510 1 = 0, INTERVAL 
STEP = STEP + RDS/FLOAT( INTERVAL ) 
! PRINT '.REF, 1.0-PP, VOLUME(I),VOLUME(I)-VOLUME(I-1) 
VOLUM2(l) = V0LUM2(I) + VOLUME(I) 
510 CONTINUE 
550 CONTINUE 
PRINT VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION " 
STEP = 0.0 
VOLUM2(-1) = 0.0 
MAXV = 0.0 
DO 571 1 = 0, INTERVAL 
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STEP = STEP + RDS/FLOAT( INTERVAL ) 
IF(MAXV.LT.V0LUM2(I)-VTEMP) THEN 
MAXV = V0LUM2(I>VTEMP 
END IF 
IF(MAXS.LT.STEP) THEN 
MAXS = STEP 
END IF 
VTEMP = V0LUM2(I) 
571 CONTINUE 
STEP = 0.0 
VTEMP = 0.0 
PRINT »,"STEP,CUMULATIVE,INCREMENTAL,DENSITY" 
! CLEAR SCREEN 
! CALL CIRCLE((VOLUM2(I)-VTEMP)/MAXV*10.0,STEP/MAXS*7.0,-0.01) 
DO 570 I = 0, INTERVAL 
CALL NEWPEN(CJ) 
PRINT*,STEP, VOLUM2(I),VOLUM2(I)-VTEMP& 
,VOLUM2(I)/(FLOAT(INTERVAL))*«3 
! CALL CIRCLE((V0LUM2(I)-VTEMP)/MAXV* 10.0,STEP/MAXS»7.0,-0.01) 
STEP = STEP + RDS/FLOAT(INTERVAL) 
VTEMP = V0LUM2(I) 
VOLUM2(I) = 0.0 
570 CONTINUE 
VTEMP = 0.0 
END SUBROUTINE VDF 
! MOVINGING OF CLUSTERS, PARTICLES 
SUBROUTINE M0VE(NC,J2,XM,YM,ZM,RM,NEI,RUN,C0N,C0UNT,ANG,PI) 
! NC : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER, J2 : PARTICLE NO. 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XM,YM,ZM,RM 
! DEGREE OF OVERLAPPING, NO OF NEIGHBORS : CTM. CTM2 
! RADIUS SUM : RADD,MBS,ANG 
! VECTOR TO PARTICLE AND NEIGHBOR: VM,VMN 
! BASIC MATRIX FROM P- TO N-CENTER AND ITS SIZE : VB,MBS 
! RANDOM AND ITS NORMAL MATRIX ; VR,VC 
! VECTOR TO 2 NEIGHBORS : VMO,VM1 
! VECTOR FROM PARTICLE TO 2 NEIGHBORS :VO,V1 
! VECTOR FROM NO 1 TO NO 2 NEIGHBOR : V2 
! VECTOR TO CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS AND NORMAL : V3,VPRO 
! VPR4: SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
! VPR3 : DOT_PRODUCT(Vl,V2)A^PR4 
! VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
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! VPR5 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPRO,VPRO)+VPR7*«2)-VPR7 
! NO OF UNIT STEP • RUNNING TIME : RNI 
! NEIGHBOR PARTICLES : NEI,CON 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER •SUBROUTINE-
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL:: XM(0:4500,0:2),YM(0:4500,0:2),ZM(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL :: CTM(0:4500,0:2),RADD,MBS 
REAL:: RM(0:4500,0:2),VM(0:2),VMN(0:2),VB(0:2),VR(0:2) 
REAL :: VC(0:2),VMO(0:2),VM1(0:2),VO(0:2),V1(0;2),V2(0:2),V3(0:2) 
REAL :: VPRO(0:2),VPR3,VPR4,VPR5.VPR7,OT.ANG,PI 
INTEGER:: NOM,I,J,CMC,CMN,RUN,CTM2(0:4500,0:2),COUNT 
INTEGER:: NEI(0:4500,0:2),J2,CON(0:2),NC 
DO 360 NOM = 0, NC 
DO 362 J = J2,1,-1 ! FROM THE NEWEST TO THE OLDEST PARTICLE 
DO 361 I = 0, RUN ! NO. OF UNIT STEP • RUNNING TIME 
CTM2(N0M,J) = 0 
CALL CNNO(NOM,NOM,J,J2,XM,YM,ZM,RM,& 
CMC,CMN,CTM,CTM2,C0N,0T) 
IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.1.AND.CTM(NOM,J).LE.O.O) THEN 
RADD = RM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J)) + RM(NOM,J) 
VM = (/XM(NOM,J),YM(NOM,J).ZM(NOM,J)/) 
VMN=(/XM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J)),YM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J)),ZM(NOM,NEI(NOM,J))/) 
VB = VM-VMN 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VR=(/(.5-RND0),(-5-RND0),(.5-RND())/) 
! CROSS PRODUCT OF BASIC MATRIX AND ROTATION MATRIX 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VB,VR,VC) 
VC=VC'»RM(NOM,J)»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
! MATRIX MOVEMENT ONE STEP 
VM = VM + VC;VB = VM - VMN; MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
VB = VB/MBS»RADD; MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
! CHANGE COORDINATE 
VM = VMN + VB 
XMCNOM,J)=VM(0); YM(NOM,J)=VM( 1 );ZM(N0M,J)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CTM2CNOM,J).EQ.2.AND.CTM(NOM,J).LE.O.O) THEN 
VM = (/XM(NOM,J),YM{NOM,J),ZM(NOM,J)/) 
VMO = (/XM(NOM,CON(0)),YM(NOM,CON(0)),ZM(NOM,CON(0))/) 
VM 1 = (/XM(NOM,CON( 1)), YM(NOM,CON( 1 )),ZM(NOM,CON( 1))/) 
VO = VM - VMO 
VI = VM-VMl 
! CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO, V1, VPRO) 
V2 = VMO-VMl 
! CALIBRATE COORDINATE 
VO = VO»(RM(NOM,J)+RM(NOM,CON(0))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
VI = Vl»(RM(NOM,J)+RM(NOM,CON(l))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VI,Vl)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, V1)) 
VM = VM +V0 +VI 
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VO = VM - VMO 
VI = VM-VMl 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,VI,VPRO) 
V2 = VM0-VMl 
! PARALLEL LENGTH CALCULATION 
VPR4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 = DOT_PRODUCT(Vl.V2)A^PR4 
! CENTER COORDINATION 
VC = VPR3A^PR4»(VM0-VM1)+VMI 
V3 = VC - VM 
VPR7 = SQRT{DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPRO=(0.5-RNDO)*2.0*VPRO»VPR7»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
VPR5 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(VPR0,VPR0)+VPR7»»2)-VPR7 
VM = VM + VPRO 
V3 = VC - VM 
VPR7 = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(V3,V3)) 
VM = VM + VPR5A'PR7»V3 
XM(NOM,J)=VM(0);YM(NOM,J)=VM( 1 );ZMCN0M.J)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CTM2(NOM,J).EQ.3.0R.CTM(NOM,J).GT.O.O) THEN 
! PRINT NEIGHBOR BY 3 ",CON(0).CON( 1 ),CON(2) 
END IF 
! CALL C00RD{NC,J2,XM,YM.ZM,RM,C0UNT) 
361 CONTINUE 
362 CONTINUE 
360 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE MOVE 
! MOVE CLUSTER, MOVINGING OF CLUSTERS LIKE PARTICLES 
! MODIFIED FOR SETTLING CONDITION 
SUBROUTINE CSMOVE(K,NOM,XM,YM,ZM,RUN,CON,NRAD,BOT,RVAL,ANG,PI,OPC,BOX) 
! NOM : NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XM,YM,ZM,RM 
! RADIUS SUM : RADD,MBS,ANG 
! VECTOR TO PARTICLE AND NEIGHBOR : VM,VMN 
! BASIC MATRIX FROM P- TO N-CENTER AND ITS SIZE : VB,MBS 
! RANDOM AND ITS NORMAL MATRIX : VR,VC 
! VECTOR TO 2 NEIGHBORS : VMO, VM 1 
! VECTOR FROM PARTICLE TO 2 NEIGHBORS : VO, V1 
! VECTOR FROM NO 1 TO NO 2 NEIGHBOR : V2 
! VECTOR TO CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS AND NORMAL : V3 
! INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
! VPR4 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
! VPR3 : DOT_PRODUCT(V 1,V2)A^PR4 
! VPR7 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
! VPR5 : SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT{VPR0,VPR0)+VPR7*»2)-VPR7 
! CLUSTER RADIUS : CLAD 
! NO OF UNIT STEP * RUNNING TIME : RU1 
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NEIGHBOR PARTICLES : CON 
OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER •SUBROUTINE-
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL:: XM(0:4500),YM(0:4500),ZM(0:4500),RADD,MBS 
REAL:: VM(0:2),VMN(0:2),VB(0:2),VR(0:2),RVAL,ANG,PI 
REAL :: VC(0:2),VM0(0:2),VM1 (0:2),V0(0:2),VI (0:2),V2(0:2),V3(0:2) 
REAL:: VPRO(0:2),VPR3,VPR4,VPR5,VPR7,NRAD(0:4500),BOT(0:1),BOX 
INTEGER;: NOM,I,RUN,CON(0:2),CLOV,K,OPC 
OPC= 1 
IF (K.EQ.NOM+I) THEN 
DO 372 K = NOM,0,-I ! FROM THE NEWEST TO THE OLDEST CLUSTER 
DO 37II = 0, RUN ! NO. OF UNIT STEP • RUNNING TIME 
IF(YM(K).GT.NRAD(K)+BOT(0)+ABS(ZM(I>BOX/2.)»BOT(1 )»27BOX) THEN 
CHECK OVERLAP AND COORDINATION NUMBER 
CALL C0VL(K:,N0M,XM,YM,ZM.CL0V,NRAD,C0N.RVAL,0PC) 
IF (CLOV.EQ.l)THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 3,10," OVER SPHERE ") 
RADD = NRAD(K) + NRAD(CON(0)) 
VM = (/XM(K),YM(K),ZM(K)/) 
VMN = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))/) 
VB = VM - VMN 
BASIC MATRtX FROM P-CENTER TO N-CENTER : VB 
MBS = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(VB,VB)) 
DISTANCE/RADIUS SUM RATIO : MBS/RADD*I00.0 
VR=(/(.5-RND0),(.5-RND0),(.5-RND())/) 
VR=VR»2.0*NRAD(K)»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
ROTATION MATRIX: VR 
CROSS PRODUCT OF BASIC MATRIX AND ROTATION MATRIX 
NORMAL VECTOR 
CALL CR0SS_PR0DUCT(VB.VR,VC) 
NORMAL VECTOR FOR ONE STEP : VC 
VC=VC*2.0»NRAD(K)*SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
NORMAL VECTOR FOR ONE STEP CAL.: VC 
CHECK THE Y - VECTOR FOR DOWNHILL MOVEMENT 
IF(VC(I).GT.0.0) THEN 
VC = -1.0*VC 
END IF 
MATRIX MOVEMENT ONE STEP 
MOVEMENT FOR ONE STEP : FROM : VM 
VM = VM + VC 
VB = VM - VMN 
MBS = SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(VB,VB)) 
NEW DISTANCE RATIO : MBS/RADD«100.0 
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VB = VB/MBS'RADD !MBV = (/XMB(NOM,J),YMB(NOM,J),ZMB(NOM,J)/) 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
! MBS/RADD: MBS/RADD 
! CHANGE COORDFNATE 
VM = VMN + VB 
! TO: VM 
XM(K)=VM(0);YM(K)=VM( 1 );ZM(K)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.2) THEN 
! CALL GTEXT( 3,10," BETWEEN SPHERES ") 
VM = (/XM(K),YM(K),ZM(K)/) 
! 2ND COND. FROM : VM 
VMO = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))/) 
VMl = (/XM(C0N(1)),YM(C0N(1)),ZM(C0N(1))/) 
VO = VM - VMO 
! CENTER -> I : VO 
VI = VM-VMI 
! CENTER-> 2: VI 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,V1,VPRO) 
V2 = VMO-VMI 
! I -> 2 : V2 
! RADO, 1 : NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0)),NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON( I)) 
! SUMO, 1 : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V I.VI)) 
! CALIBRATE COORDINATE 
! " 1E" : -NRAD(K)-NRAD(CON(0))+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
! "2E" : -NRAD(K)-NRAD(C0N(I))+SQRT(D0T_PR0DUCT(V1,V1)) 
VO = VO»(NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
V1 = VI •(NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON{ I ))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, VI )))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, V1)) 
VM = VM +V0 + V1 
! "2RAD0,1" : NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0)),NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON( 1)) 
! "2SUM0,1" : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VI,VI)) 
! " VM AFTER CHANGE " ; VM 
VO = VM - VMO 
! " CENTER -> I" : VO 
VI = VM-VMI 
! " CENTER->2": VI 
! "R SUM" : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1,V1)) 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,VI,VPRO) 
! CHECK THE Y - VECTOR FOR DOWNHILL MOVEMENT 
IF(VPRO(1).GT.O.O) THEN 
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VPRO=-1.0'VPRO 
END IF 
! 
V2 = VMO - VMl! " I -> 2 " : V2 
! PARALLEL LENGTH CALCLFLATION 
VPR4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 = DOT_PRODUCT(VI,V2)An'R4 
! CENTER COORDINATION 
VC = VPR3A^PR4^V2+VM1 
! " CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS " : VC 
V3 = VC - VM 
! " CENTER <- PARTICLE CENTER " : V3 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPRO = (0.5-RNDO)»2.0»VPRO^VPR7«SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
VPR5 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT{VPRO,VPRO)+VPR7**2)-VPR7 
! "RADIUS,INCREMENT" : VPR7,VPR5 
VM = VM + VPRO 
! " ROTATED " : VPRO* 10.0 
V3 = VC - VM 
! " CENTER <- PARTICLE CENTER" : V3 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VM = VM + VPR5A^PR7»V3 
! "2ND COND. TO " : VM 
XM(K)=VM(0); YM(K)=VM( 1 );ZM(K)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.3) THEN 
! " PARTICLE, NEIGHBOR BY 3 RUN " : K,CON(0),CON( 1 ),C0N(2) 
! " FIXED BY ": CLOV 
! CALL GTEXT( 4,10," FIXED " ) 
ELSE IF (CLOV.EQ.O) THEN 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10, " FREE SETTLING " ) 
! RVAL = RVAL+0.01 
! " PARTICLE, FREE RUN, RVAL " : K,1,RVAL 
END IF 
END IF 
371 CONTINUE 
372 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 3 81 I = 0, RUN ! NO. OF UNIT STEP * RUNNING TIME 
IF(YM(K).GT.NRAD(K)+BOT(0)+ABS(ZM(I)-BOX/2.)*BOT( 1 )*2./B0X) THEN 
! CHECK OVERLAP AND COORDINATION NUMBER 
CALL COVL(K,NOM,XM,YM,ZM,CLOV.NRAD.CON,RVAL,OPC) 
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IF (CLOV.EQ.I) THEN 
CALL GTEXT( 3,10," OVER SPHERE ") 
RADD = NRAD(K) + NRAD(CON(0)) 
VM = (/XM(K),YM(K),ZM(K)/) 
VMN = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))/) 
VB = VM - VMN 
" BASIC MATRIX FROM P-CENTER TO N-CENTER " : VB 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
" DISTANCEyTlADIUS SUM RATIO " : MBS/RADD^IOO.O 
VR=(/(.5-RND()),(.5-RND()),(.5-RND0)/) 
VR=VR»2.0«NRAD(K)»SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
" ROTATION MATRIX " : VR 
CROSS PRODUCT OF BASIC MATRIX AND ROTATION MATRIX 
NORMAL VECTOR 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VB,VR,VC) 
" NORMAL VECTOR FOR ONE STEP " : VC 
VC=VC»2.0*NRAD{K)*SrN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
" NORMAL VECTOR FOR ONE STEP CAL." : VC 
CHECK THE Y - VECTOR FOR DOWNHILL MOVEMENT 
IF(VC(I).GT.O.O) THEN 
VC = -1.0»VC 
END IF 
MATRIX MOVEMENT ONE STEP 
" MOVEMENT FOR ONE STEP ; FROM " : VM 
VM = VM + VC 
VB = VM - VMN 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
" NEW DISTANCE RATIO " : MBS/RADD* 100.0 
VB = VB/MBS*RADD !MBV = (/XMB(NOM,J),YMB(NOM,J),ZMB(NOM,J)/) 
MBS = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VB,VB)) 
" MBS/RADD " : MBS/RADD 
CHANGE COORDINATE 
VM = VMN + VB 
" TO " : K,I,VM 
XM(K)=VM(0); YM(K)=VM( 1 );ZM(K)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.2) THEN 
" PARTICLE, NEIGHBORS, RUN ": K,CON(0),CON(1),RUN 
CALL GTEXT( 3,10," BETWEEN SPHERES ") 
VM = (/XM(K),YM(K),ZM(K)/) 
"2ND COND. FROM ": VM 
VMO = (/XM(CON(0)),YM(CON(0)),ZM(CON(0))/) 
VM 1 = (/XM(CON( 1 )),YM(CON( 1 )),ZM(CON( 1))/) 
VO = VM - VMO 
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" CENTER -> 1 " : VO 
VI =VM-VM1 
" CENTER->2" : VI 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCTrv'0,Vl,VPRO) 
V2 = VM0-VM1 
" I -> 2 " : V2 
"RADO.l" : ,NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0)),NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(I)) 
"SUMO,I" : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V1.V1)) 
CALIBRATE COORDINATE 
"IE" : -NRAD(K)-NRAD(CON(0))+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCTCVO,VO)) 
"2E" : -NRAD(K)-NRAD(CON(I))+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(Vl,VI)) 
VO = VO«(NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)) 
V1 = V1 »(NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON( 1 ))-SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, VI )))& 
/SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V 1, V1)) 
VM = VM + VO +VI 
"2RAD0,1" : NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(0)),NRAD(K)+NRAD(CON(1)) 
"2SUM0,1" : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V1,V1)) 
" VM AFTER CHANGE VM 
VO = VM - VMO 
" CENTER-> 1 " : VO 
V[ =VM-VMI 
" CENTER->2 VI 
"R SUM" : SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VO,VO)),SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V1,V1)) 
CALL CROSS_PRODUCT(VO,V1,VPRO) 
CHECK THE Y - VECTOR FOR DOWNHILL MOVEMENT 
IF(VPRO(1).GT.O.O) THEN 
VPRO = -1.0*VPRO 
END IF 
V2 = VMO - VMI! " 1 -> 2 ": V2 
PARALLEL LENGTH CALCULATION 
VPR4 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V2,V2)) 
VPR3 = DOT_PRODUCT(Vl,V2)/VPR4 
CENTER COORDINATION 
VC = VPR3A^PR4*V2+VM1 
" CENTER BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORS " : VC 
V3 = VC - VM 
" CENTER <- PARTICLE CENTER ": V3 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VPRO = (0.5-RND())«2.0*VPRO*VPR7*SIN(ANG/2.0/PI) 
VPR5 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(VPRO,VPRO)+VPR7*«2)-VPR7 
"RADIUS,INCREMENT" : VPR7,VPR5 
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VM = VM + VPRO 
! " ROTATED " : VPRO* 10.0 
V3 = VC - VM 
! " CENTER <- PARTICLE CENTER" : V3 
VPR7 = SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(V3,V3)) 
VM = VM + VPR5/VPR7*V3 
! "2ND COND. TO ": VM 
XM(K)=VM(0); YM(K)=VM( I );ZM(K)=VM(2) 
ELSE IF (CL0V.EQ.3) THEN 
! " PARTICLE, NEIGHBOR BY 3 RUN " ; K,CON(0),CON( I ),C0N(2) 
! " FIXED BY " : CLOV 
! CALL GTEXT( 4,10," FIXED ") 
ELSE IF (CLOV.EQ.O) THEN 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," FREE SETTLING " ) 
! RVAL = RVAL+ 0.01 
! " PARTICLE, FREE RUN, RVAL ": K,I,RVAL 
END IF 
END IF 
381 CONTINUE 
382 CONTINUE 
END IF 
! OPC = 0 
END SUBROUTINE CSMOVE 
! DISPLAY NO. OF PARTICLE CLUSTER 
IE : INPUT 
POS : POSITION 
I,J,K,L : INTEGER 
SUBROUTINE DISP(IE,POS) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER:: I,J,K,IE,POS,L 
L = IE 
IF (L.GT. 10000) THEN;CALLGTEXT( 12,1+POS," 0"):L = IE - 10000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.9000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS." 9");L = IE - 9000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.8000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 8"):L = IE - 8000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.7000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 7");L = IE - 7000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.6000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 6");L = IE - 6000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.5000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 5");L = IE - 5000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.4000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(12.1+P0S," 4");L = IE - 4000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.3000) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 12.1+POS," 3");L = IE - 3000 
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ELSEIF(L-GT.2000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(12,H-P0S," 2");L = IE - 2000 
ELSEIF(L.GT.1000) THEN;CALL GTEXT(12,I+P0S," r');L = IE - lOOO 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 12,1+POS," 0");END IF 
I =L 
IF (I.GT.IOOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I3,1+P0S," 0");I = L - 1000 
ELSEIF(I.GT.900) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,I+P0S," 9");I = L - 900 
ELSEIF(I.GT.800) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I3,1+P0S," 8");I = L - 800 
ELSEIF(I.GT.700) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,l+POS," 7");I = L - 700 
ELSEIF(LGT.600) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,l+POS," 6");I = L - 600 
ELSEIF(I.GT.500) THEN;CALL GTEXT{13,1+P0S," 5"):I = L - 500 
ELSEIF(I.GT.400) THEN;CALL GTEXT(I3,1+P0S," 4");I = L - 400 
ELSEIF(I.GT.300) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,1+P0S," 3");I = L - 300 
ELSEIF(I.GT.200) THEN;CALL GTEXT(13,l+POS," 2");I = L - 200 
ELSEIF(I.GT.IOO) THEN;CALL GTEXT{I3,I+POS," r');I = L - 100 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 13,1+POS," 0");END IF 
J =1 
IF (J.GT. 100) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 0");J = J - 100 
ELSEIF(J.GT.90) THEN:CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 9");J = J - 90 
ELSEIF(J.GT.80) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 8");J = J - 80 
ELSEIF(J.GT.70)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,I+POS," 7");J = J -70 
ELSEIF(J.GT.60)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,I+POS," 6");J = J -60 
ELSEIF(J.GT.50)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 5");J = J -50 
ELSEIF(J.GT.40)THEN;CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 4");J = J -40 
ELSEIF(J.GT.30)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS," 3");J = J -30 
ELSEIF(J.GT.20)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,I+POS," 2");J = J -20 
ELSEIF(J.GT.10)THEN;CALLGTEXT(14,1+POS." 1");J = J -10 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 14,1+POS," 0");END IF 
K = J 
IF(K.GT.10) THEN;CALLGTEXT(15,1+P0S," 0") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.9) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 9") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.8) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 8") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.7) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 7") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.6) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS." 6") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.5) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 5") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.4) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 4") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.3) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 3") 
ELSEIF(K.GT.2) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1+POS," 2") 
ELSEIF(K.GT. 1) THEN;CALL GTEXT( 15,1 +POS," 1") 
ELSE; CALL GTEXT( 15,1 +POS," 0");END IF 
END SUBROUTINE DISP 
SUBROUTINE COORD(NC,ND,XD,YD,ZD,RD,CD) 
OLD COORDINATES : XD2,YD2,ZD2 
NEW COORDINATES : XD.YD,ZD 
NO OF CLUSTER ; NC, NA 
NO OF PARTICLE : NB, CD 
PARAMETER TO CHECK CHANGE IN COORDINATES ; PARA 
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IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XD(0:4500,0:2),YD(0:4500,0:2),ZD(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL ::RD(0:4500,0:2),XD2(0:4500,0;2),YD2(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL ::ZD2(0:4500,0:2) 
INTEGER ::NC, ND, NA, NB, CD 
DO 850 NA = 0, NC 
DO 852 NB = 0, ND 
IF(XD2(NA,NB).LT.XD(NA,NB)-0.001.0R.XD2CNA,NB).GT.& 
XD(NA,NB)+0.001) THEN 
IF(YD2(NA,NB).LT. YD(NA,NB)-0.001 .OR. YD2(NA,NB).GT.& 
YD(NA,NB)+O.OOI) THEN 
IF(ZD2(NA,NB).LT.ZD(NA,NB)-0.001.0R.ZD2(NA,NB).GT.& 
ZD{NA,NB)+0.001) THEN 
! PRINT 849,NA,NB,XD(NA,NB),YD{NA.NB),ZD(NA.NB),RD(NA,NB) 
CD = CD+ 1 
XD2(NA,NB)=XDCNA,NB);YD2(NA,NB)=YD(NA,NB) 
ZD2(NA,NB)=ZD(NA,NB) 
END IF; END IF; END IF 
849 FORMAT(2I3,4F10.3) 
852 CONTINUE 
850 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE COORD 
! PARTICLE SETTLING 
SUBROUTINE CSET(NF,NG,XF,YF.ZF,RF,DAN,RUN,RNO,CON,COUNT,& 
KS,NRAD,FIL,MD.OPCL,RVAL,BOT,ANG,PI,PROP,REP,RDS,INTERVAL,DOP,OPC,BOX) 
! NF : NO. OF CLUSTERS 
! NG : NO. OF PARTICLES 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XF,YF,ZF,RF 
! OLD CLUSTER CENTERS : CX,CY,CZ,XA,YA,ZA 
! NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES : NF,NG 
! DRAWING OPTION : M2,CM,MD 
! NO OF STEP, TOTAL : K,K2 
! NO OF RUNNING TIME AND UNIT RUNNING TIME : RU1 ,RU3 
! OTHER VARIABLES SAME WITH DEFINITION IN OTHER 'SUBROUTINE' 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XF(0:4500,0:2),YF(0:4500,0:2).ZF(0:4500,0:2),RF(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL:;NRAD(0:4500),FIL(0:4500),CPX(0:4500),CPY(0:4500),CPZ(0:4500) 
REAL ::XA(0:4500),YA(0:4500),ZA(0:4500),RVAL,DAN,BOT(0:1 ),ANG,PI 
REAL ::PROP,RDS,BOX 
INTEGER::NF,NG,I,J,M2,CM,K,KS,CLOV,RUN,RNO,COUNT,CON(0:2),N,MD,OPCL 
INTEGER::INTERVAL,REP,DOP,OPC 
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! KS = SETTLING STEP 
J= 1 
DO 752 K =0,KS 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," CLUSTER MOVING BEGIN TOWARD BOTTOM " ) 
IF(J.LE.I4)THEN 
J = J+ 1 
ELSE 
J = J-14 
END IF 
IF(DOP.NE.O) THEN 
PRINT •.K/'STEP OF",KS 
CALL VDF(0,NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,PROP,REP,RDS,INTERVAL,PI,J) 
END IF 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
! M2 = 16 ERASE SCREEN BEFORE DRAWING 
M2= 16 
CM=NF 
CALLCLIP(NF,NG,ZF,YF,XF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM.MD) 
END IF 
! CALL DISP(K, 10)! DISPLAY NO. OF CLUSTER SETTLING STEPS 
! CLUSTERS LOOP 
! SETTLE FROM I TO NF 
DO 75 I = 0, NF 
! NEW COORDINATES FOR THE CENTERS 
! CX,CY,CZ TEMPORARY COORDINATES 
! CALL DISP(I,8)! DISPLAY NO. OF CLUSTER SETTLING 
M2 = 20 ! CALCULATE CENTERS BY SUBROUTINE CLIP 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
! CHECK OVERLAPPING BETWEEN CLUSTERS 
! CLOV = NO. OF NEIGHBORS 
CALL COVL(I,NF,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CLOV,NRAD,CON,RVAL,OPC) 
IF (CLOV.EQ.O) THEN 
! BOT UP FOR BOTTOM VISUALIZATION 
IF(CPY(I).GT.NRAD(I)+BOT(0)+ABS(CPZ(I)-BOX/2.)*BOT(1)*2./BOX) THEN 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," MOVING TOWARD BOTTOM " ) 
DO 759 J = 0, NG 
YF(I,J) = YF(I,J) - DAN 
759 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
! FOR BOTTOM PARTICLE CHECK UP 
! FIL(I) = 0.1 
END IF 
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ELSE IF (CL0V.GE.1) THEN 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," STOP " ) 
! M2=20 
! CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF.ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
CALL COORD(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,COUNT) 
! CALL GTEXT( 1,10," RELAXATION BEGIN ") 
XA(I) = CPX(I)! SAVE OLD COORDINATES 
YA(I) = CPY(I) 
ZA(I) = CPZ(I) 
DO 799 N = 0,RUN 
! BOT UP FOR BOTTOM VISUALIZATION 
IF(CPY(I).GT.NRAD(I)+BOT(0)+ABS(CPZ(I)-B0x^.)& 
*B0T(l)*2yB0X) THEN 
! M2 = 20 
! CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
! CENTER MOVING 
CALL CSMOVE(I,NF,CPX,CPY,CPZ,RNO,CON,NRAD.BOT,RVAL,ANG,P1,OPC.BOX) 
! PRINT *,"CPY",CPY(I) 
DO 756 J = 0, NG 
XF(I,J) = XF(I,J) + (CPX(I) - XA(I)) 
YF(I,J) = YF(I,J) + (CPY(I) - YA(I)) 
ZF(I,J) = ZF(I,J) + ( CPZ(I) - ZA(I)) 
756 CONTINUE 
XA(I) = CPX(I) 
YA(I) = CPY(I) 
ZA(I) = CPZ(I) 
M2 = 20 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
! COORDINATES PRINT 
CALL COORD(NF,NG,XF,YF,ZF.RF,COUNT) 
END IF 
799 CONTINUE 
END IF 
M2 = 20 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,XF.YF,ZF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
75 CONTINUE 
IF (OPCL.NE.O) THEN 
M2 = 0 
CALL CLIP(NF,NG,ZF,YF,XF,RF,NRAD,M2,FIL,CPX,CPY,CPZ,CM,MD) 
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END IF 
752 CONTINUE 
END SUBROUTINE CSET 
SUBROUTINE RADDI(NOR,NR,XR,YR,ZR,RR,NRAD,FIL,FVAL,CPX,CFY,CPZ,PI) 
! PARTICLE CENTER COORDINATES AND RADIUS : XR,YR,ZR,RR 
! CENTER COORDINATES : CENX,CENY,CENZ 
! POTENTIAL : POT 
! LENGTH SUM : CSU2,CV0L.CSUM 
! VECTOR FROM ONE TO ANOTHER PARTICLE : C3 
! NO OF CLUSTERS AND PARTICLES : NOR, NR 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::XR(0:4500,0:2),YR(0:4500,0:2),ZR(0:4500,0:2),RR(0:4500,0;2) 
REAL::NRAD(0:4500),FIL(0:4500),CPX(0:4500),CPY(0:4500),CPZ(0:4500) 
REAL::CENX=0.0,CENY=0.0,CENZ=0.0,POT(0:4500,0:2) 
REAL:;CSU2,CVOL,CSUM,C3(0:2),FVAL,PI 
INTEGER;:NOR,NR,I,J,K 
IF (NR.EQ.0 ) THEN 
DO 2 I = 0, NOR 
NRAD(I) = RR(LNR) 
FIL(I) = FVAL 
2 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 3 I = 0, NOR 
D0 31 J = 0, NR 
CENX=CENX+XR(I,J) 
CENY=CENY+YR(I,J); 
CENZ=CENZ+ZR(I,J) 
31 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
CENX = CENXTLOAT(NR+1 )/FLOAT(NOR+1) 
CENY = CENY/FLO AT(NR+1 )/FLOAT(NOR+1) 
CENZ = CENZ/FLO AT(NR+1 )/FLOAT(NOR+l) 
DO 4 I = 0, NOR 
CVOL = 0.0; CSUM = 0.0 
D0 41 J = 0, NR 
CSU2 = 0.0;POT(LJ) = 0.0 
DO 42 K = 0, NR 
C3(0)=XR(I,J)-XR(I,K) 
C3(1)=YR(I,J)-YR(I,K) 
C3(2)=ZR(I,J)-ZR(I,K) 
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CSU2=CSU2+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3)) 
IF(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3).GT.O.OO 1) THEN 
POT(I,J)=POT(I,J)+SQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(C3,C3)) 
END IF 
42 CONTINUE 
CV0L=CV0L+(RR(I,J))»»3; CSUM=CSUM+CSU2 
41 CONTINUE 
NRAD(I)=CSUM/FLOAT(NR+1 )/FLOATCNR); FIL(I)= 1.0 
4 CONTINUE 
END IF 
END SUBROUTINE RADDI 
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